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Abstract

The thesis speci�es requirements for robust, cooperative and coherent dialogue systems

and advocates a new approach, Constructive Dialogue Management. A prototype of a

system capable of dealing with the planning of system reponses in factual information

seeking dialogues is presented.

Constructive Dialogue Management is based on the theoretical foundation of Com-

municative Activity Analysis (CAA), a pragmatic theory of communication developed

by Jens Allwood, and on the empirical experience gained in the PLUS project which

aimed to improve robustness in dialogue systems by a pragmatics-based approach.

In CAA, communication is regarded as cooperative activity between rational agents,

constrained by the requirements of ideal cooperation: the communicators have a joint

purpose, they obey communicative obligations by showing cognitive and ethical con-

sideration in their contributions and they trust the partner to behave in a rational

way.

In Constructive Dialogue Management, the use of contextual knowledge is widened

to include the enablements and requirements for communication. As a result, the

negotiative nature of dialogues can be managed locally, and both prede�ned dialogue

grammar and speech-act classi�cation can be abandoned. Furthermore, by re�ning the

goal with the help of communicative knowledge about ideal cooperation and rational

activity, boundary problems between planning and realisation can be overcome.

Within this framework, solutions to two signi�cant subproblems of response planning

are presented: how to guarantee thematic coherence with respect to the preceding

context, and how to combine appropriate explicitness with elliptical generation based

on the communicative principles of Constructive Dialogue Management.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Goals and objectives

Consider the following dialogue between a user and a systemwhich provides information

from the Yellow Pages. The dialogue is a sample dialogue used in the PLUS project

(Pragmatics-based Language Understanding System, ESPRIT II project No. 5254).

(1)

(1) Service: Welcome to the Yellow Pages information service.

Please state your query.

(2) User: I need a car.

(3) Service: Do you want to buy or rent one?

(4) User: Rent.

(5) Service: Where?

(6) User: In Atalante.

(7) Service: Where is Atalante?

(8) User: In Rennes.

(9) Service: Ok. The following car hire companies are in Rennes:

<list of car hire companies>

(10) User: What is the cheapest car hire company?

(11) Service: Sorry. There is no information on prices.

Please contact the company.

(12) User: Ok, thanks. Bye.

(13) Service: Thanks for calling. Bye.

The dialogue exempli�es several di�erent aspects of human-computer interaction to
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which a robust dialogue manager must attend (numbers refer to the dialogue contri-

butions):

� The dialogue begins with a vague request and this is re�ned until it matches some

part of the information in the Yellow Pages database (1-9).

� World knowledge is used to interpret the concepts and their relations: e.g. that

`needing' means `wanting to have' and `cheapest company' refers to `prices' (3,10).

� Knowledge about the activity (application) is used to match the user request with

the tasks that the system is capable of performing: the user's request for a car

is connected to the system's task to give information about car hire companies

(2-9).

� Clari�cation about unknown concepts is initiated (7).

� Helpful re-routing information is given when the system is unable to comply with

the request (11).

� Consecutive queries about location are phrased di�erently (5,7).

� The user may continue with follow-up questions (10).

� Both the user and the system contributions can be elliptical (4,5,6,8).

� Anaphoric pronouns like `one' are used to refer to previous discourse referents,

and thus to tie the discourse parts together (3).

� A pragmatic marker `ok' is used to give feedback about the acceptance of the

previous response and topic change (9).

� Conventional markers of politeness `sorry', `thanks' are used (11,12).

� Boundary exchanges (closing) are used to mark the end of the interaction (12-13).

These aspects provide an empirical basis for system design as well as a theoretical

challenge for modelling cooperativeness in dialogue management. However, to improve

the exibility and naturalness of human-computer interfaces, the system needs to have

extensive knowledge not only about the syntax and semantics of the language (in our

case: English), but also about the world and the particular application, about topic

and focus, dialogue management, cooperativeness and communicative appropriateness.

In other words, the system needs to exploit pragmatic knowledge in its interpretation

and planning processes, and it needs to restrict its reasoning to contextually relevant

information.
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The work described in this thesis started within the ESPRIT project PLUS whose goal

was to build a robust, exible interface to electronic Yellow Pages. The project studied

the role of context and context-based reasoning in human-computer interaction and

the guiding principle was the use of pragmatic knowledge and pragmatic reasoning to

achieve robustness. The aspects listed above were some of the issues that the project

tackled with the help of contextual and pragmatic reasoning.

This thesis is an extension and elaboration of this kind of pragmatics-based approach

to dialogue management. It concerns the desiderata for a cooperative and exible di-

alogue system, and presents a prototype of a system that addresses robustness from

the point of view of communicative competence. The new approach to model informa-

tion processing in dialogue systems is called Constructive Dialogue Management. The

thesis deals especially with the planning and generation of system responses, and the

communicative principles that govern these processes.

Theoretical and empirical basis

The theoretical basis of the thesis can be found in the concepts of ideal cooperation and

rational, motivated agenthood as developed by Jens Allwood. We call the theoretical

basis of our work Communicative Activity Analysis, CAA, as it was called in the PLUS

context. However, it should be emphasised that Allwood's ideas have functioned as a

source of inspiration rather than a fully developed formal basis for our work. The work

done in the thesis is original in that it is takes the CAA principles and tries to base

desiderata for cooperative and robust dialogue management on a uni�ed pragmatic

theory. It is also the �rst attempt to specify, formalise and implement Allwood's ideas

for a prototype dialogue system, loosely following the lines sketched in Allwood and

Haglund (1991). The work also uses other insights in cooperative dialogue management

and response generation research in general, most notably Joshi et al. (1984), Moore

and Swartout (1990), Galliers (1989) and McCoy and Cheng (1990).

Following CAA, communication is understood as cooperative activity between rational

agents. The agents analyse and evaluate the partner's contributions and report back the
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result of this evaluation. However, they do not use language only to obtain their own

goals in a one-way activity, but are engaged in a joint enterprise: while elaborating her

own goal, the speaker must indicate that the response also addresses the expectations

which the partner meant to express and evoke by her contribution. This is so because

communication creates social, normative obligations which oblige the agents to act

according to the principles of `ideal cooperation', basically that they are willing to

continue the dialogue until both have achieved their goals and both are satis�ed with

the result. Of course, human interaction also involves conicts, but as claimed in

CAA, if the conict becomes so serious that it makes any cooperation impossible,

communication will eventually break down as well.

The empirical basis of the thesis is grounded in the corpus collection work conducted

in PLUS. The aim in this thesis is not to model naturally occuring dialogues as such,

but rather, to study what kind of phenomena occur in information seeking dialogues

between a human and a computer, and then, based on the communicative insights of

CAA, design a system that is able to respond, in an adequate and robust way, to these

phenomena. This requires idealisation and generalisation over the empirically obtained

dialogue sample. Many issues discussed in conversation analysis studies (e.g. pauses,

overlaps, external interruptions, multi-partner conversations, inuence of social context

and roles) are not considered in the thesis. This is not because of their irrelevance to

a robust dialogue manager or to CAA, but simply because their study is beyond the

chosen scope and limits of this thesis.

Goals and research objectives

The goals and research objective of the thesis can be summarised as follows:

� To study the use of pragmatics and principles of communication to improve ro-

bustness in dialogue management.

� To use Allwood's ideas about ideal cooperation and rational motivated activity

in achieving robust, exible dialogue management.
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� To explore the scope of the ideas in response planning, especially in determining

thematic coherence and elliding material.

� To give a prototype implementation of the ideas of Constructive Dialogue Man-

agement.

The thesis will demonstrate CAA in dialogue management, especially as a basis for

strategies for deciding the appropriate continuation, or the joint purpose of the di-

alogue. It will also discuss thematic coherence of the dialogue in terms of `Central

Concept' and `NewInfo', and the relevance and appropriateness of the surface form of

the planned response. Topic determination and ellipsis generation can both be seen

as signs of the system's compliance with the principles of ideal cooperation and ra-

tional action: show implicitly how the system has understood the user's contribution

and the goals set for the dialogue, and thus exemplify the notion of `communicative

competence' of the system.

Original contribution

The original contribution of the thesis deals with the identi�cation of robustness fea-

tures of information seeking dialogues, and the formalisation of these features as con-

straints on dialogue management. Allwood's ideas of communication as rational co-

operative action are applied to human-computer interaction, and a uni�ed basis for

robust and cooperative dialogue manager is sketched with the help of Communicative

Activity Analysis. An implementation of a prototype system based on these principles

is also presented.

The system adheres to dialogue management which is called constructive: dialogue is

a joint task whereby the partners construct the model of the common purpose. This is

based on the negotiative nature of dialogues: the participants try to achieve their own

goals in the cooperative activity by means of communicating and negotiating about

their wants and wishes. This requires knowledge about the world and the particular

dialogue situation, but also about speakers' role and communicative obligations. A
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novel feature in our system is that it does not have a dialogue grammar, but uses the

contextual knowledge base and its updates as the control mechanism for the appro-

priate responses. The context includes the expressive and evocative attitudes of the

previous contributions, the speakers' goals, new information conveyed by the contribu-

tions and discourse referents with a distinguished Central Concept. Each contribution

is evaluated with respect to the context, and the response is built as a reaction to the

changed context in accordance with communicative obligations.

Besides constructive dialogue management with context updating, a novel idea is also

that response planning is based on the new information that is to be communicated.

The default surface realisation is thus an elliptical contribution consisting of the new

information alone, which is augmented to a full sentence only if it does not ful�l the

four relevance criteria. The relevance criteria are stated in terms of the expressive and

evocative dimensions of the contribution.

The system presented in the thesis makes a new approach to the distinction between

planning (`what to say') and realisation (`how to say'), and attempts to overcome the

boundary problems between them by a pragmatics-based approach. The task for gen-

eration is to de�ne how surface level utterances are planned in the context so that the

contribution communicates the speaker's goal and is coherent and consistent with the

context. Given the communicative goal of the system, the planner proceeds in re�ning

the goal step-wise with respect to application knowledge, contextual information and

surface realisation criteria, complying with the obligations expressed and evoked by

the preceding utterances. Planning obeys two general principles, based on the All-

woodian concept of `ideal cooperation': the Responsiveness Principle (`report the new

information that results from the evaluation of the partner's contribution) and the

Minimalism Principle (`say only as much as necessary to communicate the goal'). A

fully determined semantic representation is passed over to the surface generator.
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1.2 The Structure of the Thesis

The thesis has two parts. Part I is devoted to the theoretical and empirical background

of the research, and Part II describes new work on dialogue management and response

planning. The goals and objectives of the research are given in Chapter 1. The empha-

sis of the thesis is on new theoretical insights in dialogue management and response

planning.

Part I has three chapters corresponding to the practical and theoretical context of our

research.

Chapter 2 describes the PLUS project within which the early part of the research was

carried out. The ambitious goal of PLUS, to build a robust dialogue manager whose

functionality is based on pragmatic and contextual reasoning, also frames our research

objectives. The chapter briey presents the aims of the project and gives an overview

of the PLUS system. Also the corpus collection work conducted in PLUS is discussed,

since this forms the empirical basis for the research described in this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents the theoretical basis of the research. The three sections on prag-

matics, dialogue management and natural language generation form the three main

topics of the thesis. We �rst discuss pragmatics in natural language processing in gen-

eral, and address especially the problems of cooperativeness, coherence and robustness.

These are discussed from the viewpoint of pragmatics-based dialogue management, as

background for our argument in Part II that a uniform pragmatic theory of com-

munication is needed for truly robust dialogue management. We then compare two

di�erent approaches to dialogue organisation, the intention-based approach and struc-

tural approach, and discuss their suitability for robust dialogue management. Finally,

we discuss the task of natural language generation and survey problems in planning

and generation pertinent to the thesis.

Chapter 4 introduces Communicative Activity Analysis (CAA) as formulated in All-

wood (1976). CAA serves as the theoretical basis for our research in applying com-

municative principles to dialogue management. Some of CAA ideas were also included
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in PLUS. Here we discuss the main concepts of the theory in relation to general com-

munication. These concepts are further interpreted for the research purposes of this

thesis in Chapter 5.

Part II deals with our own work. The six seections describe an approach to dialogue

management which we call `Constructive Dialogue Management' and base on the ne-

goatiative nature of dialogues and the communicative competence of the participants

as rational, cooperative agents. The design of a dialogue system that implements some

of the pragmatic principles of CAA, concentrating especially on the determination of

the system goal, thematic coherence and ellipsis generation, is presented.

Chapter 5 presents the view point taken in the thesis with respect to the issues given

in the theoretical background chapters. We �rst discuss robustness on the basis of our

corpus studies and identify four general requirements for a robust dialogue manage-

ment: physical feasibility of the interface, e�ciency of reasoning components, ability

to cope with syntactically problematic input and ability to initiate responses which

clarify vague, misunderstood or otherwise partial input. We concentrate especially on

the last requirement, and develop the `Constructive Dialogue Management' approach

to dialogue management on the basis of empirical data and CAA principles of ideal

cooperation and rational agenthood.

Chapter 6 gives the architectural perspective to dialogue management and presents

the design of our dialogue system. In Constructive Dialogue Management, the use

of contextual knowledge is widened to include the enablements and requirements for

communication. As a result, the negotiative nature of dialogues can be managed lo-

cally, and both prede�ned dialogue grammar and speech-act classi�cation can be aban-

doned. Furthermore, by re�ning the goal with the help of communicative knowledge

about ideal cooperation and rational activity, boundary problems between planning

and realisation can be overcome. We also study pragmatics-based generation and de-

scribe the response planner and the planning algorithm. The system refers to the

`no-expression, speci�cation-less' view of generation advocated by McDonald (1993):

the information content of the system response is expressed in non-linguistic terms and

gradually speci�ed in the course of generation process. Cooperative system responses
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are also discussed and compared to the requirements found in the relevant literature

(Kaplan's COOP, Wahlster et al.'s HAM-ANS, Joshi et al.'s (1984) work).

Chapter 7 discusses the thematic coherence of dialogues in the Constructive Dialogue

Management framework. We introduce the distinction between aboutness (what the

dialgoue is about and what is in the background) and information status (new vs. old

information), and accordingly, de�ne the notions of `Central Concept' and `NewInfo'.

Thematic coherence is traced with the help of Central Concept and topic shifting rules

which are based on world model relations. The claim is that dialouge coherence in

terms of identifable links between discourse referents is an expression of the fact that

the higher level communicative obligations have been appropriately addressed.

Chapter 8 concentrates on the generation of elliptic contributions and especially, on

combining ellipses with communicationally appropriate explicitness. We base the dis-

cussion on two principles that describe the speakers' communicative competence: the

Responsiveness Principle and MinimalismPrinciple, and describe how system responses

are planned so that a fairly speci�ed semantic representation is given to the surface

generator to realise. The default system contribution is an elliptic contribution which

only conveys the NewInfo, and this be augmented to a full sentence contribution given

that the four relevance criteria are not ful�lled. The relevance criteria are: Accuracy,

Validity, Consistency, and Freedom-From-False-Implicatures.

Chapter 9 is devoted to the actual implementation. We give an overview of a prototype

system which addresses robustness and cooperativeness requirements by implementing

the CAA principles of ideal cooperation, joint purpose, communicative obligations, and

expressive and evocative dimensions of contributions. The system also reasons on the

thematic coherence of contributions and determines ellipsis. Since the thesis has not

concentrated on the analysis side of dialogue management nor knowledge representa-

tion issues, this chapter is not intended to present a full computational implementation

of the ideas: the system also needs a shallow natural language front end and a compre-

hensive world model component. Rather, the implementation aims to show that the

ideas presented in the thesis are sound for building a full scale dialogue manager.
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Chapter 10 contains discussion and evaluation of the system, and also points to further

work.
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Part I

Background
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Chapter 2

The PLUS project

This chapter gives a brief overview of the PLUS project Pragmatics-based Language Un-

derstanding System, ESPRIT II project No. 5254, within which our research started.1

We also review the corpus collection work conducted at the beginning of the project

which forms the empirical basis for our research. Desiderata for a robust dialogue

system are drawn in Section 5.1 on the basis of collected sample dialogues.

2.1 Aims of the project

The aims of the project were to study the use of context and pragmatics in human-

computer dialogues and to build a robust and cooperative interface to an electronic

Yellow Pages based on pragmatic and contextual reasoning. The keynote of the project

was \to achieve robustness by treating natural language as an activity whose essential

characteristics is to convey meaning that is both appropriate and relevant in the con-

text" (Black et al., 1991). Robustness was understood as the system's ability to behave

adequately in a wide range of situations: it should be capable of dealing with extra-

grammatical input (elliptical fragments and misspellings), and exible enough to allow

a real dialogue with the user. The project contrasted itself to `low-level' approaches

1We gratefully acknowledge the �nancial support of CEC in the early stage of our research.
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which rely on the correction of errors at the level where they are spotted without ref-

erence to the contextual knowledge of the dialogue, thus constraining the user to stick

to the accepted syntax, and missing the heart of the problem which is to react to the

user's message appropriately in the context. To demonstrate the capabilities of the

system on a realistically sized application, PLUS chose an interactive Yellow Pages

Information Service as the demonstrator.

The participating organizations were: CAP GEMINI INNOVATION, Paris (the co-

ordinating contractor); ITK, Tilburg; Omega Generation, Bologna; CAP GEMINI

SCS BeCom GmbH, Hamburg; LIMSI, Paris; UMIST, Manchester; the University of

Bristol; and the University of G�oteborg. The project started in November 1990 and

ended prematurely in June 1993.

2.2 Overview of the system

The PLUS system consisted of the Natural Language Engine (parser and surface gen-

erator), the Dialogue Manager and the Knowledge Bases. The Dialogue Manager was

composed of three principal subcomponents which were: the Cognitive Analyser (CA),

theGoal Formulator (GF) and the Response Planner (RP). The Contextual Knowledge

Bases comprised the following: the Discourse Model, Pragmatic Rules, World Model

and Yellow Pages database. Figure 2.1 illustrates the PLUS system and the internal

composition of the Dialogue Manager at a conceptual level.

The task of the Natural Language Engine was to provide an interface between the

user and the Dialogue Manager. PLUS was interested in grammar development to the

extent that it serves pragmatics. Thus the parser was not to fail, but to produce as full

a semantic representation as possible for any utterance presented to it. The surface

generator was to get a fully speci�ed semantic representation of the system response and

translate this into a string of word forms. The semantic representation was expressed

in a quasi-logical form which contained grammatical information needed to interpret

or generate an utterance. The parser used uni�cation-based HPSG grammar, while
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Figure 2.1: The PLUS System.

the generator was a bottom-up generator based on categorial grammar and extended

with features. They are documented in Rentier et al. (1993).

The Cognitive Analyser took care of plan recognition whereby the system found the

user's communicative goal, and the Goal Formulator decided which goal it should try

to achieve as a cooperative and appropriate response to the user's input. The task of

the Response Planner was to plan a quasi-logical representation for the next system

response, starting from the goal formulated by the Goal Formulator. This task was

divided into subtasks that dealt with:

� �nding appropriate dialogue acts,

� deciding on an appropriate topic in the context,

� planning a full sentence or an elliptical sentence,

� deciding on appropriate referring expressions

� choosing between ambiguous quasi-logical predicates.

The PLUS discourse model employed two complementary pragmatic theories: Com-

municative Activity Analysis (Allwood, 1976, 1978, 1992; Allwood & Haglund, 1991)
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and Dynamic Interpretation Theory (Bunt, 1990, 1991). The former emphasises com-

munication as rational cooperative activity, and the latter concentrates on dynamic

aspects of dialogue interpretation, regarding communicative acts as functions from one

dialogue state to another. Communicative Activity Analysis is the subject of Chapter

4, and Dynamic Interpretation Theory is discussed in Section 3.2.1.

In PLUS, dialogues were understood as linguistically expressed complexes of commu-

nicative actions which can be described in terms of their e�ects on the context. The

Discourse Model contained all the dynamic knowledge necessary to model the dialogue,

and the dynamic interpretation of the dialogue was recorded chronologically by the di-

alogue history. PLUS also used dialogue structure rules which will be discussed in

Section 3.2.2. The PLUS Discourse Model is documented in the project deliverable

Jokinen et al. (1992).

The system's reasoning was based on pragmatic knowledge and world knowledge. The

PLUS World Model is described in Cavalli et al. (1992b). Pragmatic rules encoded

the system's knowledge about cooperative, rational behaviour in information seeking

situations as de�ned in Allwood and Bunt (1992). The rules are described in Bego

et al. (1992).

Pragmatic rules were expressed as declarative constraints and were of two types: prag-

matic constraints dealt with the consistency of the Discourse Model, and pragmatic

rules proper de�ned pragmatic actions to manipulate the Discourse Model. Pragmatic

competence of the PLUS system dealt with

� roles and expectations of the speakers,

� communicative functions and their realisation in dialogue acts,

� topic,

� reference,

� explicitness and implicitness,

� dialogue structure,

� feedback.
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The rules were not divided according to their function, but rather, according to the con-

textual information that they encoded. As the context was represented in a declarative

way, the same knowledge could be used in di�erent operations.

The context-based reasoning required facilities that supported the use of complex

knowledge bases and e�cient reasoning. PLUS was also concerned with knowledge

base management and explored issues in language-independent knowledge representa-

tion and knowledge base update techniques.

As part of the Knowledge Base Management System of PLUS, the knowledge base

update procedure developed by Guessoum and Lloyd (1990, 1991) was used for exper-

imenting with knowledge base interaction through updates. In this procedure, briey,

when a request to update the knowledge base comes, and the update leads to a vio-

lation of the knowledge base's integrity constraints, the update procedure produces a

set of transactions which, if executed, would remove the inconsistency and retain the

consistency of the knowledge base. To deal with various interactive systems, e.g. dia-

logues and dialogue planning, Gallagher and Guessoum (1992) proposed the method

of `anomaly removal' where the incremental removal of anomalous states models the

interaction.

The knowledge-base update procedure can also be used in implementing abductive

reasoning: inconsistent states are eliminated by forming hypotheses that would count

as explanations for the input. PLUS explored abductive reasoning in interpretation,

following the lines of Hobbs et al. (1990). Some results can be found in Underwood

and Black (1994). The problem of selecting an appropriate transaction among di�erent

alternatives was also tackled with the help of conceptual �lters. Work on this is reported

in Meyer and Guessoum (1994).

2.3 Dialogue corpus

To provide relevant information for the design of the system, as well as for the test and

evaluation tasks, a corpus of English, French and Swedish dialogues was collected in
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the PLUS project. In this section we briey discuss these empirical studies which also

serve as an empirical basis for the claims made later in this thesis concerning robust

dialogue management (see Section 5.1). A modi�ed version of this section is Jokinen

(1991), also included in the PLUS deliverable Nivre (1992a) as a report of the corpus

collection work at UMIST.

Analysis of some of the PLUS dialogues in terms of CAA are described in Allwood and

Haglund (1991), also included in Nivre (1992a).

2.3.1 General set-up for corpus collection

The Wizard-of-Oz method was used to get dialogues dealing with information seeking

from the Yellow Pages. The method refers to a set-up where the users believe that

they are communicating with a prototype dialogue system, while in reality there is

another person in another room answering the questions and trying to simulate the

future system. It has been extensively used in HCI studies, see e.g. Dahlb�ack et al.

(1993), Fraser and Gilbert (1991), Diaper (1986, 1989), Allen (1990).

The dialogues were collected by using a computer communication system prototype

written by Afsaneh Haddadi at UMIST. This software allows human-human communi-

cation between two di�erent Sun workstations, or between a Sun and a dumb terminal

or terminal emulator. The software enables the input from the user to be shown on

the wizard's screen as it is being typed, thus giving the wizard time to plan responses.

The responses by the wizard, on the other hand, are bu�ered, so that the user cannot

see the process of message composition. This gives the user the illusion of a computer

being at the other end. The partners cannot interrupt each other, i.e. after sending

the message by hitting the ESC-key, the participant has to wait until the other has

responded before being given back the turn. The dialogues are recorded in a �le which

contains both user and wizard turns and is headed by the start time. The �le also con-

tains time information about the length of each turn, and records the user's mistypings

and corrections.
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The restrictions put on the wizard's side in the WOZ-studies were general. The wizard

was a native speaker of English, and she was asked to be as helpful as possible given

the limitations of a system that can only provide information from the Yellow Pages

database. A set of canned responses was produced following initial trials, and these

were made available in a window, but the wizard could also freely phrase her replies if

the ready-made replies were unsuitable in the context. In the latter case, the wizard

was asked to use language that was natural yet not too human-like, in order to maintain

the illusion of computer responses.

The wizard also had a small database that contained appropriate information about car

hire �rms, restaurants and insurance companies needed in the dialogues. The database

was compiled on the basis of the Greater Manchester Yellow Pages, concentrating on

information in areas that were relevant for the scenarios. As the Yellow Pages does

not divide restaurants into type categories, a local restaurant guide was used to help

in this categorisation.

The aim was to use a wide range of human subjects, and especially subjects who

were would-be users of the future system, to obtain a representative corpus. Half of

the 35 subjects comprised UMIST administrative sta�, bank clerks, radio presenters,

electrical engineers, and a nurse. The other half consisted of 1st and 2nd year students

and postgraduates, who were easily available in the academic environment. The age

range of the subjects was 20{59.

The set-up of the dialogue session was as follows: subjects were given the instruction

sheet that contained general information about the experiment and how to use the

system, as well as the scenario sheet, and were then left to work on their own. An

instructor was available to assist, if problems arose, but did not otherwise intervene in

the conduct of the experiment. After the experimental session, the subjects were asked

to �ll in a questionnaire which contained questions about their prior experience with

computers and their impression of the experiment.
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2.3.2 Nature and type of dialogues

46 dialogues were collected on the following scenarios: hiring a car for a one-way trip

(17), �nding a restaurant that serves hot, spicy food (17), and �nding an insurance

o�ce (12).2 In this section, we present the collected dialogues from the point of view

of their relevance to the purposes of this thesis.

How to begin and how to quit

As shown in a study by M. A. Richards and K. M. Underwood3, quoted by Fraser and

Gilbert (1991), the system's responses have a big impact on the subject's queries. The

manner in which conversations are opened is especially inuential: explicit, impolite

openings where the system gives precise information about the service and asks for a

user request by imperative sentences elicit the most concise requests, while verbose but

polite openings most commonly elicit polite responses.

It is not speci�ed what factors Richards and Underwood used in determining politeness

of the wizard's turn and the user's responses, but presumably conventionalised forms

like `I would like to', `could you', `please' were under consideration. However, our

dialogues show that these phrases are used as conventionalised request forms rather

than indicators of politeness. The subjects relied on the conventional relation between

these phrases and requesting in general (as in \car hire �rms please"), rather than

`softening' the request to be polite with the computer. Moreover, the wizard used

fairly impolite language in terms of conventionalised politeness phrases which should

have invoked less `polite' behaviour in the subjects. Our dialogues also seemed to

depend more on the subject's imagination than the system responses, and some of

the subjects apparently chose to understand the experiment as a situation where they

could try out the system's factual database limits rather than its natural language

capability.

2For comparative purposes, 32 human-human terminal dialogues were also collected and analysed,

but these are not reported in this study.

3`How should people and computers speak to each other?' Interact '84, pp 33-36, 1984
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The software was designed so that the user had the �rst initiative in dialogues. This

was generally considered puzzling, and the subjects kept asking the instructor \what

shall I do", \what kind of questions can I ask", \can I ask `where are good restaurants

in Manchester' ". Although the task was explained to the participants and they also

had instruction sheets, it seems to be important that the �rst screen and front menu

are informative enough: they should provide the user with information about the scope

of the system and how to use it.

In general, the start was formulated in four di�erent ways:4

1. Indirect conventionalised request

(a) interrogative: Can you tell me of any car hire �rms in Entwistle?;

Can you give me a list of indian restaurants as neas as possible to Leven-

shulme;

could you tell me where I can �nd a restaurant in central Manchester which

serves indian or thai food;

could you please give me a selection of telephone numbers for Mexican and

Indian Restaurants located in the centre of Manchester?

(b) declarative: I would like the number of a local insurance agent;

i would like to �nd out about car hire services based around Bolton.

2. Indirect non-conventionalised request

(a) interrogative, which can also be a direct question:

are there any restaurants near my home;

are there Indian restaurants in central Manchester?;

Do you know any Indian restaurants in Manchester?;

How many restaurants are there in Manchester that serve spicy food?

(b) declarative, which can also be a statement:

I am looking for a restaurant;

I am looking for the names of Mexican restaurants in Chorlton cum Hardy;

I need a car;

I live in Entwistle outside Bolton and want to hire a car;

i need some addresses of insurance companies;

I want some insurance details.First of all, can I have some assessments for

life insurance

3. Direct request

(a) please give me information on the indian restaurants in central Manchester;

please supply details of small restaurants in the didsbury area;

Please tell me the phone numbers of car hire �rms around Bolton

4Misprints are in the original contributions.
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(b) indian restaurants in the centre of Manchester;

car hire �rms please

4. Direct question

What categories of restaurants do you list?

The three �rst types seem to be equally common, but only one direct question was

found. This dealt with meta-knowledge: the user wanted to know the classi�cation

and coverage of the database. It should be noticed that indirect non-conventionalised

requests (2) are fairly common and sometimes they are rather vague as well (`need a

car', `restaurants that serve spicy food'). Their interpretation as requests is based on

the contextual knowledge of their occurrence in the beginning of the dialogue, as well

as on world knowledge reasoning, �ltered through the application model.

It is interesting that another conventional form of politeness, the closing ceremony,

was rare in the WOZ-dialogues. Among the 30 people that participated in the human-

computer dialogues, there were only two persons who spontaneously signalled the end

of the dialogue by an explicit end marker like \that's all I need from you then, thanks

for all your help!!!", \thank you; mission accomplished", \Thank you. Over and out.",

\bye". The subjects seemed to use the system not as an equal dialogue partner, but

as a machine, and they did not consider it necessary to go through the long closing

ceremonies, or indicate that they have got all the information they wanted. When the

task was accomplished, the conversation was considered �nished, too.5 Also, only one

quarter of the dialogues contained expressions of thanks at the end of the dialogue,

although about two thirds (63%) of the subjects used thank you at some point in the

dialogue.6

The lack of explicit closing is problematic for the system, since a long pause after a

5This was also the most common case when the instructor's help was needed: "I've got the infor-

mation that I need, what shall I do next?"
6For the sake of interest, we can contrast this with the results obtained from human-human dia-

logues. Even though the set-up was the same, the subjects tended to be more polite and cooperative:

70% of the dialogues ended with thanking, and of these, 3/4 also contained explicit acceptance or

indication of future plans in a form of the phrase: Thank you, that is all I want to know. and Thanks,

I'll give Hertz a ring. All but one of the subjects thanked at the end.
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completed task may mean either that the user is thinking what to ask next or has

�nished. Apparently, participants did not close their dialogues because they did not

think closings were necessary when conversing with a computer: the task for which the

dialogue served was completed when the requested list appeared on the screen. From

the system's point of view, there seem to be three ways to infer that the conversation

is over. First, after listing the required information, the system takes the initiative

and, in the same turn, asks the user to make a decision about continuation: Is this

all you wanted to know?, Would you like to continue? etc. The negative side of this

alternative is that it automatically makes the dialogue awkward and non-human-like,

especially if the question is always phrased in the same way and produced without any

attention to the dialogue context. It may be appropriate after a fairly long dialogue,

but appears clumsy after the very �rst user contribution if this is a direct question

e.g. about the number of services in a particular location. The second alternative is

to use mechanical time calculation: after a given waiting time, the system may decide

that the conversation is over and close the connection. Finally, the third alternative

is a combination of these two: after a certain waiting time, the system may take a

more subtle initiative and ask if the user wants to continue the dialogue, and then,

if no reply comes to this question, close the connection. This is used in some library

catalogue systems.

User and wizard initiatives

The initiative taken by the wizard was restricted to speci�cation and clari�cation ques-

tions. However, sometimes the wizard tried to simulate a dumb as opposed to an intel-

ligent computer, and she produced questions and responses which were uncooperative

in that they were too literally understood and not consistent with the overall require-

ments of the dialogue system. This was considered one of the main drawbacks of the

dialogues collected: due to the inconsistency in the wizard's contributions, the users

were forced to milk the requested information, and thus be engaged in frustrating dia-

logues. On the other hand, from the point of view of general dialogue studies such cases

provide interesting material on human reasoning capabilities and resolution techniques
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when dialogues are malfunctioning, expectations are unful�lled and misunderstandings

occur.

Most dialogues were more or less natural conversations, and subjects asked questions

as if they were involved in real information seeking dialogues. However, their initiatives

usually ended when the list of appropriate companies appeared on the screen, i.e. when

they understood that the \mission was accomplished". Sometimes the whole scenario

was asked in the very �rst question (Could you please give me a selection of telephone

numbers for Mexican and Indian Restaurants located in the centre of Manchester.),

and the dialogue was over in two contributions. Students showed a more relaxed and

creative attitude, and they frequently took initiatives in continuing the conversation

with follow-up questions. For instance, in restaurant situations, questions like \what

is the cheapest restaurant", \which one is in the good food guide", \which has car

parking spaces", \is it a walking distance from the bus station" were frequent questions.

Some even produced conversation as if they were in a problem solving situation or

naturally chatting with another person. Unfortunately, since the YP does not contain

information beyond the names and addresses of the companies,the conversation often

died out after several unsuccessful questions.

The subject's evaluation of the dialogues

After the dialogues, each subject was given an evaluation form to write down their

opinion of the system responses, their own performance and the dialogues in general.

All the subjects accepted that they had been talking to a computer, and even if the

wizard made obvious mistakes, the users accepted these as system errors that commonly

occur when dealing with computers. The users seemed to be more concerned about

quick and exact replies than uent dialogues, because they did not expect computers

to be uent (they were usually surprised at the apparent capabilities of a computer to

understand and produce such natural language).

Two middle-aged men kept typing one or two word queries, even though they were told

to use ordinary language sentences. They were apparently �xed on the idea that they
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were talking to a dumb computer which can only understand simple keywords, and

this attitude is indicated in the evaluation form the subjects �lled in after �nishing the

session. The �rst subject understood the whole situation as a test for his intellectual

capabilities, and stated that his performance di�ered from face-to-face conversation

\at the start, but as I got to understand how it worked it became easy to use"; the

second one humbly wrote that his performance was \not very good. It is di�cult to

talk to a blank screen".

Ethical aspects

We do not go into details of the ethical aspects of Wizard-of-Oz studies here. However,

we want to point out that WOZ experiments as such pose moral and sometimes even

legal questions about the set-up. It is of course important to tell people that they had

actually been talking to a human who tried to act as a computer, otherwise wrong

conceptions about the current state of NLP and AI could be spread. Usually the reve-

lation of the true nature of the dialogue partner was met with a surprise and accepted

as an interesting personal experience. However, there are potential ethical and juridi-

cal problems: although subjects come to the experiment freely, after announcement of

a request for participants in a dialogue study, they are deliberately misled about the

nature of the experiment.

2.3.3 Consequences for dialogue management

The collected WOZ-dialogues feature the same characteristics as noted by Dahlb�ack

and J�onsson (1989) and Beun and Bunt (1987) to be peculiar to information seeking

dialogues and human-computer interaction in general. They are fairly straightforward

question-answer sequences, and many of them lack conventionalised `politness'-features

like greetings, closings and thankings. They also show less indirect speech acts, and

those encountered are usually conventionalised (Can you tell me...).

The lack of variety in user contributions seems to be a result of the simple scenarios
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given to the subjects: the subjects did not see any problem in hiring a car and leaving

it in another place. Moreover, the task itself, to seek information from the YP, was

too straightforward, and the subjects were too familiar with it, to enable elaborate

human-computer communication. The task can be understood as a systematic stepping

through a well-de�ned path which consists of di�erent alternative headings in the order

de�ned by the YP organisation. The help given by the system is thus reduced to

providing the alternatives quickly and clearly to the user, who could then just select

the ones which suit her goals best.

From the point of view of dialogue management, it is, of course, very tempting to model

the dialogues via a simple task structure, where communicative acts are tied to the

system's need to get particular task parameters, cf. Grosz (1977), Bilange (1991). In

fact, a �nite state based dialogue manager was sketched in PLUS to show how simple

methods can be used to capture the task-oriented aspects of the dialogues (Jokinen

et al., 1991). However, the information in the YPs is huge, and it is not possible to

prede�ne all the potential information seeking dialogues that will be made on the YP

database this way. The system also needs to cope with several di�erent "contextual

implicatures" due to ellipsis, fragments and vagueness in the user requests. An overview

of the problems as well as a way in which the knowledge base management systems can

support the resolution of linguistic indeterminacy is given in the working paper Black

and Jokinen (1991). Moreover, the aim in PLUS was to model dialogue management

based on general communicative principles, independent from the task and domain

information, and thus a more elaborated discourse model was designed (Jokinen et al.,

1992).

2.4 Evaluation

PLUS had ambitious aims for the use of pragmatic and contextual reasoning in build-

ing a robust dialogue system which exhibits cooperative and exible behaviour. The

targets were achieved in embryonic prototypes of the modules (e.g. the Response Plan-

ner was considered a good illustration of how a PLUS system would plan its output
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and how this is determined by the contextual situation), and in several experimental

systems concerned with di�erent relevant issues (reference resolution and disambigua-

tion of word senses using abduction), but an integrated system could not be built due

to the premature end of the project. Although the project contributed to better un-

derstanding of robust dialogue systems, the question remains whether the results are

su�cently mature to go into larger scale applications. The �rst system prototype is

described in Bego et al. (1993).

The importance of PLUS for our work is that it set up a framework within which

our research objectives can be formulated. It sketched a model of how pragmatic

knowledge can be formalised and used in its context for limited scope domains of

database queries. However, the ideas of a pragmatics based language understanding

system were not realised in the form of \PLUS technology", and more work is needed

to spell out the power and advantages of such an approach. Our research aims to be

a step in this direction: to specify more fully some of the principles of robust and

cooperative dialogue management and their inuence especially on the planning of

system responses.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical background

In this chapter we review the three main topics of the thesis: pragmatics, dialogue

management and natural language generation. In section 1 we attempt to answer the

question: what is pragmatics in natural language processing (NLP)? We investigate

three issues we consider particularly important for pragmatics-based NLP: coopera-

tion, coherence and robustness. In Section 2 we compare two di�erent approaches to

dialogue management: the intention-based and structural approaches, and assess their

suitability for robust dialogue management. In Section 3 we review the state of the art

in natural language generation, with respect to the production of cooperative system

responses.

3.1 Pragmatics and natural language processing

Ahrenberg et al. (1994) list four requirements that are widely recognised as impor-

tant for Natural Language Interfaces (NLI): `habitability' (the user should be able to

express commands and requests conveniently without transgressing the linguistic ca-

pabilities of the interface), `e�ciency' (the NLI should not slow down the interaction

with the background system noticeably), `robustness' (the system should be able to re-

act sensibly to all input), and `transparency' (the system's capabilities and limitations

should be evident to the user from experience). They argue in favour of customizing
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the interaction with the help of Wizard-of-Oz studies (see Chapter 2.3 for details of

this method), and are able to summarise the design of a dialogue system in two prin-

ciples: `Asymmetry Principle' (if there is a choice, prefer solutions that make the user

learn from system contributions to solutions that require the system to learn from the

user's contributions) and `Sublanguage Principle' (restrict the linguistic and general

knowledge of the system to that which is needed to support the users' tasks). As a

conclusion, they advocate the following slogan as a design principle for simple service

systems:

Prefer global pragmatics at design time to local pragmatics at run-time.

We concentrate on the �rst part of the slogan in this thesis. We search for a suitable

de�nition of pragmatics and end up with a claim that the above mentioned requirements

can be derived from a pragmatic approach that is related to communication in general.

3.1.1 What is pragmatics?

Pragmatics, as the term is used nowadays, goes back to the philosopher Charles Morris

who sought to clarify the terms syntax, semantics and pragmatics (Morris, 1938).1

According to him, syntax was concerned with the formal relations of signs to each other,

semantics with the relation of signs to the objects to which the signs are applicable,

and pragmatics with the relation of signs to their interpreters. As pointed out by

Levinson (1983), there is no satisfactory de�nition of pragmatics which would neatly

subsume all the di�erent issues that pragmaticians have called pragmatic. Rather,

pragmatics is best described through the issues and problems with which pragmaticians

are concerned.

In the linguistic-philosophical tradition pragmatics refers to the `extra meaning' of an

utterance that remains outside truth-conditional semantics. This is summarised in the

formula given by Gazdar (1979):

1The distinction had already been made by C. S. Peirce who de�ned the three distinct areas within

the �eld of semiotics, but the distinction has been made more generally known by Morris.
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PRAGMATICS = MEANING - TRUTH CONDITIONS.

This de�nition calls for the de�nition of meaning, since the meaning that is left when

truth conditions are subtracted may be narrower or broader depending on what phe-

nomena are subsumed under the semantic theory. Levinson (1983) gives seven putative

meaning components or inferential relations of an utterance, which we list in Figure

3.1. If semantics is understood in its narrowest, truth-conditional form, then `extra

meaning' can be said to comprise the other meaning components, i.e. the scope of

pragmatics concerns the items (2) - (7).

1. truth-conditions or entailments

2. conventional implicatures

3. presuppositions

4. felicity conditions

5. generalized conversational implicature

6. particularized conversational implicature

7. inferences based on conversational structure

Figure 3.1: Elements of the communicational content of

an utterance. Taken from Levinson (1983, p. 14).

In NLP, pragmatics has been connected with the aims of AI research in general: to

model the understanding of the world. Since natural language provides a means to talk

about and understand more about the world, the models can be tested and improved

with the help of natural language processing. Pragmatic issues include the items (2) {

(7), but their study concerns the interaction between linguistic knowledge and world

knowledge, rather than the phenomena as such. The emphasis is on the inferential

nature of pragmatic phenomena: to understand a sentence, not to mention texts and

dialogues, the relationship between linguistic phrases and their contexts must be iden-

ti�ed. This is done by making inferences that connect what is said to what is mutually

assumed or said before.

However, there are two problems with this notion of pragmatics, also pointed out by

Levinson. First, a huge amount of contextual knowledge is required, and second, the

type and nature of contextual knowledge is di�cult to determine. Contextual knowl-
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edge ranges from linguistic issues such as reference resolution and topic information

to world knowledge such as causal and temporal chains, task structure and planning

sequences, and we are faced with an ever-expanding context. The characterisation

of the context usually starts by drawing a distinction between the actual situation in

which the utterance occurs, consisting of all the possible contextual features, and the

abstract situation, which contains only those features which are relevant (culturally,

linguistically or for the purposes of a working system) for the interpretation of the

utterance. However, it is di�cult to provide a complete list of contextual features, and

in practical applications, only a few are taken into account.

Much work has been done to characterise di�erent aspects of language use. In the

SystemicGrammar framework (Halliday, 1973) these aspects are divided into `�eld' (the

subject matter), `tenor' (interlocutors' interpersonal roles and relations) and `mode'

(the form and situation of the communication). On these lines, Hovy (1988a, p. 17)

gives the following high-level categorisation of pragmatic information needed in NLP

applications:

� interlocutors' personal characteristics: factual knowledge, opinions, emotional

states, interpersonal relationship (hearer's emotions toward speaker, depth of

acquaintance, relative social status), etc.

� the speaker's goals with respect to the hearer: e�ects on future behaviour, opin-

ions, relative status, etc.

� conversational atmosphere: tone, time, physical setting etc.

These aspects can be compared to the view which sees pragmatics as related to com-

munication in general. In its widest sense, pragmatics is understood as embracing all

factors which inuence communication between human beings, but it is useful to narrow

down the scope by concentrating on the \phenomena that communicators consciously

: : :have to take into account" (Allwood, 1976). The above-mentioned categorisation

of pragmatic information can thus be accounted for by referring to the general re-

quirements for communication (e.g. to be in contact and to be able to perceive and

understand communicative contributions), and to the normative social obligations that

communication creates between the communicators (to evaluate information and report
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the result of the evaluation, consider the other communicator as a rational, motivated

and competent agent).2

While reference to general communicative principles may seem abstract from the point

of view of practical NLP applications, we believe that the functionality of such sys-

tems can be signi�cantly improved only if the design decisions can rely on an adequate

theoretical basis. A lot of research has been conducted with the aim of developing

dialogue systems that would not only provide correct responses, but would also show

cooperative and robust behaviour in general. However, while acknowledging the abun-

dance of insightful research, we think that one of the most important areas of neglect

in existing dialogue systems (such as HAM-ANS, COOP, SUNDIAL) is that they lack

a general theory of what it means to behave cooperatively.3 We believe that it is vital

to use pragmatics extensively to improve the system's user-friendliness and generality,

and especially, that the notion of pragmatics in dialogue systems should be about the

system's communicative capability.

Below we will discuss three issues which we regard as `pragmatic' in the sense that

they are related to communicative capability, and which we consider important in the

design and development of exible, user-friendly natural language dialogue systems.

1. Cooperativeness: informative and helpful responses given by the system, based

on the evaluation of the user's contribution in the dialogue context, and conform-

ing to the communicative principles of `ideal cooperation'.

2. Coherence: smooth information ow in the dialogue in which the dialogue parts

`hang together'.

3. Robustness: the system's communicative capability, especially its external user-

friendliness and the precision level on which vague or misunderstood input is

clari�ed.

2A more detailed discussion of the levels of communication can be found in Chapter 4.
3To be fair, these system did not aim at pragmatics-based NLP, but rather, at showing how the

appropriateness of system responses can be improved by paying attention to some particular aspects

of dialogue context.
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3.1.2 Cooperation

Cooperativeness is commonly understood as one of the basic requirements of success-

ful communication. However, it is di�cult to explain what are the characteristics of

cooperative behaviour and how cooperativeness works in actual situations.

Usually it has been regarded as a realisation of the Cooperative Principle of Grice

(1975):

Make your conversational contribution such as required, at the stage at

which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange

in which you are engaged.

and especially, of the four conversational maxims that characterise the Cooperative

Principle:

� Quantity: be informative, but do not make your contributions more or less infor-

mative than is required,

� Quality: be truthful, do not say anything for which you lack adequate evidence,

� Relation: be relevant,

� Manner: be brief and orderly, avoid obscurity and ambiguity.

The Gricean approach has been criticised both from the philosophical-linguistic and

the NLP view point. The philosophical-linguistic arguments deal with the fact that

people often break the maxims, but do not appear to be uncooperative, or they observe

the maxims and still cause misunderstandings. Actually, Grice himself discussed the

ways in which a participant may fail to ful�l the maxims, and considered outing of

the maxims a situation which characteristically gives rise to a conversational impli-

cature (e.g. the use of metaphor and irony.) However, maxims are intended to serve

the purpose of \maximally e�ective exchange of information", and thus they can be

successfully applied only to dialogues which deal with factual information. Although

Grice considers conversations as joint enterprises, the maxims also tacitly assume that

communication is a rigid exchange of information where each utterance ful�ls all the
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requirements exhaustively and at once. Since dialogues, including factual information

seeking dialogues, are best characterised as negotiations rather than straightforward

question-answer sequences (Pollack et al., 1982; Roulet, 1986; Moeschler, 1989; Moore

& Swartout, 1990; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1990), cooperativeness should be de�ned

with respect to both participants, who, pushing their own goals and at the same time

showing consideration of the partner's goals, collaborate in a joint task to achieve a

mutually acceptable result.

Cooperation can also be looked at from a wider perspective and considered a sign of

the communicators' communicative competence. Cooperativeness is not a means to

guarantee comprehensibility of individual utterances or e�ective communication, but

rather an e�ect that emerges from the dialogue partners' willingness to continue the

dialogue and their ability to make relevant contributions until both have achieved their

goals and are satis�ed with the result.

In his thesis, Allwood (1976) studied motivated rational activity as a basis of linguistic

communication. He sees cooperation as a type of interaction between normal rational

agents who are mutually considering each other when trying to achieve one or more

common purposes. Communication is a fundamentally cooperative activity which cre-

ates social obligations between the agents, and would break down if a serious conict

made cooperation impossible.4

Allwood criticises Grice because, despite his intentions, Grice does not pay enough at-

tention to the fundamentally cooperative nature of conversation. For instance, Grice's

maxims do not take the speaker's consideration of the receiver into account. Instead,

Allwood derives Gricean maxims as special cases from the ideal cooperation and social

obligations that communicators commit themselves to, which in turn can be derived

from ethics, rationality and agency. For instance, the maxim of Quality is a direct

consequence of the social obligation to take responsibility for the expressed beliefs and

attitudes: to tell lies is to commit oneself to something which one may not be able to

maintain. Similarly, the maxim of Manner gets its di�erent forms from the di�erent

4For details of Allwood's theory, see Chapter 4.
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norms which constrain adequate reporting of the information.

On the other hand, cooperation should not be understood as total compliance with

the social norms and obligations. Acknowledging Grice (1975), Allwood (1976) also

discusses cooperative understanding which arises from the clash between norms and

obligations of rational agenthood, or from the outing of the norms. In these cases,

constructive reinterpretation of the contribution takes place to retain cooperativeness.

The speaker trusts the partner to act as a rational agent who trusts her partner, i.e.

the speaker, to act as a rational agent, and thus content which is blatantly irrelevant

or incorrect is reinterpreted according to the constraints of ideal cooperation, mutual

purpose and ethical consideration.

Furthermore, as pointed out by Galliers (1989, p. 199), situations where the agents have

conicting goals are common in the real world, and actually play \a crucial and positive

role in the maintenance and evolution of cooperation in social systems". Cooperation

is thus not only benevolent conforming to social norms and obligations, but active

seeking for the achievement of goals and the resolution of conict if the agents have

conicting goals. Allwood (1976) does not discuss the management of communication

when the participants lack a common purpose or they have conicting goals, but this

can be subsumed under what is called `Interactive Communication Management' in

Allwood and Haglund (1991), or more globally, under the evaluation process of the

partner's goals and intentions with respect to one's own. An important departure

point in conict resolution is the partners' willingness to comply with the principles of

`ideal cooperation': as long as the partner is treated as a rational agent whose activity

is purposeful and motivated, communication is possible to resolve conicts.

As for uncooperativeness, we must distinguish the situation where the partner intends

to cooperate but lacks the ability to do so, from the situation where uncooperative-

ness is intentional and comprises various degrees of lying and deception. In the former

case the failure is unintentional and described as misunderstanding rather than unco-

operativeness, while in the latter case we have genuine uncooperativeness. Of course,

intentional uncooperativeness can be undetected (the partner is lying, but the agent

does not notice this), but in this case, the partner's behaviour is considered cooperative
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as long as the agent �nds it consistent and helpful.

3.1.3 Coherence

In some intuitive sense, coherence means that the discourse (text or dialogue) talks

about the same theme. On the surface level, individual sentences and dialogue contri-

butions may concern unrelated objects and events, but as a whole, the discourse parts

can be linked together into a coherent communicative whole. In general, there appear

to be two types of links: those that hold between ideas or propositions, and those that

hold between discourse objects or between objects and events. The links between ideas

have been modelled by general domain independent relations, while the links between

objects and events have been captured with the help of concepts such as topic and

focus, or salient discourse referents.

In text linguistics and text generation, much work has been done on the conditions and

requirements for coherent texts (Halliday & Hasan, 1976; de Beaugrande & Dressler,

1981; Hovy, 1986, 1988b, 1990, 1991; Hovy & McCoy, 1989; Sibun, 1991), especially on

how to organise the content into a coherent paragraph. The work has naturally centred

on the links between successive discourse segments, being referred to as conjunctive

relations (Halliday & Hasan, 1976), coherence relations such as Elaboration, Parallel

and Contrast (Hobbs, 1979) or rhetorical relations such as Motivation, Evidence, and

Sequence (Mann & Thompson, 1987).

The problem with these kinds of domain-independent coherence relations is that they

are actually dependent on domain knowledge and on the particular domain relations

that the domain supports. Kittredge et al. (1991) argue that `Domain Communication

Knowledge' is important and should be explicitly represented in text planning. They

used Mann and Thompson's (1987) rhetorical relations to generate weather forecasts,

and noticed that the domain not only restricts the type of relations needed in the task,

but also the appropriateness of the relations to express domain information. For in-

stance, the Sequence-relation requires knowledge of what domain facts are appropriate

to include in the sequencing relation.
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Coherence is also dependent on the speaker's ability to �nd a relevant causal or moti-

vating relation between the contributions. For instance, the discourse (2):

(2) John took a train from Paris to Istanbul. He likes spinach.

which is an example of an incoherent discourse in Hobbs (1979), appears coherent, if it

is known, or can be inferred, that Istanbul is a good place to buy spinach. The second

sentence then provides explanation or motivation of John's taking a train to Istanbul.

Hobbs acknowledges that coherence relations are not absolute relations, but that they

hold between sentential units to a greater or lesser degree, depending on how salient

the axioms were that were used to establish the relation. However, the salience of the

axioms is not constant across all speakers, and not necessarily constant in the same

discourse, but depends on the speakers' knowledge about what counts as a possible

domain relation. Consequently, coherence relations are tied to user modelling: what

the speaker knows and believes that the partner knows about the domain. The same

discourse may appear more coherent to some speakers than it does to other speakers,

because their background knowledge is di�erent.

In dialogues, coherence is a more complicated issue than in monologue texts, because

coherence is not controlled by one speaker, but built together by the participants in

a joint communicative activity. It serves the participants in their attempts to achieve

their own goals and understand the partner's goals in the most e�cient way, and is

thus associated with dialogue management in general, besides the domain rules for

producing thematically coherent responses. For instance, the recent work on interac-

tive explanation generation (Moore & Pollack, 1992; Moore & Paris, 1989) shows that

knowledge of structural rhetorical relations is not enough to enable an expert system

to respond appropriately to the user's follow-up questions (and thus to guarantee that

the dialogue is coherent). This must be combined with knowledge about the user's

intentions and goals, since the same rhetorical relation can be used for di�erent com-

municative purposes and the same communicative goal can be achieved via di�erent

rhetorical relations.

Di�erent approaches to dialogue management, which will be discussed in detail in Sec-
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tion 3.2, use di�erent means to deal with the coherence of dialogues: the structural

approach relies on explicit and implicit structures in the dialogue (Sinclair & Coulthard,

1975; Grosz, 1977; Bilange, 1992), while the intention-based approach deals with the

intentions of the speakers and the coherence of their plans (Allen & Perrault, 1980;

Cohen & Perrault, 1979; Cohen & Levesque, 1985; McKevitt et al., 1992). The linking

of ideas and propositions into a coherent discourse is based on the respective assump-

tions that coherence is determined by the speaker's conforming to a prede�ned dialogue

structure, or by her recognising the partner's plans and ful�lling consistent subgoals.

The primed context and the links between discourse referents have been modelled with

the help of the notion `focus' (e.g. Sidner, 1979; McKeown, 1985; Grosz, Joshi, &

Weinstein, 1983; Grosz & Sidner, 1986; McCoy & Cheng, 1990). The focussed entity

is algorithmically identi�ed from the set of discourse referents mainly on syntactic

and semantic criteria (Sidner (1979) provides extensive work on pronominalisation

of focussed discourse referents), but also the role of context has been emphasised:

Pignataro (1988) attempts to de�ne `topic' and `focus' in relation to context, and

Reichman (1985) di�erentiates discourse referents along a four-level focus continuum

associated with her `context spaces' which structure the discourse.

Although the main function of `focus' has been to restrict the search space for relevant

information, determine referring expressions, and select surface level expressions (i.e. it

deals with the surface level ties or with `cohesion' rather than coherence, (Halliday &

Hasan, 1976)), the tacit assumption is that the discourse is coherent, if it talks about

the same set of entities. For instance, Grosz et al. (1983) use the notions of `global

focus' and `centering' to distinguish between global and local coherence, respectively.5

`Global coherence' refers to the ways in which larger segments of discourse relate to

each other, and accordingly, global focus refers to a set of entities that are relevant

to the overall discourse. `Local coherence' deals with individual sentences and their

combination into larger discourse segments, and accordingly, centering refers to a more

local focussing process which identi�es a single entity as the most central one in an

individual sentence. We come back to this distinction in Chapter 7 when we discuss

5The distinction was originally drawn by Grosz (1977), who talks about global and immediate focus.
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the thematic coherence of dialogues.

Hobbs (1979) uses example (2) (p. 36) to argue that coherence does not result from

the discourse being about the same entity or the same set of entities, but from the

speakers' need to be understood. This need drives the speakers to seek for an appro-

priate coherence relation, and the fact that a discourse is of some set of entities is a

\trace of the deeper processes of coherence".6 We agree with Hobbs that coherence is

due to the communicators' desire to make sense of the discourse, but we would also

make a stronger claim, namely that the communicators are obliged to produce coherent

discourse, given that they act as rational, cooperative agents. Hence, coherence is mo-

tivated not only by the speakers' need to be understood, but also by their compliance

with the principles of ideal cooperation and rationality (cf. Allwood, 1992).

On the other hand, the amount of reasoning that the speakers need to do in order to

determine whether the discourse is coherent or not, depends on the primed context

in which the analysis takes place. For instance, the discourse (2) is odd in isolation,

but it is easy to direct the reader towards the intended interpretation, if the context

is extended e.g. by adding a title like Turkey - the world's best spinach provider, and

an extra clause like And he was determined to �nd the best spinach in the world at

the end. An analogous point was made by McCoy and Cheng (1990) with respect to

di�erent focussing e�ects found in the discourse. They noticed that contrary to what

Garrod and Sanford (1983) claim, the discourse

(3) Harry fell several times.

?The snow was cold and wet.

seems reasonable and the reference to `snow' is both relevant and acceptable, if the

sentences are embedded in a longer context which includes e.g. the title \Learning to

ski". The explicit reference to skiing causes the interpretation to be oriented towards

the domain concept `snow', which thus contributes to the coherence of the discourse.

6Hobbs argues in favour of abductive reasoning which can be used to `explain' the observed sentence

in terms of semantic predicates, and by instantiating the predicates appropriately, coherence appears

as a side-e�ect.
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We regard the set of entities that the discourse is about as an important tool in the

analysis and evaluation of the contributions, since it provides the common ground or the

primed context within which communication takes place. In generation in particular,

this set provides the context within which thematic coherence is determined: topic

shifts are based on the knowledge about how the discourse can continue cooperatively,

given the Central Concept of the contribution and the context of what has been talked

about.

3.1.4 Robustness

Robustness can be looked at from two di�erent view-points: the application oriented

system building view-point with the aim of producing good user interfaces, and the

more theoretical system design view-point with the aim of generality of solutions. These

are not necessarily contradictory, since the aim in both is to build helpful and coopera-

tive dialogue systems that are capable of producing e�cient, accurate and appropriate

responses. Rather, their di�erence lies in the use of linguistic and pragmatic knowledge

in dialogue management, especially in the way the system can reason about di�erent

continuation possibilities.

Hayes and Reddy (1983) de�ne robustness as the system's ability to be able to react

sensibly to all input. However, wide coverage as such is not interesting, since, as pointed

out in PLUS (Cavalli et al., 1992a), this could be trivialised to quasi-conversational

robustness by responding "Please re-phrase" to all problematic requests. Moreover,

coverage can also be seen as closely tied to the particular application: the system can

be tailored according to the speci�c needs peculiar to that domain. This has been

amply debated in terms of domain dependency and the sublanguage approach, see e.g.

Grishman and Kittredge (1986), Kittredge et al. (1991), Tsujii et al. (1992), Ahrenberg

et al. (1994).

We claim that a dialogue system's desired behavior should be grounded on pragmatic

principles which de�ne cooperative and appropriate communication in general. Al-

though the mouse and menu approach seems, at the moment at least, to provide a more
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robust technology to human-computer interaction than natural language approach, we

want to emphasise that robustness should not be restricted to interface issues only, but

the quality of the system responses should be taken into account as well. This is an

issue that requires pragmatic knowledge about the agents communicative competence.

In the fast-developing multimodal environments, `robustness' could thus be associated

with the external enablements of communication like a user-friendly interface as well

as with the adequacy and precision with which responses are planned.

We study robustness issues in the light of empirical dialogue studies in Section 5.1.

We come up with four requirements for robust and cooperative dialogue management,

related to those given by Ahrenberg et al. (1994) (see above p. 27), and we show

how these requirements are based on the pragmatic principles of rational cooperative

communication.

Robustness in the sense of communicative competence of the system was also one of

the aims in PLUS. To give an overview of the full scale of the aims for this kind of

robustness, Figure 3.2 lists features that were discussed in PLUS as desiderata for a

robust, conversationally adequate system (Allwood et al., 1991).

3.2 Approaches to dialogue management

We can distinguish two di�erent approaches to dialogue management. Both of them

have a common basis in regarding natural language as purposeful behaviour, but they

di�er in general theoretical orientation about how this behaviour is to be described.

This is due to the di�erent scienti�c environment in which the approaches have been

developed. We call these approaches the Intention-based approach and the Structural

approach. We also briey discuss Conversation Analysis whose insights on the study of

naturally occurring dialogues have had impact on the terminology of human-computer

interaction.
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Users: A variety of di�erent kinds of users in

di�erent situations and activities asking

about several di�erent Yellow Pages topics.

Contact: Long pauses and un�nished dialogues.

Perception: Bad connections, spelling errors,

users mistakenly hitting the keys (because of

fatigue, clumsiness, drunkenness, etc.).

Understanding: Ungrammatical input, terminological mistakes,

mistakes in thinking, logic,

unknown terms or statements,

statements or presuppositions which the

system believes to be false.

Attitudes: User agression, anger, swearing, etc.,

user misuse, sabotage,

user inability to answer system's questions,

user's demand that system evaluate something.

Processing: The system should be able to handle as many

of the input di�culties as possible while

giving as qualitatively good output as possible.

: : :

Qualitative processing means that the system

should reach high levels of understanding, as

quickly as possible, even when perception is

inadequate or relevant background information

is lacking.

Output: The system should choose replies which pay

attention to relevance hierarchies (cf. Allwood (1984)

and Gricean type maxims of ethics and rationality.

: : :

The general problem of whether the system

should go for quality or quantity has to be

faced. Should we be able to to do well always

or should we accept less quality in order to

handle more di�erent users in more di�erent

activities with more di�erent topics

confronting the system with more types of

`corrupt input', etc?

Figure 3.2: Robustness features in PLUS. Taken from Allwood et al.

(1991)
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3.2.1 The Intention-based approach

This approach has a logic-philosophical background and is rooted in the work on speech

acts by Austin (1962) and Searle (1969). Language is viewed as action: utterances

serve not only to express propositions, but also to perform actions. Communication

is thus described in terms of beliefs and intentions of the dialogue participants, and

successful communication means that the hearer recognises the speaker's purpose in

using language. Utterances may contain performative verbs that explicitly indicate the

act performed, but in general, utterances are implicit performatives, and the act is to

be conventionally inferred on the basis of the utterance context.

There are di�erent variations of this approach, mainly emphasising di�erent aspects

of the communication. For instance, in Dynamic Interpretation Theory (Bunt, 1990),

implemented in the TENDUM project (Bunt et al., 1984), the e�ect of dialogue acts

is seen via their context-changing potential, while in CAA (Allwood, 1976; Allwood

& Haglund, 1991) communication is understood as social activity between rational

agents and dialogue contributions express and evoke normative obligations about the

appropriate continuations.

Speech Act Theory and its development

Austin (1962) characterised speech acts by three di�erent acts being simultaneously

performed when a sentence is uttered: locutionary act (the mere utterance of a sen-

tence with determinate sense and reference), illocutionary act (performance of a certain

act by virtue of the conventional force associated with it), and perlocutionary act (the

result achieved by performing the act, bringing about of e�ects on the listener). The

illocutionary act is associated with an illocutionary force that constitutes the type of

act performed. Illocutionary acts are considered conventional, whereas perlocutionary

acts depend on the particular situation in which the utterance is uttered. An utter-

ance which carries particular illocutionary force is called `performative' and verbs like

promise, bet, apologise, declare are `performative verbs'. In later developments of the

speech act theory, performatives were divided into explicit and implicit, depending on
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whether the utterance contained an overt performative verb or whether such a perfor-

mative pre�x should be postulated in the semantic `deep structure' of the utterance.

Searle (1969) developed Austin's theory by drawing attention to the felicity conditions

that need to be ful�lled if the act is to be carried out succesfully. An (explicit or

implicit) performative cannot be true or false, but it can go wrong, be infelicitious.

Searle suggested that there are four kinds of felicity conditions: propositional content,

preparatory, sincerity, and essential conditions. They deal with the restrictions on the

content of the sentence uttered, on the real-world prerequisites of each illocutionary act,

on the speaker's beliefs and intentions for each kind of action, and on the constitutive

features of an action (`doing X counts as Y'), respectively.

A problem of speech act theory is how the speaker's mental state can be linked to ut-

terances, i.e. how the speaker's intentions and beliefs can be assigned to the recognition

of speech act types. In the early work, this was done in two ways: utterances were

classi�ed according to the illocutionary acts performed by uttering them (cf. Austin's

(1962) attempt at a taxonomy of performative verbs), or by felicity conditions that

need to be met if the act is to be felicitous (cf. Searle's (1969) comparison between

requests and warnings). Both ways su�er from the fact that no simple correspondence

between utterance form and utterance force exists. Actual language use is diverse, and

a straightforward mapping of speech act force to sentences in their context is di�-

cult. Moreover, the interpretation of indirect speech acts poses a major di�culty: they

are related to non-conventional conversational implicatures which require contextual

reasoning beyond the literal force of an utterance.

Gazdar (1979) summarises the relation between illocutionary force and the sentence

form in two rules: (1) explicit performatives have the force named by the performa-

tive verb, (2) otherwise the three main sentence types, namely imperative, declarative

and interrogative, are associated with conventional illocutionary forces of ordering or

requesting, stating and questioning, respectively. Levinson (1983, p. 263) calls this

view literal force hypothesis, and he also points out that it renders most language use

indirect: all speech acts other than those corresponding to the conventional literal

force of the sentence type have an additional, inferred force, and must therefore be
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considered indirect. For instance, the several ways of requesting are seldom expressed

in imperative form, and the indirect force must be somehow inferred from the surface

form of an utterance. Levinson (1983) proposes the `context-change theory of speech

acts' whereby the speech acts are understood as operations on the context, i.e. as func-

tions from contexts to contexts. When a sentence is uttered, not only its meaning is

expressed, but the set of background assumptions is changed as well. This view is also

advocated by Bunt (1990, 1991) in his theory of dynamic interpretation (see below).

Speech acts can also be based on a more general theory of communication and be re-

garded as a special class of communicative acts (Allwood, 1976). `Illocutionary force'

can be associated with the communicative intention of the speaker, and felicity condi-

tions be predictable from general considerations of co-operativeness and rationality of

the locutors. In that way, utterances are understood as means to carry the speaker's

beliefs and intentions (that describe the speaker's mental state), and thus they can

change the mental states of the interlocutors. A similar view is also advocated by Co-

hen and Levesque (1990b) who consider speci�c utterance events in the context of the

speaker's and hearer's mental states, and derive the di�erent e�ects of the acts from

general principles of rational agenthood and cooperative interaction. The illocutionary

act types can be used as convenient labels of the speaker's mental state, but they do

not constitute an explanation of a dialogue. It should be noticed, however, that even

though illocutionary act recognition may be unnecessary, it can be practically useful

(Appelt, 1985).

Dynamic Interpretation Theory

Here we briey review the main characteristics of dialogue modelling based on the be-

liefs and intentions of the speakers. The discussion is based on Beun (1989), which is in

line with the ideas of dynamic interpretation as developed by Bunt (1990, 1991), which

underlie the dialogue modelling of TENDUM (Bunt et al., 1984). Beun studies the

interpretation of `declarative questions' like \And that's on Saturday too?" in infor-

mation dialogues, and sketches a framework to identify their communicative function

(either an answer or a veri�cation question) on the basis of linguistic features of the
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utterance and contextual evidence.

Based on Grice's (1957) de�nition of the meaning-nn (non-natural meaning), Beun

(1989) considers communication a complex kind of intention that is satis�ed just by

being recognised: the speaker intends to cause some e�ect in the hearer, and this e�ect

is intended to be achieved by the hearer's recognising this intention. In this process,

the speaker's communicative intention becomes mutual knowledge to the speaker and

to the receiver.

A communicative act is a function from context to context, where the context refers

to the mental state of the participants (their beliefs, expectations, wants, intentions

etc.) A communicative function is de�ned as a function from propositions to actions

and denoted by a tuple called `function structure', which contains utterance features,

sentence type, pragmatic particles, and prosodics. A communicative function thus

identi�es communicative acts, on the basis of the observed utterance features, while

the act itself is determined on the basis of context changes. Of course, the idea behind

this is that the same communicative act can be performed by di�erent communicative

functions and di�erent communicative functions can contribute to di�erent acts. Lin-

guistic and contextual features of utterances, such as the sentence type, intonation and

certain pragmatic particles, were identi�ed in empirical research on information dia-

logues, and they are directly linked to the felicity conditions for speci�c communicative

acts.

The beliefs and intentions of an agent and the acts performed by the agent are repre-

sented in a logical language, and beliefs obey the standard logic axioms. Intentions are

supposed to be consistent with the agent's belief, and they are related to each other

via a set of axioms. Reasoning about communicative act consequences is performed on

the basis of Perrault's (1987) default theory which enables reasoning without complete

knowledge of the circumstances.

The context is updated by inferences based on each utterance and its previous context.

Communication is succesful, if the felicity conditions are recognized by the recipient

and the conditions become mutual belief. In other words, an utterance communicates
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its felicity conditions. The felicity conditions are related to what a speaker intends the

hearer to believe. Thus Beun speaks about a preferred set of felicity conditions as a

mental state description rather than as a direct or indirect interpretation of a com-

municative act. The preferred set of felicity conditions associated with the utterance

of a declarative sentence is that the speaker intends the hearer to believe something.

The preferred set associated with the utterance of an interrogative is that the speaker

intends the hearer to believe that the speaker wants to know something. If the context

contains evidence that the preferred (default) set of felicity conditions is inconsistent

with the hearer's knowledge of the context, the set is rejected and a less preferred set

chosen as the interpretation of the utterance.

Discussion

General AI planning techniques have been used in computational applications to plan

sequences of speech acts. Speech acts are modelled as planning operators with pre-

conditions and e�ects, these being de�ned on the basis of the speaker's and hearer's

beliefs and wants. The �rst system of this kind was the one described in Cohen and

Perrault (1979), followed by further work by Allen and Perrault (1980), Allen (1983)

and Appelt (1985). Most of the work within intention-based approaches has concen-

trated on single question-answer pairs, not whole dialogues with several contributions.

The connection between intentions need not be only local, however, as e.g. the work by

Carletta (1991) has shown: her intention-based dialogue games cover whole dialogues.

Also McKevitt et al. (1992) show that coherence of discourse can be modelled as a

sequence of intentions.

The problem with the intention-based approach is the recognition of speech acts: there

is a diversity of actual language usage and no simple correspondence between utterance

form and utterance force exists. On the one hand, a direct mapping from utterance

features to the intentions of the speaker su�ers from the fact that the conventional form

of the utterance can be used in several di�erent ways in di�erent contexts, and thus

the mapping algorithm requires extensive world knowledge about actions, causality,

temporal issues, people's intentions in general, etc. Beun (1989, p. 125) for instance
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notices this and states that \speech act theory mainly contributes to the idea that

language use can be conceived as the performace of actions, and therefore should be

considered part of a more general theory of planning and acting". On the other hand,

a plan-based approach, where the speaker's intentions are embedded in the recognition

of her plan, tends to tie dialogue structure to the task structure (Grosz, 1977; Appelt,

1985). Following Litman (1985), two planning levels (domain and dialogue planning)

are separated, but the recognition of plans is considered more pertinent to dialogue

management than the recognition of communicative strategies: e.g. Litman and Allen

(1984) regard simple discourse conventions as su�cient, and concentrate on metaplans

as a way of liberating domain planning from a strict task structure.

In the more recent work on speech act theory, Cohen and Levesque (1985, 1990a, 1990b)

abandon speech act classi�cation in terms of preconditions and e�ects, and specify the

acts according to general principles of rational agenthood and cooperation. Given the

agents' mental states and the speci�c utterance event, an appropriate action can be

generated and interpreted on the basis of the agents' understanding of the general

principles that govern the relation between mental states and speech action. Galliers

(1989), who extended Cohen and Levesque's framework to cover conict situations,

points out that problems with the rigid speech act recognition can be avoided by

the shift of emphasis from the act itself to the speaker's goal that the hearer should

adopt a particular mental state. Our work on Constructive Dialogue Management is in

accordance with the claims made by Cohen and Levesque, although we di�er from them

in our attempts to identify di�erent communicative principles in dialogue management

and their relative impact especially on the planning of responses.

3.2.2 The Structural approach

The structural approach assumes that dialogues can be analysed and generated ac-

cording to some structural rules which govern possible dialogue units and constrain

appropriate continuations. A dialogue grammar de�nes dialogue units such as moves,

exchanges and segments, as well as their possible combinations. There is a wealth of
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research within this approach, ranging from theoretical work by Sinclair and Coulthard

(1975), Reichman (1985), Roulet (1986), Moeschler (1989), Suchman (1987), Scha and

Polanyi (1988) to applications in dialogue systems by Grosz and Sidner (1986) and

projects like LOQUI (Wachtel, 1986) and SUNDIAL (Bilange, 1992).

Dialogue Grammar is used to guide both analysis and generation of utterances. In

LOQUI (Wachtel, 1986), dialogue rules are simple rewriting rules, where the arrow is

to be read `consists of':

(4) Dialogue! Exchange+

Exchange! Init (Exch) Resp

The �rst rule says that a dialogue consists of one or more exchanges which on their part

consist of an initiative move, optional embedded exchange, and a response move. The

grammar can handle simple question and answer sequences with optional subdialogues,

but not three-turn exchanges or dialogues with missing response moves.

A more elaborated dialogue grammar is introduced in Bilange (1992), and used in

SUNDIAL. This model is based on the work of the Geneva school of discourse studies,

notably that of Roulet (1986) and Moeschler (1989). It consists of four hierarchially

organised levels: `transactions', `exchanges', `interventions' and `dialogue acts'. Dia-

logue acts are the basic structural elements, consisting of preconditions (informative

or conversational goals, mental state conditions, and a dialogue situation) and e�ects

(informative or conversational e�ects, new mental states and a new dialogue situation).

Interventions are made up of one or more dialogue acts, and exchanges are made of

interventions and/or exchanges. An exchange need not be a two-turn pair, three-turn

exchanges are possible. Moreover, a response move need not be a single move but

can be an exchange as well, thus allowing exibility in the dialogue structure, since a

whole exchange can be a response. Dialogue rules are used to plan possible dialogue

continuations for both dialogue participants. In order to capture di�erent aspects of

dialogues, four di�erent types of dialogue rules are used: `Grammar Rules' (making

predictions for the next turn according to the dialogue grammar), `Dialogue Control
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Rules' (recognising a failure situation in which to exercise control), `Conversational

Rules' (maintaining a smooth dialogue in terms of coherence and explicitness), and

`Corrective Rules' (bringing about necessary changes in the dialogue history due to

the lack of expressive power in the e�ects of dialogue acts). The rules operate in the

di�erent phases of the generation cycle.

PLUS Dialogue Structure Rules

In PLUS, dialogue structure rules were also developed, although their status in the

overall dialogue management approach was left unclear. The following is based on one

of the project deliverables (Jokinen et al., 1992).

The Dialogue Structure Rules de�ne units called `Move', `Exchange', `Development'

and `Interaction', each augmented with a set of features which represent the informa-

tion encoded by the unit. The information concerns the owner (i.e. the speaker), the

communicative function (speci�cation, clari�cation, con�rmation) and the system task

(information that is needed to ful�l the task for which the Exchange/Development was

initiated, e.g. to know the location of a `ServiceSupplier'). The rules provide top-down

predictions about the acceptable continuations of the dialogue. They are speci�ed as

follows:7

(5) I ! M
o
E+

E[f; x; s] ! M [i; s] (D[f1; x; p]) M [r; p] (D[f2; x; s]) (M [e; s] (D[f3; x; p))

D[f; x; s] ! E[f; x2; s] (D[f1; x3; s])

The �rst rule states that an Interaction between a user and the system consists of an

initialising meta-act by the system (M0: Welcome to the electronic YP. How can I help

you?), and one or more Exchanges. The next rule captures the three-move structure of

an Exchange: an Exchange consists of the initiative Move by a speaker, followed by the

partner's response Move, followed by an optional evaluative Move by the speaker. Each

7`+' means that the constituent must occur at least once, parentheses distinguish optional con-

stituents, and the features of the dialogue units are enclosed in square brackets: `f ' refers to commu-

nicative functions, `x' to tasks, and `s' and `p' are the speaker and the partner, respectively.
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Move can be followed by an optional Development by the partner; this is needed e.g.

in cases where the partner does not give a direct answer but initiates a clarifying sub-

dialogue. After such a Development, however, the partner must return to the original

topic and give the requested answer, i.e. although an optional Development is initiated,

the response Move is to be found as well. The last rule describes a Development as an

Exchange optionally followed by another Development. The separate structural unit

Development is needed to cope with dialogue expansions which di�er from the parent

Exchange either with respect to the task (x, x2, x3) or communicative function (f, f1,

f2, f3).

Discussion

Dialogue grammars can be used to describe constrained communication situations like

classroom conversations (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) or systems giving ight infor-

mation (Bilange, 1992), and it is obvious that they are useful in computational ap-

plications as providing an easy-to-implement and e�cient means of restricting search

space. However, they force dialogues into �xed structures consisting of simple exchange

patterns so that, to be well-formed, the speakers' contributions must �t the structure.

For instance, in the dialogue 6 below, the structural position of the user contribution

User3 is problematic because of its multifunctionality. It can be analysed as a reaction

to the list of restaurant types given by the system in System2, but at the same time,

it also functions as a response to the system question in System1, giving the requested

location.

(6) User1: I'm looking for restaurants.

System1: In which area?

User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Try Indian in Rusholme.

System3 Please wait....

Here is a list of Indian restaurants in Rusholme.

If the exibility of a dialogue grammar is increased by de�ning very general rules,

the predictive power of the grammar is lost, and its function in the overall dialogue
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management becomes questionable. For instance, the freedom to allow exchanges (and

not only moves) as responses, as is done in SUNDIAL, does not necessarily make the

analysis of the dialogues easier, and it is problematic what is in fact outlawed by such a

general grammar. In PLUS, on the other hand, the feature values assigned to structural

units needed to be speci�ed with respect to belief reasoning and task determination,

and thus the structure actually appeared to be a complex way of encoding dialogue

history.

Moreover, it is not possible to reason about why moves in the exchanges are what they

are or what purposes they ful�l in the structure. In order to handle miscommunication

or deviations from the prede�ned dialogue structure, other means must be evoked. For

instance in SUNDIAL, three further rule types had to be introduced to enable the

smooth and correct dialogue management.

Dialogue structure grammars have been criticised also from a theoretical and method-

ological point of view. Their descriptive soundness is challenged because of the obvious

diversity of human conversations. Moreover, the nature of conversation is not a struc-

tural product, but rather an interactive process (Levinson, 1983, p. 294), and thus the

structure is created as the dialogue goes on rather than being `there' for the participants

to comply with. This view is also taken in Communicative Activity Analysis (Allwood,

1976), where communication is cooperative interaction with joint purpose and mutual

consideration between rational agents. We elaborate this approach to `Constructive

Dialogue Management' in section 5.2.

3.2.3 Conversation Analysis

Conversation Analysis, developed by Sacks et al. (1974), is a research methodology

for empirical study of naturally occurring conversations rather than an approach to

dialogue management. It is based on ethnomethodology and emphasises the study

of everyday dialogues which may have no obvious purpose at all. The conversational

`rules' that have been formed to describe regularities should not be understood as pre-

scriptive rules, but rather as preferences and expectations of what will follow. The
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organisation of conversations can be divided into two kinds: local organisation which

deals with phenomena such as turn-taking and adjacency pairs operating across two

turns only, and overall organisation which deals with sequences of turns and the or-

ganisation of conversation into a speci�c kind of unit.

As pointed out by Cawsey (1993), it is unclear how much of the Conversation Analysis

type of research can be used in the design of human-computer interaction, although

some of its insights are directly applicable and provide a useful basis for dialogue

research in general. For instance, concepts like `turn taking', `adjacency pair', `(self-

)repair', `insertion', `side sequence', `opening' and `closing sequence', are generally used

in NLP. A collection of papers on how Conversation Analysis can be applied to NLP

is given by Lu� et al. (1990).

3.2.4 Evaluation of the approaches

While the common view underlying all three approaches is that language is purposeful

activity, there are di�erences: the intention-based approach emphasises the plans and

intentions of the participants, the structural approach stresses the systematic structure

of dialogues, and Conversation Analysis concentrates on empirical studies of conversa-

tional resources. The approaches are not mutually incompatible, however, but comple-

mentary: formal intention-based approaches need to pay attention to the collaborative

nature of interaction and to the global structuring of dialogues, while the structural

approach should take into account the participants' goals. Both approaches should be

developed on the basis of empirical studies.

The structural approach is a reasonably fast and straightforward way to model dia-

logues with well-de�ned goals and a rather straightforward global structure. Its draw-

back is its rigidity: once built, a dialogue grammar allows only dialogues which conform

to the rules. Even if the rule system is sophisticated and rather detailed to capture

various kinds of possible dialogue continuations, the approach can be criticised from a

theoretical point of view in that its theoretical basis is invalid. Dialogue structure is

something that appears as a result of cooperative activity by the dialogue participants,
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or, as Gazdar and Mellish (1989, p. 386) claim, the syntax of discourse is \epiphenom-

enal and plays (at most) a subordinate role to the activity that drives the discourse."

The intention-based approach provides a more exible framework for dialogue analysis

since it operates on the relations between successive contributions rather than on a

prede�ned structure. It also provides a well-de�ned formalism to express and operate

on beliefs and intentions, and it captures the logic-based model of speech acts and

inferences. However, as discussed above, speech act recognition in terms of the acts'

preconditions and e�ects exhibits the same kind of rigidity as the structural approach:

structural units (consisting either of the agents' beliefs and goals or of plan schemata)

must be used in accordance with the existing de�nitions. A liberation from this is to

abandon the explicit recognition of speech acts and to refer to more general principles

of communication instead. The approach also su�ers from the same de�ciency as logic-

based approaches to natural language analysis in general: the neat analysis of a small

NL fragment is smothered by the nasty details of a larger fragment, either undermining

the basic assumptions or increasing the number of di�erent variables.

The two approaches to dialogue management seem to overlook the rational activity

that dialogue participants show when they adjust their communicative behaviour in

the changing dialogue context. We accept the instrumental view of language as a

means to change the context, and consider communicative acts as events that bring

the contextual changes about (context referring either to participants' mental states or

the states of the world). However, we also emphasise communication as a joint activity.

Dialogue are managed constructively to ful�l the goals that both partners have set for

the dialogue.

Cawsey (1993) describes di�erent approches to dialogue organisation and she claims

that there is no general over-arching theory of human interaction, providing a com-

prehensive model of how dialogue works, but that di�erent insights can be gathered

from di�erent areas, providing a useful basis for dialogue management. We claim that

there exist theories, or at least comprehensive views of communication, like CAA,

that attempt to account for the whole of human communication, and that dialogue

management can be based on the general principles of rational behaviour.
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3.3 Natural language generation

This section reviews some basic notions in the planning of system responses and gener-

ation. Especially, we study cooperativeness with respect to the system's over-answering

capability, and discuss three di�erent types of system responses which have been sub-

sumed under the notion of cooperativeness in the literature: those based on correcting

the user's presuppositions (Kaplan's (1983) COOP and Wahlster et al.'s HAM-ANS),

recognising the user's plan (Allen, 1983) and preventing the user from drawing false

implicatures (Joshi et al., 1984). We aim to bring these di�erent aspects together with

the help of pragmatics-based dialogue management in Section 6.4.

3.3.1 Introduction

The task for generation in general is to de�ne how surface level utterances arise from

communicative goals in a speci�c discourse context. In the literature, the planning

of system responses is usually divided into two levels: strategic, or `what to say' and

tactical or `how to say it'. The distinction was originally made by Thompson (1979),

but has also been referred to as content planning and realisation, deep vs. surface

generation, or text planning and plan execution. This seems intuitively plausible and

useful when referring to special problems encountered in the generation task. It is

widely used in generation systems, where the distinction corresponds to two compo-

nents which use di�erent data structures and inference mechanisms. However, it is

also widely acknowledged that this division is problematic, since the form and content

of surface level utterances depend on both the communicative goal and linguistic re-

sources, see e.g. Appelt (1985), McDonald (1983), Hovy (1986, 1988c), Danlos (1987),

Kantrowitz and Bates (1992), Rubino� (1992). Meteer (1991) has referred to this as

the `generation gap'. Moreover, even if the distinction may be useful on a conceptual

level, its implementation is di�cult because of the various ways in which planning and

realisation can interact. An interleaved architecture where the two components can

interact has been advocated, to address the problems of planning and generation in a

more exible way: the system can adjust its state according to changes in the goal,
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and this approach also permits the incremental production of output (Hovy, 1988c;

Kantrowitz & Bates, 1992; Rubino�, 1992).

Some generation systems like PENMAN (Mann & Matthiessen, 1983), exploit networks

to represent the necessary information for planning, combining the separate levels of

planning into an integrated traversal of interrelated network systems. However, net-

work traversal requires some speci�cation of how alternative paths will be selected.

PENMAN speci�es preselections for the alternatives by means of Sentence Plan Lan-

guage expression which is produced by an application-speci�c module prior to the

network traversal. The strategic vs. tactical `generation gap' is not avoided.

Recently, a third question for generation, `why' has drawn more attention. The question

was raised by Hovy (1988a), and the system's ability to reason about why it chose to

say what it did has subsequently been addressed as an important issue in natural

language generation (e.g. Moore & Paris, 1993).

Another distinction in planning is domain or content planning vs. discourse planning

(e.g. Litman, 1985; Litman & Allen, 1984, 1987): knowledge of the speaker's goals (do-

main plan or knowledge of the task) and communicative knowledge (discourse plan)

are separated. Two-level planning has been exploited among others by Murray (1989)

in planning curricula and by Cawsey (1990, 1993) in explanation generation. In PLUS

this distinction was reected in the division of the system goals into task-oriented and

dialogue-oriented goals; the name of the �rst goal type is unfortunate however, as the

planning deals not only with tasks to be completed, but also with the information that

needs to be communicated to the user. Grosz and Sidner (1986) point out that speaker

intentions must be distinguished from thematic coherence or focussing structure, since

the same intentional structure can give rise to di�erent attentional structures in di�er-

ent discourses.

As in dialogue management, two approaches can be distinguished in natural language

planning and generation: structural or schema based planning (e.g. McKeown, 1985),

and discourse relation based planning (e.g. Hovy, 1988c, 1990). The former assumes

that texts have a stereotypical structure which can be captured and precompiled into
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schemas. The schemas then govern the content of a text paragraph as well as the

order in which the material is presented, and thus implicitly encode the coherence

requirements of the text. The absence of internal structure in the schemas has lead

some researchers to consider whether a coherent text structure can be obtained by

de�ning a set of basic relations that hold between text sentences. Planning based

on discourse relations has mostly used Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), developed

by Mann and Thompson (1987) for descriptive purposes. The problem with RST is

that the rhetorical relation de�nitions are underspeci�ed and the RST analyses are

inherently ambiguous: di�erent rhetorical relations may hold between two sentences.

It may not be obvious which one is the intended one. Moreover, it may be that the

relation indeed conveys several rhetorical intentions at the same time: there is no single

well-suited RST relation to describe the sentence connection. There is no conception of

the speaker's intentions in pure RST, and thus it cannot address questions concerning

why a particular relation has been chosen unless the relations are augmented with

information about the speaker's goals (cf. Moore & Pollack, 1992; Moore & Paris,

1993).

There are also attempts to generate coherent texts without trees. Sibun (1991) de-

scribesthe Salix system which relies on the domain structure of the subject matter

to generate texts incrementally. The text is locally organised and its structure is the

structure of the domain: the coherence of the text is thus solely derived from the do-

main coherence. Sibun's approach is close to our `Constructive Dialogue Management'

in which the system responses are planned in the local context in the process of eval-

uating the user contributions with respect to the principles of ideal cooperation, see

Section 5.2.
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3.3.2 Cooperativeness in Response Planning

Cooperativeness and presuppositions

One of the earliest works on cooperative response planning, Kaplan's COOP system

(Kaplan, 1983), aimed at giving a relevant response in case the answer to the user's

question was \no". If the presuppositions of the query were not true, the system

would come up with an answer where these were corrected. For instance, if the course

CS121 had not been given, the simple answer `None' in the following dialogue would

be uncooperative, since it would lead A to believe that the course CS121 was very

easy or that the students were very bright. In other words, it allows A to draw false

implicatures on the basis of false assumptions.

(7) A: How many students failed the CS121 last term?

B: a) None.

b) The course CS121 was not given last term.

Another early system where cooperative responses were studied was HAM-ANS by

Wahlster et al. (1983). As pointed out by Webber (1987), their approach complements

that of Kaplan's in that they aim to give additional information beyond that requested

in cases were the answer is positive. For instance, in the following dialogue, a follow-up

question about the location is anticipated by giving that information in the answer.

(8) A: Has a yellow car gone by?

B: Yes, one yellow one on Hartungstreet.

Cooperativeness and plans

A similar type of `over-answering' was also a feature in the work by Allen (1983),

where the additional information is linked to the recognition of the user's plans and

the system's attempts to remove obstacles from the execution of these plans. For

instance, if the user is to board a train and asks for the departure time, the system

will also give information about the gate where the train leaves, since not knowing the

departure location may prevent the user from executing her plan.
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(9) A: When does the Windsor train leave?

B: 4 pm., Gate 7.

Cooperativeness and false implicatures

Finally, Joshi et al. (1984) link cooperativeness to Joshi's (1982) revised version of the

Gricean maxim of Quality:

If you, the speaker, plan to say anything which may imply for the hearer

something that you believe to be false, then provide further information to

block it.

Joshi et al. (1984) contrast their work with previous work in that the user's expectations

about the information provider's cooperative behaviour are taken into account: e.g. the

expert is assumed to come up with a better plan, if the recognised one is suboptimal or

unsuitable. The additional information is already available as a side-e�ect of the search

which the system needs to do to give an answer to the direct question. The system's

task is to block unwanted implicatures by checking if the direct answer enables the user

to draw conclusions which the system knows are not true. This can be done by using

default reasoning, and restricting relevant knowledge to the subset of the knowledge

base which is in focus because it provides the direct answer to the user's query.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we reviewed three issues that we consider pertinent for the purposes

of the thesis: pragmatics, dialogue management and natural language generation and

planning. We advocate the view that pragmatics is necessary in the design and devel-

opment of natural language dialogue systems, and specify cooperativeness, coherence

and robustness as key issues in pragmatics-based dialogue management. Furthermore,

we understand pragmatics as the study of the agents' communicative competence, and

thus, improving the system's communicative competence means improving the ade-
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quacy of the system responses as well as friendlier and more natural dialogue behaviour

in general.

We discussed two current approaches to dialogue management: Intention-based and

Structural approaches, and concluded that the approaches seem to overlook the general

context in which the dialogue takes place as well as the dialogue participants' rational

activity. We will propose the Constructive Dialogue Management approach as an

alternative in the Part II of the thesis.

We also discussed natural language generation and espcially di�erent aspects of coop-

erative response planning: cooperativeness related to presuppositions, plans and false

implicatures.
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Chapter 4

Communicative Activity Analysis

In this chapter, we review Allwood's ideas of communication which have served as a

source of inspiration for the thesis. We will call this approach `Communicative Activity

Analysis' (CAA), after Allwood and Haglund (1991) who analysed PLUS dialogues in

these terms. CAA is a pragmatic-philosophical approach to communication in general,

rather than a formalised and fully developed theory, and its broad view-point aims

to cover all aspects and levels of di�erent types of communication. Expounded by

Allwood in his inaugural dissertation (Allwood, 1976), this approach has been gradu-

ally evolving in the course of time, although the basic insights of communication and

rational agenthood have remained the same.

The CAA approach has been used in studies of adult language acquisition (Allwood,

1993), Wizard-of-Oz dialogues (Allwood & Haglund, 1991), and linguistic feedback

(Allwood et al., 1992). A situation theoretic analysis of Allwood's communicative

sender activity has been presented by Nivre (1992b). The current thesis aims to present

a CAA-based approach to computational dialogue management and system response

planning. The way in which it has been implemented in our work is motivated by our

goal of studying human-computer interaction and robust dialogue management. In

other words, the formalisation of CAA goes as far as it serves the purpose of building

a cooperative and robust dialogue manager capable of producing coherent dialogue

contributions. This is in accordance with Allwood and Haglund (1991) who emphasise
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that the designers of service systems should use CAA as appropriate to the system: it

is not necessary to formalise the whole of CAA, since the system does not necessarily

need to reason about all aspects of robust communication, in order to behave in a

certain robust way.

4.1 Levels of Communication

In a series of papers (Allwood, 1976, 1978, 1992; Allwood & Haglund, 1991), Allwood

has been developing ideas about human communication as cooperative activity between

rational agents. According to him, human communication creates normative social

obligations which deal with the participants' evaluation of whether and how they can

and want to continue the dialogue, perceive and understand the partner's contribution,

and react to them in some attitudinally appropriate way. The agents act in accordance

with their own goals and they are also capable of attending to the other's goals and

abilities. Communication is thus seen as an instrument which serves individual and

collective information processing, and it is a part of social activity whose main purpose

need not be communicative.

There are several levels of organisation in human dialogues, each of which provides

necessary, but not su�cient enablements and constraints on the communication. CAA

lists the following levels (Allwood, 1992):

1. Physical: communicators are physical entities and communicative contributions

are physical processes,

2. Biological: communicators are biological organisms and communicative contri-

butions are directed behaviour,

3. Psychological:

(a) Perception, understanding and emotion: communicators are perceiv-

ing, understanding and emotional beings and their communicative contribu-

tions are perceptually comprehensible and emotionally charged phenomena.

(b) Motivation, rationality and agency: communicators are motivated, ra-

tional agents, and their communicative contributions are motivated rational

acts.
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4. Social:

(a) Culture, social institution, language: communicators are members of a

culture, social institution and linguistic community and their communicative

contributions are cultural, social institutional and linguistic acts.

(b) Activity: communicators play certain roles in social activity and their com-

municative contributions are contributions to that activity through their

role.

(c) Communication: communicators are normally primarily either in the

sender role or in the receiver role, and their communicative contributions

can thus be characterised by such labels as: sent message, speech, writing,

statement, question, and request.

In human-computer interaction, the initial setting is of course more limited than in

human-human communication, and the levels mentioned above may appear too wide.

However, physical or biological levels are not irrelevant, although they have been over-

looked in NLP work: the speed of the system, the clarity and movement of the cursor,

the clarity of the text and window system, as well as the user's vision, capability of

typing, handling the mouse etc., are important factors in making the human-computer

interaction convenient.

As for the psychological and social levels, they have generally been acknowledged as

forming an important part of the context which NLP must address. For instance, ac-

cording to Hovy (1986, 1988a), the pragmatic information needed in NLP applications

comprises interlocutors' personal characteristics, the speakers' goal with respect to the

hearer, and the conversational atmosphere (cf. p. 30). The importance of this wider

context has also been pointed out by Tsujii et al. (1992, p. 63), who emphasise the role

of global context in their sublanguage-based approach to NLP: the context in which

texts are prepared and conversations take place is established by `communicative en-

vironments' which include aspects like types of writers, readers, level of formality, and

topic domain.

In this general setting for the organisation of communication, Allwood studies linguis-

tic communication as rational and cooperative activity. He introduces seven principles

that capture the meaning of `normal, rational agenthood' (Section 4.2)1, and de�nes

1Section numbering in this paragraph refers to this thesis, not to Allwood (1976).
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`ideal cooperation' with respect to these principles, emphasing especially its ethical

aspects (Section 4.3). He then considers basic requirements for communication and

especially the communicative activities of the sender and the receiver, and de�nes the

type of communication that is typical among human beings, `full-blown cooperative

communication', as ideal cooperation between normal rational agents (Section 4.4).

Communication creates normative social obligations, in terms of which communicative

responsiveness can be de�ned (Section 4.5). By participating in the communicative

activity, participants have certain roles which further determine their communicative

activity (Section 4.6). Finally, communicative acts are derived from general com-

municative principles, and can be said to carry expressive and evocative dimensions

(Section 4.7).

We discuss CAA from the point of view of what we consider relevant in our own research

in human computer interaction, and want to emphasise that some aspects of Allwood's

work have not been considered at all (e.g. conventions and conventionalisation, nor the

thorough albeit philosophical discussion on sender and receiver activities).

4.2 Rational Agenthood

According to Galliers (1989), Allwood's work is unusual in that it is one of the few

attempts to summarise the traits of a rational agent. Allwood (1976) summarises these

traits in seven principles that concern normality, rationality and agenthood. All the

principles can be understood as \statements of norms that an individual agent tries

to follow in his own behavior", or \statements of assumptions that typicial socialized

agents make about the behaviour of other individuals."

1. Normal rational agenthood: \Typical human beings are normal rational

agents".

This is the precondition for the other principles.

2. Agenthood

(a) Intentional and purposeful behavior: \The intentionally controllable

behavior of an agent is intentional and purposeful".
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This principle postulates that behaviour should have a \point", i.e. the

agents should have a reason for their actions.

(b) Voluntary action: \The actions of an agent are not performed against his

own will".

Since there is a trivial sense in which every action is voluntary, the negative

formulation is used to emphasise the stronger sense of \voluntary", according

to which an action is voluntary if and only if an agent does not believe

that she would be in danger if she does not perform the action. In this

stronger sense of \voluntary", Allwood can distinguish involuntary action

from voluntary, an example of the �rst one being forced labour at gun-point

in a concentration camp.

3. Normality

(a) Motivated action: \The actions of a normal agent are motivated".

Motivation here concerns a need, desire, wish or want, but excludes the

external circumstances that give rise to the motive.

(b) Pleasure and pain: \Normal agents do not act so as to decrease their

pleasure and increase their pain".

The negative form relaxes the principle, as the positive formulation \agents

strive to increase their pleasure and decrease their pain" is considered too

strong.

4. Rationality

(a) Adequacy: \The actions of a rational agent are selected so as to provide

the most adequate and e�cient way of achieving the purpose for which they

are intended".

(b) Competence: \The actions of a rational agent are performed only if he

thinks it is possible to achieve their intended purpose".

Intentional and purposeful behavior, motivated action and rationality are principles

which can be directly applied to human-computer interaction. We spell them out as

rules which govern the system's reasoning: determining joint purpose and checking the

system's communicative obligations.
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4.3 Ideal Cooperation

Participants are engaged in ideal cooperation, if the following constraints are ful�lled:

1. joint purpose,

2. cognitive consideration,

3. ethical consideration,

4. trust.

Joint purpose refers to the fact that the participants have common purposes that they

voluntarily strive to achieve. Allwood seems to assume that the participants share

common goals, at least on the very general level of transfer of information. Although

cooperation is considered the fundamental characteristic of linguistic communication,

this does not mean that the communicators fully cooperate all the time: sometimes

cooperation is only partial and the agents pursue their own private purposes. How-

ever, as long as the agents are communicating, they have at least one common purpose:

transfer of information. According to Allwood, this purpose is the basis of communica-

tion and if it disappears there will be no communication. This idea forms the basis for

the response planning which we will describe in Chapter 8: the planning starts from

`NewInfo' which encodes the new information to be communicated to the user in the

dialogue context. If there is no new information to be exchanged, there is no need to

communicate either.2 To determine joint purpose for a dialogue is an important part

of the system's reasoning, and it will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2.3.

The two consideration constraints form the basis for evaluating the contributions. Cog-

nitive consideration deals with the participants' perceptual and cognitive activity: par-

ticipants evaluate the contributions on the psychological level and try to predict actions

2Here we have excluded the phatic function of communication which deals with the establishment

and maintainance of communicative contact, see Lyons (1977, p. 53); the term is originally coined

by Malinowski (1923). However, if we understand `information transfer' widely, we can say that the

new information in phatic communication equals the management of social relations, opening up and

keeping open the channel.
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and reactions of the partner, etc. Ethical consideration is the main contribution of All-

wood's theory to the discussion of rational cooperation. While cognitive consideration

guarantees the agent's awareness of another agent's goal, ethical consideration requires

that the agent should not do anything that would prevent the other agent from acting

as a rational, motivated agent. In order to show cooperation it is not enough that the

partner's goals are known: the partner is also to be treated ethically.

The last constraint on ideal cooperation is trust. In order for the cooperation to work,

the participants must trust each other to act according to the other three constraints.

4.4 Full-blown Communication

Communication is related to the sending and receiving of information from one agent

to another. In order for the agents to communicate in the �rst place, some basic

requirements must be ful�lled. Allwood distinguishes four necessary requirements for

communication:3

1. contact,

2. perception,

3. understanding,

4. attitudinal reactions.

The �rst two requirements are actually preconditions for the latter two which involve

higher-level intentional reasoning. They need not be ful�lled, however, as in situa-

tions where communication takes place without contact (e.g. with TV presenters) or

perception (unintended communication). Allwood (1976) discusses di�erent types of

communication, and de�nes typical human communication as a basically cooperative

activity, where all the requirements are ful�lled. This type of communication is called

3Allwood (1992) calls these four requirements `communicative functions' which is unfortunate be-

cause of the ambiguity of the term with respect to speech act theory.
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`full-blown cooperative communication'. When talking about `communication' in this

thesis, we refer to `full-blown communication'.

If the dialogue participants act according to the principles of ideal cooperation, they

must, after each contribution, evaluate whether the requirements for communication

are still valid: they must consider how they can and want to continue, perceive and

understand the contribution, and react to it. However, they can respond in di�erent

ways depending on which level of requirements they want to respond to, or whether

they want to respond positively or negatively, explicitly or implicitly. They can give

feedback on the evaluation on di�erent levels (Allwood et al., 1992).

Communication is an interactive task. Therefore, each communicative contribution

also serves communication management purposes which aim to maximise the follow-

ing general goals: freedom of communication, avoidance of pain and possibility to

seek pleasure, and correctness of information (Allwood, 1976). Allwood and Haglund

(1991) make these goals less abstract by dividing communication management into

two kinds: the speaker's own communication management and interactive manage-

ment. The speaker's own communication management deals with the speaker's on-line

planning: correcting and changing one's contribution while communicating. Interac-

tive management concerns turn taking (distribution of the right to speak), sequencing

(structuring the dialogue into sequences, subactivities, topics etc.) and feedback (elic-

itation and giving of information about the four basic communicative requirements).

We will not deal with the speaker's own communication management in this thesis.

Interactive management is discussed in Section 5.2.5.

4.5 Communicative responsiveness

As mentioned above, communication creates normative social obligations, which deal

with issues such as people's availability and contactability for information coordination

and their willingness to report on the results of the evaluation of the information. These

obligations can be understood as obligations of responsiveness, where responsiveness is
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itself a consequence of the human ability for rational coordinated interaction (Allwood,

1992).

Communicative responsiveness can be associated with what have been called `preferred

responses' (Scheglo� & Sacks, 1973) or `preferreds' (Levinson, 1983) in Conversation

Analysis. This means that a communicative act often puts a certain pressure on the

hearer to react in a certain way. For example, an initial greeting gives rise to a pressure

to respond with another greeting, and an expression of gratitude to respond with a

disclaimer. However, as claimed in Allwood and Bunt (1992), these concepts do not

capture the normative aspect of responses which underlies communication in the �rst

place. It is the obligation of responsiveness which requires the hearer to evaluate the

utterance and respond to it in an appropriate, socially committing way.

Responsiveness is an essential part of being cooperative: being able and willing to

respond is shown in the dialogue participation by appropriate responses. It is combined

with other obligations which a�ect the form and content of the response. In particular,

it is tied to the activities and roles that the dialogue partners are engaged in. For

instance, one is under di�erent pressure when answering the questions of one's manager

than when answering the questions of a nosy friend. The employee role thus reinforces

the responsiveness obligation in relation to the manager.

We can now also describe what consitutes the `answerhood' of an utterance in general.

A question usually requires a response, but the response need not be a direct answer.

Levinson (1983, p. 293) points out that a question likeWhat does John do for a living?

can be happily followed by

� partial answer ("Oh, this and that"),

� rejection of the presuppositions of the question ("He doesn't"),

� statement of ignorance ("I've no idea"), or

� denial of the relevance of the question ("What's that got to do with it?").

What makes an utterance after a question function as an answer is that it occurs

after the question with a particular content. In CAA terms, we say that the response
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is evoked by the obligation of responsiveness, and its functioning as an answer to

a question is based on the four requirements of ideal cooperation, especially on the

hearer's trust that the partner replies in a rational considerate way. The relevance of

the response in its context is evaluated by the hearer according to the communicative

obligations and knowledge about the context and world.

It is important to make the following terminological distinction, applied in the thesis:

an `answer' is a contribution which attempts to satisfy the evocative intention of a

`question'. A `response' is a wider notion and refers to \any contribution following a

question".

4.6 Roles and activities of participants

By virtue of participating in activities, the participants occupy or play roles which are

constituted by the activities. The roles can be characterised by global communicative

rights and obligations that the participants have in di�erent dialogue situations, and

the participants can have several roles and their roles can also change. The information

giver has di�erent obligations from the information receiver, and the roles are further

di�erentiated when e.g. asking a stranger how to get to the airport or asking one's

friend what would be the best way to go to the airport.

From the user's point of view, interaction with an information-providing system is

a social activity in which the user is engaged: in order to perform a certain task,

she needs to obtain information which requires communication with the system. For

instance, she may be planning a journey which involves the use of a hire car, and thus

she seeks for information on hire car companies. The user is thus typically involved in

two related activities: communicative activity with the information-providing system

and non-communicative activity with respect to the task which the dialogue serves. As

mentioned in Section 3.3.1, these two related activities have been called discourse level

and content level (domain) planning (Litman, 1985; Cawsey, 1993).

In principle the user has no communicative obligations when engaged in an information-
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seeking dialogue with the system: she can choose not to initiate a dialogue or to termi-

nate a dialogue at any point. However, if she plays the role of an earnest information-

seeker, the dialogue constitutes a situation where she is constrained by local commu-

nicative obligations that are related to her being a cooperative rational agent. These

obligations include willingness to provide the information (speci�cation, clari�cation)

requested by the system to ful�l the search task, and willingness to terminate the di-

alogue explicitly.4 On the other hand, the user has the right to continue requesting

information as long as she likes { and is willing to pay.5

The system's role in an information seeking dialogue is to provide truthful informa-

tion, but not necessary advise or assist the user in her domain planning (see van Loo

and Bego (1994) about di�erent agent tasks in information-seeking dialogues, and how

dialogues can be classi�ed according to the agents' expertise and involvement in the

planning). On a general level, this means that the system is always ready to accept user

contributions as input, produce their analysis, and provide the user with appropriate

responses, but that the system's communicative activity is restricted with respect to

introducing new topics. The system described in this thesis has a simple task structure:

request and provide information, and thus we will not go into details of task planning.

However, this simple task structure allows us to concentrate on the system's commu-

nicative obligations and model the collaborative nature of dialogues by the system's

ability to evaluate the user requests with respect to its own goals as an information

provider. Thus the system not only gives simple answers to the user's requests, but is

also allowed to take an initiative to clarify or specify the user request, and especially,

pursue the goals that it has adopted until the user explicitly denies these (see Section

5.2.6).

Figure 4.1 summarises the role analysis of the system's rights and obligations as for-

mulated for PLUS (taken from Allwood and Bunt (1992)). These general guidelines

4The obligation of explicit closure of a dialogue is not supported by the corpus studies, see Section

2.3.2. However, the lack of support is most probably due to the unnatural setting of the dialogue

situation, and not an indication of the irrelevance of the obligation.
5The aim in PLUS was to build a dialogue system which would enable the user to access the

Electronic Yellow Pages via her home computer screen.
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The system's global obligations: When open, the system must, unless it

is overoccupied:

1. always start by greeting and o�ering factual information service.

2. always be willing to continue the dialogue.

3. always try to receive and understand the user's contributions.

4. if the system cannot continue, it must explain why.

5. if the system cannot perceive or understand the user's contribution, it

must attempt to get the user's help for clari�cation.

6. always try to provide the information the user is requesting (this implies

relevant and true information).

7. always present available information in an optimal way for the user, i.e.,

perspicuously and in such a way that the information given is not too

much (and not too fast or too little or too slow).

8. if no information is available, o�er the user other information or advice

on where to get other information.

9. if too much (too little or unperspicuous) information is available, take

measures to make presentation more optimal for the user.

10. never terminate a session unless the user has explicitly given a termi-

nation signal or not responded within 1 minute to the system's request

concerning whether the user has further queries.

11. if the user terminates explicitly give an o�er of renewed service.

The system's rights: The system has no clear communicative rights.

Figure 4.1: The system's communicative obligations and rights. Taken

as such from Allwood and Bunt (1992).

are also assumed in the system described in this thesis, except that the right to try to

pursue its own goals is added. This allows an exploratory study on the evaluation of

conicting goals by the system.
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4.7 Expressive and evocative dimensions of commu-

nication

Each communicative act carries both expressive and evocative dimensions. The ex-

pressive dimension deals with the expression of an attitude on the part of the speaker,

and the evocative dimension with the evocation of a reaction in the listener. By the

expressive content of a communicative act the speaker gives information about her

mental state (emotions and attitudes), but also about her physical and social identity.

By the evocative content of a communicative act the speaker intends to inuence the

hearer's mental state, and at very least wants the hearer to apprehend some informa-

tion. Allwood also distinguishes the third dimension, obligative dimension, to capture

the social commitments connected with communication. This is related to performative

utterances. In the later works, Allwood seems to conate obligative dimension with

the speaker's obligations in general, and this is the way we consider it in the thesis.

As argued in Allwood (1978), these functions must not be confused with the illocution-

ary and perlocutionary forces of speech acts. Rather, Austin's concept of illocutionary

force is split up into three dimensions of expression, evocation and obligation, none

of which need be conventional, and his notion of perlocution corresponds to what is

actually achieved by a communicative act (evoked response). Illocution is seen as what

is given by the content of the so called \communicative activity verbs" (`say', `baptise',

`forbid'), and the conventional content of illocutionary acts is reduced to the conven-

tional content of locutionary acts (which includes the sentence mood). The e�ects of

an utterance and the intentions behind them are also distinguished. This distinction

corresponds to that between the actually evoked response and the evocative intention

of an utterance, respectively.

Table 4.2, taken from Allwood (1992), summarises stereotypical expressive and evoca-

tive functions of the four conventional communicative acts.

The main evocative dimension of the contribution is directly mapped from the surface

representation: the speaker either wants to elicit information or give information. This
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Type of Expressive Evocative

communicative act dimension dimension

Statement belief (that listener shares)

the belief judgement

Question desire for (that listener provides)

information the desired information

Request desire for X (that listener provides) X

Exclamation any attitude (that listener attends to)

the attitude

Figure 4.2: Expressive and evocative dimensions of four

communicative acts. From Allwood (1992).

should not be confused with the recognition of speech acts, however, since the exact

nature of the communicative act is based on the rationality considerations of what each

partner is attempting to achieve via their engagement in the dialogue.

4.8 Conclusion

In the following chapters we use CAA to study how aspects of robustness, induced

from the corpus, can be incorporated in a dialogue manager and how the system's

general communicative principles can be modelled. Of course, we must emphasise

that it is not necessarily desirable or even possible to formalise the whole of CAA

in order to build a simple service system. Some dimensions of rational agenthood

and full-blown communication do not become realised in human-computer interactions

(e.g. voluntary action and motivation to seek for pleasure and avoid pain), while some

factors that a�ect the system's communicative competence are constant and the system

does not explicitly reason about them (e.g. in our prototype the roles of the user

and the system as an information seeker and information provider). Communicative

competence can also appear as one of the system's procedural features and be `hidden'

in the inferences that the system draws in order to provide appropriate responses. This

is especially true of `cooperativeness': it is not modelled by a single rule which explicitly
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encodes the system's desidered behaviour, but rather, it emerges from the global system

design during the reasoning processes. The balance between what should be stored as

rules that govern the system's inference processes and what should be exhibited by

a robust and helpful system as a whole, is a decision that depends on the level of

generality that the system aims at. However, it is important to have a general theory

of communication, in order to decide which factors of cooperative communication are

relevant and need to be taken into account on any chosen level of generality.
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Part II

Pragmatics-based Dialogue

Management
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Chapter 5

Constructive Dialogue

Management

From the point of view of system design, dialogue management should be based on both

a theoretical foundation in a theory of communication and an empirical foundation in

a corpus of typical dialogues that the system is to handle. System requirements should

mirror some standard of appropriate behaviour in a given situation, and adequacy of

the system responses should be de�ned with respect to dialogues that naturally occur

in that situation. The characteristics should be abstracted on a level where their for-

malisation within some theoretical framework can be done. Finally, this model should

be implemented by choosing appropriate data structures and control mechanisms.

This chapter presents the two �rst tasks for designing dialogue systems: desiderata

drawn from empirical research and the formalisation of the desired features. We discuss

`robustness' of the system on the basis of Wizard-of-Oz dialogues collected in the PLUS

project (see Section 2.3), and associate it with the system's communicative competence.

To formalise the robustness features identi�ed from the corpus we refer to pragmatic

principles, using Allwood's (1976) theory of communication as cooperative rational

action. Our investigation is restricted to information-seeking dialogues, i.e. dialogues

which are initiated in order to get information about some particular topic.
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5.1 System robustness and dialogue studies

Based on our corpus studies, we have identi�ed four general requirements for dialogue

systems:

1. physical feasibility of the interface,

2. e�ciency of reasoning components,

3. ability to cope with syntactically problematic input,

4. ability to initiate responses that clarify vagueness and misunderstandings.

All four requirements can be based on the CAA principles, and thus they are not just

separate items in a list but di�erent aspects of ideal cooperation and rational motivated

activity. The �rst two are not directly addressed in the system presented in the thesis,

but the last two are considered important design principles.

5.1.1 Physical requirements for the user interface

As argued in Section 4.1, human-computer communication has constraints on physical

and biological levels of communication and is thus inuenced by factors like the user's

eye-sight and physical capability to type or use the mouse. Although the e�ect of these

factors is not studied in this thesis, we want to point out that it is directly related to

the basic requirements of full-blown communication: contact and perception. In our

corpus collection studies it became evident that the user's communicative behaviour

was a�ected by these kinds of factors: the users who were inexperienced with computers

and minimally acquainted with typing and other computer interface requirements, were

slow, confused and unsure about how to communicate with the computer.

In HCI, the design of exible, simple and easy-to-use interfaces has been one of the

main objects of research, and concentrated on `human-factors' as well as providing

software tools, see Wallace and Anderson (1993). Burton and Steward (1993) noticed

that extralinguistic editing facilities can actually replace linguistic enhancements like
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the use of ellipsis in queries (see below). However, we should bear in mind that for

some potential users typical mouse-handling operations like cut and paste may turn

out to be extremely di�cult physical tasks. A natural language interface can thus

provide a user-friendly way to communicate with the computer, given that the system

is robust and capable of handling fragmentary, sometimes misspelt input. Of course,

combined with other modalities like graphics and speech, a natural language interface

is a powerful tool in human-computer communication. Multimodality is an area of

growing interest, but more research based on a general theory of communication is

needed to show how robust interfaces can be built.

5.1.2 E�ciency

In the PLUS Wizard-of-Oz studies, even when subjects acknowledged the naturalness

of the system responses, they regarded the long response time as the main factor in

characterizing di�erences between their computer conversations and real human-human

conversations. Moreover, e�ciency of reasoning contributes to the contact requirement:

if the system does not reply in a reasonably short time, the user normally starts to

think that contact with the system has been lost.1

Considerable attention should thus be paid to fast and e�cient algorithms in building

robust systems. In the system presented in this thesis, however, this aspect is not

demonstrated: it is not our aim to develop computationally e�cient algorithms for

software development, but a robust dialogue model which exploits pragmatic commu-

nication principles. The study of e�cient implementation possibilities is one of the

future directions of the work.

1In the French dialogues collected in PLUS, the long response time also caused unnecessary turn

takings and complications in the interactive dialogue management.
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5.1.3 Syntactically problematic input and output

Instead of resembling an intelligence test on computer skills or an exploration of the

system's limitations, an NL interface system should be easy to `talk to'. This idea is

advocated in HCI research (e.g. Wallace & Anderson, 1993), and is referred to as the

`habitability' requirement in Ahrenberg et al. (1994). However, linguistic sophistica-

tion in an NL interface has often been questioned as esoteric and rather unimportant

(Diaper, 1986; Burton & Steward, 1993; Ahrenberg et al., 1994), mainly because the

emphasis has been on building a simple but working service system. For instance,

Burton and Steward (1993) conducted experiments where they studied the e�ects of

intersentential linking devices like ellipsis on the usability of an NL interface, and con-

cluded that natural language enhancement does not necessarily improve the system's

usability, but may in some cases even obscure the task.

Our contention is that a good natural language interface can indeed improve the us-

ability of a system. This will reduce unintended problem solving situations like \what

would be the best way to put the questions so that it would understand me".2 However,

such an interface should be based on solid pragmatic principles rather than enhance-

ment of purely linguistic capabilities: in fact some syntactic phenomena like ellipsis,

preposition attachment and coordination ambiguities require reference to the context

in which the sentence occurs, as well as requests which are syntactically and/or con-

ceptually vague. The negative results of Burton and Steward for instance were mainly

due to the simple pattern matching algorithm which was used in the recognition of

elliptical user questions: the understanding of ellipsis does not depend on the local

syntactic context only, but on the whole dialogue context.

More extensive use of pragmatics in a dialogue system also means that the role of the

natural language front-end, i.e. the parser and generator, is rede�ned. The dialogue

manager takes care of the `understanding' process, not the parser, and in a similar way

the dialogue manager is also responsible for much of the tactical generation process

2One of our subjects reported that he had been wondering whether the computer would understand

`restaurants indian' or `indian restaurants'.
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producing a highly speci�ed representation for the surface generator to realise. This

change in the division of labour between linguistic resources and conceptual reasoning

thus a�ects the functionality of the parser: because the dialogue manager takes care of

the interpretation of the input with regard to context, the parser should deliver a parse

for various kinds of corrupt input, and not necessarily one which is semantically fully

speci�ed. The generator, for its part, should be able to produce contributions which

do not necessarily form a complete sentence, and may do so in an incremental way.

In PLUS, this kind of new way to build natural language front-ends was supported:

instead of grammars which cope with sophisticated linguistic phenomena, a `shallow'

grammar was advocated. The `shallow' surface generator used in PLUS is described

in (Black & Cunningham, 1992). An enhancement of this, designed especially for

incorporation in a pragmatics-based dialogue system (Lager & Black, 1994), is also

used in our system.3

5.1.4 Speaker initiatives

The fourth and last requirement for robustness deals with the conversational adequacy

of the system responses. This manifests itself in the contributions that the system plans

to clear up vagueness, misunderstandings or lack of understanding in user contributions.

Let us consider three cases from the dialogue corpus to see how these aspects can be

dealt with: clearing up vague requests with respect to the system's world knowledge,

clearing up vague requests with respect to the system's application knowledge4, and

responses to requests where the system limits are encountered (these aspects can be

compared with those discussed in the thesis introduction (Chapter 1) for the sample

3As a step towards more exible interfaces, we can also mention incremental processing, whereby

analysis and generation are performed in accordance with the incoming data. An example of such a

generator is McDonald's MUMBLE (McDonald, 1983). From the psycholinguistic view-point, incre-

mental generation is advocated by de Smedt and Kempen (1987). A novel type of incremental exible

generator, capable of dealing with fragmentary input in a highly interactive environment is introduced

in van de Veen (1994).
4This is knowledge about the issues related to the activity in which the user and the system are

engaged.
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dialogue, and especially with the �rst seven characteristics).

Vague requests and world model

(10) User1: Is there anywhere in the town centre that serves

hot, spicy food?

Wizard1: What type of food?

User2: Hot, spicy food. Far eastern or Asian, perhaps.

Wizard2: Please wait...

Gay Lords Restaurant 832-4866

Koh-i-noor 236-5882

Star of India 236-5798

In the dialogue (10), the user request does not contain a keyword which would enable

the wizard to start a database search. The `di�cult' inference made by the wizard

concerns the metonymic relation between the concepts `food' and `restaurant': if the

user is looking for a place that serves food, she obviously refers to a restaurant. This is

a domain concept on which the system can provide information from the YP database.

However, the wizard knows of several di�erent types of restaurants, but considers it

uncooperative and inadequate to give all the information to the user; thus the wizard

also formulates her own private goal to restrict the database search. The user has

speci�ed the food as \hot" and \spicy", and so the wizard knows that the user is

looking for a particular type of food and consequently, a particular type of restaurant.

Unfortunately, the speci�cation appears not to have been understood, and the wizard

initiates a question about the food type.

The evaluation of the user contribution has thus resulted to two interrelated intentions,

and the wizard's response serves to address them both. On the one hand, the wizard

wants to know what type of food the user is after and thus to make known that the

topic of the user request has been understood. On the other hand, the wizard's main

goal, to provide information on the topic introduced by the user, must be pursued and

the user must be made to give more information to clarify the topic. This dialogue

situation then gives rise to a surface level response which addresses the speci�cation

of `food' (thematic coherence) and, simultaneously, with the help of the metonymic

inference link, the speci�cation of the heading to be searched for in the database
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(restaurant type). The user supplies information about the type of the restaurant,

and will eventually get the required list.

Another example of this kind of vagueness resolved on the basis of world knowledge

appears in the PLUS sample dialogue. The whole dialogue is given as (1) in the very

beginning of the thesis introduction.5

(11) User1: I need a car.

System1: Do you want to buy or rent one?

The user contribution is understood by the system as the user wanting to have a car,

and the system, on the basis of its role as a cooperative information provider, interpretes

this as the user wanting to have information on how to get a car. The world model

contains the information that the user can have a car by buying, renting or stealing a

car. Filtering the alternatives with respect to the application model, the system ends

up with the result that it can provide information on either buying or renting a car,

since the Yellow Pages has not got any information about how to steal a car.6 The

system now formulates its own goal as a clari�cation of the part of the database to

search. At the same time the vague user statement of needing a car is clari�ed, by the

question Do you want to buy or rent one?.

Both examples show how the wizard has been able to clarify a vague user request with

respect to world knowledge and application model. They also show how the wizard

plans the responses so that they pursue her own goal (provide information from the

Yellow Pages) and at the same time address the coherence requirement concerning

what is the topic of the dialogue (the user talks about the needing of a car, not about

di�erent companies that supply cars).

5Because the dialogue is modi�ed from the corpus dialogues, we use `System' instead of `Wizard'.
6The system may also know that stealing is illegal and thus it must not provide any information

on it.
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Vague requests and application knowledge

In dialogue (12) the user supplies the keyword `restaurant', but speci�es it with a

evaluative adjective `good'. The wizard wants to restrict the database search as above,

but the user's speci�cation is of no help. The speci�cation is understood, but the limits

of the wizard's knowledge are encountered; there is no information on the quality of

the restaurants in the YPs.

(12) User1: hello can you tell me where there are some good restaurants

Wizard1: The YP has no details of the quality of restaurants.

Can you be more speci�c as to area and/or type?

User2: i'm looking for somw spicy food in the centre of manchester

Wizard2: I have Indian, Chinese, Thai, and Mexican restaurants listed.

User3: what about an indian then

Wizard3: Please wait...

Gay Lords Restaurant 832-4866

Koh-i-noor 236-5882

Star of India 236-5798

Piccadilly Indian Restaurant 236 6256

Rajdoot 834 7029/2176

more? ...

The evaluation of the user contribution has now led to a di�erent dialogue situation: the

wizard wants to pursue her goal to clarify the user request and at the same time inform

the user why her request could not be carried out directly. The response communicates

both intentions, formulated as a contribution which contains two sentences connected

via some sort of justi�cation relation. The wizard has also given the user both possible

speci�cation parameters, instead of just asking one of them.

The dialogue continues by the user providing the location of the restaurant, and also the

food type. The wizard does not understand the misspelt type speci�cation, but because

the type has already been asked, she prefers to give the alternatives for the user to

choose from, instead of asking for the type explicitly. The response is conversationally

more adequate than a simple repetition of the type question, since it also conveys

some new information to the user about how to specify the type so that the partner

understands it.

The adjacency pair (Wizard2)-(User3) is an interesting example of non-conventional
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encoding of communicative acts. The acts `request' and `inform' are expressed in

contributions whose literal force is exactly the opposite: the wizard asks the user to

select the restaurant type by providing a list of alternatives in a declarative statement,

whereas the user selects one by an (elliptical) question.

In this dialogue, the wizard's communicative competence is shown in her providing

information about the application (and not just from the application). Thus she can

help the user to clarify her request without appearing uncooperative (Wizard1 is better

than just "The YP has no details of the quality of restaurants") or stupid and stubborn

(Wizard2 is better than "What type food/restaurant would you like?").

User requests and system limits

The third case deals with the limits of the wizard's knowledge. The user request has

been understood, i.e. there is no need to clarify the portion of the database or limit the

search with respect to some speci�cation as in the previous examples, but the system

cannot provide any information on the topic. These kinds of situations were common

when the system had given a set of companies as the requested information and the

user continued with follow-up questions.

(13) User1: are they all licenced to sell alcohol

Wizard1: The YP cannot provide this information

User2: which ones are open after midnight

Wizard2: The YP cannot be speci�c; however, in general

such restaurants are open until 2 am

User3: do any of them have a special student night

Wizard3: The YP cannot provide this information;

please contact the restaurants concerned

The adjacency pairs in (13) exemplify three di�erent cases where the wizard has not

been able to provide any information from the database, but attempts to compensate

the failed evaluation by providing some related information. In the �rst case, the wizard

has not been able to provide any other information than the statement of the limits

of its knowledge. Notice that the simple answer \no" would have been untrue unless
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the system knows about the particular restaurants' alcohol licence. In the second case,

the wizard is able to o�er some extra information which may be useful for the user.

Although the YP database has not got any information on a particular restaurant,

the world knowledge contains general information about the opening hours and this is

included in the response. In the last case, the wizard o�ers a helpful rerouting instead

of extra information. The user request has been associated with some information in

the world model (e.g. that some restaurants have special student nights), but this is

not general information about restaurants: it is not a general case that the restaurants

have special students nights, but a special feature of individual restaurants. This

causes a rerouting response: the user is asked to contact the restaurant to get the

special information.

Another kind of compensation is exempli�ed in the dialogue (14) below. Now the

wizard connects American food with American restaurants, and the user's request to

describe the food is interpreted with respect to the task that the wizard is able to

perform, namely to give YP-information about restaurants.

(14) User1: describe what american food is like

Wizard1: Sorry I do not know. Would you like details of the

American restaurants?

The requests (13) and (14) can also be understood as questions where presuppositions

(felicity conditions of the requests) are not ful�lled: the user believes that the wizard

knows, or is able to do something, but this belief is not true. The wizard is thus obliged

to correct the user's misconception, but also, if possible, provide helpful information

or re-routing as compensation, related to its role as a helpful information provider: to

show that the request has been understood and attended to in the most helpful way,

relevant extra information is actively searched for and given to the user.

These examples can be compared to those that have been studied as presupposition

failures, e.g. Kaplan (1983). However, our examples show the wizard's cooperativeness

is not only restricted to pointing out and correcting false presuppositions, but it also

includes active initiatives concerning compensatory information or re-routing. Con-

sider, for instance, the following dialogue excerpt where the correction of the user's
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misconception "there exists a car hire company called `Salford car-hire' " is not found

helpful enough, and it is accompanied by a compensation o�ering to give a list of car

hire companies located in Salford.

(15) User1: will Salford car-hire deliver?

Wizard1: Sorry. There is no information on Salford car-hire.

Would you like the list of car hire companies in Salford?

The wizard knows that some car hire companies deliver the car7, and so the presuppo-

sition concerns the existence of `Salford car-hire' which has not been mentioned earlier

in the dialogue. The wizard does not know any car hire companies with that name, but

she appears to understand a common naming convention with companies: the proper

name modi�er often refers to the location of the company. Thus she is able to connect

the request to her role as a YP information provider, and formulate a question that

clari�es the user request in this regard.

5.1.5 Conclusion

If the collected dialogues and their application domain (Yellow Pages database) are

considered from the `system design' point of view, a traditional, system-oriented con-

versation mechanism speci�cally tailored for this and analoguous situations is probably

regarded as the most helpful and appropriate. However, the aim in this thesis is not

just to improve usability of a single application, but to study the pragmatic principles

behind the design decisions which are considered important in NL interface systems in

general.

Written dialogues between a human and a (simulated) system have particular charac-

teristics (e.g. lack of conventional politeness mechanisms, see discussion in 2.3.2), and it

is not reasonable to aim at naturalness in the same sense as in human-human conversa-

tions. Even though a dialogue manager which could conduct a `real dialogue' with the

7The immediately previous dialogue had, indeed, dealt with the delivery service of another car hire

company.
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user remains an idealised and not necessarily even a desirable goal, we consider commu-

nication management capability to be an important property of any human-computer

interface, since the system's communicative capacity contributes signi�cantly to the ro-

bustness of the system in general. On the one hand, it contributes to the usability and

habitability of the system by allowing the user to express her requests conveniently.

On the other hand, the design of a system can be based on general communicative

principles and thus the portability of the system to other applications increases (cf.

Ahrenberg et al., 1994).

In the sample dialogues, the uency of communication is dependent on the inferences

that the participants are able to draw, and on the adequate reporting of the result of the

evaluation in the dialogue context. Speci�cally, if the wizard had provided responses

like `I don't understand what you mean' in (10), (11), left out the justi�cation or

repeated the same question in (12), or replied simply with \no, I do not know" in

(13), (14) and (15), the uency of communication would have su�ered seriously and

reinforced the impression of a stupid, uncooperative computer. The examples also show

that the appropriate way to react in a situation where the request is vague or exceeds

knowledge limits depends on the dialogue context (what has been talked about earlier),

relevant information available (general and speci�c world and application knowledge),

and the obligations that the role of the speaker sets for the communication (maximally

cooperative and helpful information provider).

The extension of the dialogue system's robustness by implementing pragmatic prin-

ciples also requires extensive knowledge about the world and the application domain.

Content-related issues like metonymy and synonymy can be resolved with world knowl-

edge reasoning. This brings robustness into connection with knowledge representation

problems, widely acknowledged as one of the key current issues in AI research (Brach-

man et al., 1992). The construction of a world model that supports robust understand-

ing was one of the aims in PLUS, but falls outside the scope of this thesis.
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5.2 Desiderata for dialogue systems

In information seeking dialogues, the goal of the information seeker is to get informa-

tion and the goal of the information provider is to give the requested information. A

common strategy to deal with this kind of dialogues is reactive modelling, where the

system responds to each user request separately, without reasoning about the dialogue

context.8 However, it requires that the user knows what she wants and how she can

obtain the information from the system. Even though the system may use some lin-

guistic enhancements like ellipsis interpretation, the user must be somewhat familiar

with the application and how to express the queries clearly and unambiguously.

Our empirical studies show that the users sometimes express their queries vaguely, and

they also continue with follow-up questions (cf. Moore & Swartout, 1990). This re-

quires that the system is able to act appropriately in situations which are not directly

predictable from the previous utterance, but require contextual reasoning and monitor-

ing of the user's beliefs and intentions. Moreover, the participants try to achieve their

own goals by means of communicating about the assumed common purpose, and this

requires that the system is able to initiate clari�cation of vague user contributions as

well as actively provide extra information to help the user to reach her goal. By mod-

elling the system as a rational cooperative agent, we also allow it to be persistent in its

goal which contributes to the robustness of a system by means of cooperative conict

resolution. These requirements can be met by dialogue modelling which is based on

general communicative principles and respects the negotiative nature of dialogues. We

call this kind of dialogue modelling constructive.

In the constructive model, the starting point is the user with a need or desire which the

system tries to satisfy as well as it can. The goal of the system is to construct a model

of the `object of desire'9 that the user query deals with, abstract the prototypical event

within which this entity can be dealt with and then give appropriate information.

Consequently, dialogue management is a way of controlling the achievement of this

8This is a strategy e.g. in library catalogue systems or French Minitel type query systems.

9This is a term informally used in PLUS discussions.
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goal: it should ensure the optimal functioning of the communication as an instrument

for achieving the purposes.

Below we discuss desiderata for constructive dialogue management in terms of CAA.

The subsections deal with dialogue coherence, adequate system initiatives, joint pur-

pose, communicative obligations, interactive communication, and conict resolution.

The examples are drawn from our dialogue corpus. Finally, we sketch the dialogue

management on a conceptual level. Chapter 6 presents the system architecture.

5.2.1 Dialogue coherence

In Section 3.1.3 we discussed how dialogue coherence can be modelled either with the

help of a dialogue grammar which de�nes acceptable and thus, coherent, structures, or

with the help of the participants' goals and intentions, tied to the task structure. We do

not use either of these models: we do not assume a pre-ordered structure with dialogue

constituents, nor do we follow a task structure.10 Instead, coherence is captured by

compliance with the obligations of communicative responsiveness, ideal cooperation

and rational agenthood. We aim at local coherence, which holds between consecutive

dialogue contributions. It is anchored in domain-based relations between discourse

referents (see Chapter 7). As in Grosz et al. (1983), we associate each contribution with

a single `backward-looking center'. This is the Central Concept of the the contribution

and it serves as the point of view from which the rest of the contribution is presented.

Global coherence is attained by the participants' reasoning about appropriate { albeit

not necessarily the best { responses on a local level, taking into account the dialogue

context which has been created by the earlier contributions as well as `persisting' in

getting one's own goals satis�ed (on persistence, see Section 5.2.3). It is not explicitly

modelled in any global structure.

A dialogue consists of a sequence of contributions, each contribution being formed

on the basis of the updated dialogue context. The dialogue context records the goals,

10Our task structure is so general that it does not give any support for coherence: the tasks are to

get and provide information.
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intentions, attitudes, discourse referents, Central Concept and NewInfo of each contri-

bution. It has a at structure, created incrementally as the dialogue goes on. Allwood

and Haglund (1991) describe a sequence of utterances as \locally coherent" if the \in-

coming" obligations and options of a contribution match the \out-going" parts of the

immediately preceding one. Loosely following Allwood and Haglund (1991), we can

describe the dialogue progression schematically as in Figure 5.1.

Constructive dialogue management is in accordance with Bunt (1990, 1991) and Beun

(1989) who formalised the idea of contributions containing context changing potential

by de�ning communicative acts as functions from context to context. However, our

approach is an elaboration of this in that we specify the context in a more detailed way

(the mapping function is more complex) and relate the `context changing potential' to

wider communicative principles of cooperative and rational agenthood.

Constructive dialogue management can also be compared to the approaches by Such-

man (1987) and Sibun (1991) who generate text on the basis of local context, without

trees. Instead of hierarchically organised text structure, Sibun associates the coherence

of texts with the domain structure of the subject matter. The text is thus sensitive to

local constraints on what can be said next, modelled with the help of focus.

5.2.2 System initiatives

The capability to take initiatives and clarify vagueness is an essential factor in assess-

ing dialogue participants' conversational adequacy (cf. 5.1.4). Initiatives are, of course,

dependent on the participants' roles and mutual status in the activity they are engaged

in. We have alredy mentioned in Section 4.6 that the system's role as a simple infor-

mation provider restricts its capability to introduce new topics and assist the user in

her domain planning.

We de�ne initiatives with respect to the achievement of communicative goals: an ini-

tiative is taken if at least one of the speaker's goals is unful�lled and needs to be pushed

forward, or if the partner's goal is vague and needs to be clari�ed. The system's ini-
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Figure 5.1: Relations between sequential contributions and dialogue contexts.
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tiatives are restricted to goals that contribute to the system's role as a cooperative

information provider and enable it to perform this role in a robust way.

In information-seeking dialogues studied in this thesis, the system can take the initiative

if the user's request is:

1. too wide to start a database search,

2. too wide to give a reasonable set of database entries,

3. too vague to start a database search,

4. inconsistent with what the system knows about the world and the application,

5. inconsistent with what the system knows about the dialogue context,

6. not understood at all.

The �rst alternative appears in a situation where the user request has been mapped

onto the application domain, but the mapping is ambiguous: there are several portions

of the database that could be relevant for what the user requests. For instance, the

PLUS dialogue (11) (p. 82) is of this type: the system needs to know whether to give

the user information on car hire companies or car garages.

The second alternative refers to situations where the system has formulated a query

to consult the application model, but the information associated with this query is too

large, i.e. the number of entries exceed a certain limit which is considered appropriate

to be given to the user at once. The �rst wizard contributions in the dialogues (10)

(p. 81) and (12) (p. 83) are examples of this.

Even though the dialogue corpus does not contain good examples of the third case, we

include it in the list in anticipation of cases where the system can interpret the user

request with respect to its world model, but is unable to map the request onto any

relevant information in its application domain. An example of this kind would be an

opening I am going to work in Bolton, where the system has to specify what kind of

YP professions, if any, can be associated with working in Bolton. Also, if the system

did not know the relation between food and restaurants, the �rst user contribution in

dialogue (10) (p. 81) would belong to this type.
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The alternatives (4) and (5) occur in situations where the system's knowledge is limited

or contradicts what the user says. The user request seems to contain misconceptions or

false presuppositions about the system's knowledge (examples are found in dialogues

(13), (14) and (15), p. 84 { 86), or there is a possible misunderstanding between the

partners as in the following dialogue:

(16) User1: Do they deliver the car?

Wizard1: Yes. They have a delivery service.

User2: is it for 25 hours?

Wizard2: you can rent a car at Mitchells self-drive for one day

or more and they also do hourly contracts.

User3: Yes, but is the delivery for 24 hours.

Wizard3: Sorry no such information on the delivery.

Usually the companies only deliver at o�ce hours.

The last alternative (6) is for cases when the system cannot make any sense of the

user request. The initiative depends on the communicative level on which the mis-

understanding has taken place: e.g. if the system's `perception' failed (parser could

not parse the input), the system asks for rephrasing, or if the limits of the system's

knowledge were encountered (e.g. YP information does not contain information about

nuclear physics), the system informs the user about appropriate domain.

The system cannot take the initiative in dialogues except in these six cases. However,

if its role were e.g. a cooperative advisor, the system could also take the initiative on

the basis of what it knows about the task and the user's expertise level: the advisor

may need to introduce topics not brought up by the user because the user is unaware

of their importance for the goal.

Ideal cooperation requires that the participants trust each other to behave in accor-

dance with the requirements of rational motivated action. Hence, the user is also

assumed to behave cooperatively, and respond in a way that would not prevent the

system from ful�lling its goals. Although the user can take initiatives, change topics

and end the dialogue freely, she is obliged to give the requested information when the

system asks for clari�cation or speci�cation (cf. the discussion in Chapter 4.6.)

Webber and Joshi (1982) list three ways in which system can take the initiative in
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constructing a response. As a negative answer to the question Is John taking four

courses?, the system can

1. point out incorrect presuppositions:

No. John can't take any courses; he's not a student,

2. o�er to monitor for the requested information:

No, three. Shall I let you know if he registers for a fourth?,

3. justify `why', i.e. provide grounds for the system's response:

No, three - CIS531, CIS679 and Linguistics 650.

In our classi�cation these three cases can be seen as speci�cations of the alternatives

(4) and (5): the system takes the intiative to clear up situations where the system's

knowledge limits are encountered or the user request contradicts what the system

knows. The responses are analogous to our examples (13), (14) and (15) (p. 84 {

86). The compensation o�ered in the second one, monitoring, can be derived from the

system's role as a `secretary' (this is not modelled in our information provider system).

5.2.3 Joint Purpose

A cooperative information provider tries to react in the way the user intended to

evoke. However, if the system always adopts the user's evocative intentions, the system

can only provide simple answers to clear and unambiguous user requests. As already

mentioned, this is a simpli�ed view of information seeking dialogues, which resemble

negotiation processes rather than straightforward question-answer sequences.

An important and distinguishing feature in our system is that it is allowed to be

persistent in its goals. Cohen and Levesque (1990a, 1990b) introduced the notion

of a `persistent goal', and de�ned it with respect to the speaker's rational activity.

According to them, it is not rational to pursue a goal if the goal is already ful�lled or if

the agent thinks that it is impossible to achieve it. Our notion of `persistence' is related

to what Cohen and Levesque advocate, although we specify it with respect to a wider

notion of rational agenthood, discussed in Section 4.2. Simply, it is not rational to

pursue all goals all the time, or some goals at all: persistence of a goal depends on the
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agent's competence and the rational motivation for pursuing the goal. For instance,

if the goal achievement turns out to be dangerous or unpleasant or there are more

adequate and e�cient ways to achieve the intended purpose, the goal is usually also

dropped. The aspects of rationality subsumed by the requirements of the adequacy of

the actions and pleasure and pain, are �xed in our system as a static aspect of dialogue

management and not explicitly included in its reasoning.

Finding a joint purpose is the process that takes care of the evaluation of the user

goal with respect to the system's own goals and determines if and how the system

can continue the dialogue. We do not want to exclude the possibility that dialogue

participants have their own goals which are not shared by their partners. However,

communicators must have at least one common goal for the communication to succeed

(transfer of information, cf. Section 4.3), and the process of �nding a joint purpose

encodes this.

There are four aspects, derived from the principle of ideal cooperation and rational

agenthood, which we consider important in determining the joint purpose:

1. evocative intentions of the contribution (expectations),

2. evocative intentions of the previous contribution (initiative taken),

3. thematic relevance of the content of the contribution (Central Concept),

4. unful�lled goals in the dialogue state (motivation).

Expectations

The conventional communicative function (illocutionary force) associated with a sur-

face form provides conventional expectations of dialogue continuations: if the user has

asked a question, the system tries to give an appropriate answer, but if the user has

given an answer, the system tries to achieve its goals which are still unful�lled. Of

course, the speaker's response need not conform to the conventional expectations. The

speaker may initiate a question after a question, give feedback or state something un-

related. In these cases the system needs to determine the joint purpose according to

the principles of ideal cooperation, see examples below.
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We do not advocate the `literal force hypothesis' (see Section 3.2.1), since we do not

classify communicative acts according to their functional types. Rather, we emphasise

the inferential nature of communicative function on the basis of their propositional

content and the dialogue context. Moreover, the act can be multifunctional, i.e. there

may be several communicative functions that the act carries (see Section 6.1.2). Con-

ventional communicative functions serve as the anchoring point for further analysis.

Initiatives

If the speaker has initiated a goal, we say that the speaker \has the initiative". Then

she also has the right to expect a response that ful�ls the goal, and if the partner

does not ful�l this expectation, she has the right to be persistent and pursue her goal

until satis�ed. In our system, initiatives are made by formulating a question with the

evocative intention to elicit an answer, and the expected response is a statement with

the evocative intention to make the partner believe the content of the statement. The

system can take the initiative in the six cases discussed above.

Thematic coherence

Being able to produce coherent dialogues is one of the signs of rational cooperative

agenthood: the speaker shows that she has understood what the partner said and is

willing to collaborate in the joint task to achieve a mutually acceptable result. We

model thematic coherence with the help of Central Concept which provides a view-

point for presenting the new information of a contribution. Coherent shifts in the

view-point are based on domain relations, see Chapter 7.

Of course, if the system had a more complex task structure, constraints in terms of re-

lated discourse referents would not be su�cient in determining the dialogue coherence.

Instead, a reference to plans and/or rhetorical relations would be needed. These con-

straints can be included either in the domain-based topic shifting rules or in a separate

task-model.
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Unful�lled goals

The communicative goals deal with the tasks of providing and eliciting information

and they are stored in the expressive and evocative attitudes of the contributions. If

the partner's response does not address the attitudes, the goal is stacked for future

processing and a new goal taken up. The system stacks goals only if a brand new

request is taken up, or if the user response is vague and needs clarifying. It reverts to

an old goal when the expectations in the current dialogue situation are ful�lled and it is

the system's turn to take the initiative. The unful�lled goals form a simple LIFO stack,

so they are satis�ed in the reversed order in which they have been introduced. If a goal

is already satis�ed on the basis of the updated context, the next goal is tried. Thus the

system need not revert through each goal explicitly, but it can jump over a goal if this

is already satis�ed. This is a further exibility in comparision with dialogue grammars,

cf. the discussion in 3.2.2. If all the stacked goals have been ful�lled in the course of

the dialogue, the system concludes that the purpose of the dialogue has been achieved

and initiates a question whether the user wishes to �nd some other information.

Conicts can occur if the speaker has introduced a goal but the partner does not ful�l

the expectations or replies with an unrelated response. Since the expectations and

relatedness are derived from the assumption that the partner is cooperative, rational

agent and will not attempt to prevent the speaker from ful�lling her goals, the speaker

is faced with a conict situation where she needs to decide on the appropriate way to

proceed. She has to either �nd a motivation for the partner's non-compliance with the

principles of ideal cooperation by proceeding with the new goal, or conclude that the

partner has failed to process the previous goal in the intended way, and continue her

previous goal, see Section 5.2.6.

Figure 5.2 presents di�erent alternatives for the joint purpose depending on the four

conditions in the context as de�ned above. The situations are assumed to be general,

and thus the terms `speaker' and `hearer' are used instead of `system' and `user'. The

examples refer to the sample dialogues given below in the explanation. Conicts are

marked with X.
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case initiative expectation topic goals joint purpose example

1a speaker expected related unful�lled backto, clarify 17 { 20

speaker expected related ful�lled *11

1b speaker expected unrelated unful�lled repeat-new, X 21

speaker expected unrelated ful�lled *11

2a speaker non-expected related unful�lled subquestion, X 22, 23

speaker non-expected related ful�lled *11

2b speaker non-expected unrelated unful�lled repeat-CC, X 24

speaker non-expected unrelated ful�lled *11

3a partner expected related unful�lled follow-up 25

3b partner expected related ful�lled follow-up 26, 27

4a partner expected unrelated unful�lled new question 28, 29

4b partner expected unrelated ful�lled new request 30, 31

5a partner non-expected related unful�lled backto 32, 33

5b partner non-expected related ful�lled somethingelse 34, 35

6a partner non-expected unrelated unful�lled notrelated 36

6b partner non-expected unrelated ful�lled new request 37, 38

Figure 5.2: Possible joint purposes for the system on the basis of contextual informa-

tion.

Corpus examples

Below we explain each case with sample dialogues. In a few cases no examples were

found in the corpus, and an invented dialogue is used as an example; the participants

are then called `user' and `system'. In the examples, the italicised wizard responses

indicate the contributions planned when the constraints hold.

1. The speaker has the initiative, and the partner reacts with an expected re-

sponse (statement). In our Context Model, the speaker has unful�lled goals,

since the initiative can only be taken if the partner's request needs clari�cation

or speci�cation.

11Situations where the speaker has the initiative and the partner has given an answer, but there

are no unful�lled speaker goals creates asymmetry between the partners in our Context Model. If the

system has the initiative, there also exists at least one unful�lled goal: to provide the user with some

information. Thus these situations are impossible for the system. If the user has the initiative and

the system has provided a requested list, the user may continue the dialogue with a new request or

quit. Because we will consider the conditions from the system's point of view, we have used the star

`*' to mark impossible system alternatives in the table.
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(a) If the partner's response is related to the speaker's initiative, there are two

alternatives: the response is consistent with the dialogue context, or there

exists misunderstanding or inconsistency in the Context Model.

i. If the response is consistent, the speaker goes back to some previous

unful�lled goal. In (17), the system's goal to know the location of car

renting is ful�lled, and the reverting goes all the way to the original

goal to give information from the database.

(17) User1: I want to rent a car.

Wizard1: Where?

User2: In Bolton.

Wizard2: Ok. Here is a list of car hire companies

in Bolton: <>

ii. If there exists misunderstanding or inconsistency, this has to be clari�ed.

The original goal is stacked and a clari�cation initiated. In (18), `En-

twistle' is understood by the wizard to refer to the requested location,

but the placename is unknown to the wizard, and thus a clari�cation is

initiated.

(18) User1: I want to rent a car.

Wizard1: Where?

User2: In Entwistle.

Wizard2: Where is Entwistle?

In (19), the user gives the required restaurant type and location, but

the wizard does not understand the type speci�cation. Because the goal

to give information about restaurants needs to be clari�ed with respect

to the type, the wizard initiates a question on this. Because the type

has already been mentioned in the dialogue, the wizard prefers to give

the available restaurant types rather than ask what `spicy food' means.

(19) User1: hello can you tell me where there are some

good restaurants

Wizard1: The YP has no details of the quality of restaurants.

Can you be more speci�c as to area and/or type?

User2: i'm looking for somw spicy food in the centre

of manchester

Wizard2: I have Indian, Chinese, Thai, and Mexican

restaurants listed.

In (20), the user gives a declarative answer to the wizard's question,

but the answer is not a direct one.
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(20) User1: I need a car.

Wizard1: Do you want to buy or rent one?

User2: I need to go to the airport.

Wizard2: So, you want to rent the car?

The wizard is, however, able to reason that the user probably wants to rent

a car. She knows that going to the airport can be done either by car or by

train, and because the user has expressed a need to have a car, she probably

wants to go to the airport by car. Moreover, the wizard knows that buying

a car means long or permanent use of the car, whereas renting a car is for

temporary or time-bound use. The wizard also knows that going to the

airport is a time-bound action, and thus the user apparently needs a car for

a time-bound use, i.e. for renting. The wizard's goal, to know if the user

wants to buy or rent a car, is thus satis�ed. The conclusion has been drawn

after a fairly long reasoning process, based on several assumptions, and the

wizard wants to make sure that this is what the user wants, thus initiating a

con�rmation question.12 The marker so here carries information about the

long reasoning process which has resulted in the conclusion given in the rest

of the contribution.

(b) If the response is unrelated, the speaker repeats the initiative and also lets

the partner know that the contribution was unrelated. See Section 5.2.6 for

a more detailed discussion about this kind of conict situation.

(21) User1: I'm looking for a restaurant

System1: Where?

User2: My friend comes from Entwistle to visit me.

System2: Sorry I don't understand how this is relevant

here. Where are you looking for a restaurant?

2. The speaker has the initiative and the partner reacts with a non-expected

response (question). As above, the speaker must have unful�lled goals. These

situations are considered conict situations, see Section 5.2.6.

(a) If the partner's response is related to the speaker's initiative, the speaker

resolves the conict by postponing her own goal and adopting the partner's

12The con�rmation is asked in a declarative form (the so called `declarative questions', Beun (1989)),

and thus the wizard has actually produced an `indirect speech act'.
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goal (in structural terms this means that a `subdialogue' starts). The ratio-

nale behind this is that the user may have a more general plan which she is

executing, but which the system is unaware of, and if the user can pursue

her own goal, she can also make the system's goal redundant as a side-e�ect

of revealing her plan. (Cf. dialogues (32) and (33) which show how such a

`subdialogue' is ended.)

In (22), the user ignores the wizard's question about the location and contin-

ues with her own goal. The wizard stacks her goal concerning the departure

location and continues with the user's goal about car-hire companies in

Bolton. The next user contribution indeed gives an indirect answer to the

system's question, see example (25).

(22) User1: I need a car to go to the airport.

Wizard1: Where would you start your journey from?

User2: Are there any car-hire places in or near Bolton?

Wizard2: There are 15 car-hire �rms in Bolton.

In (23), the user ignores the wizard's o�er to specify the car hire company

and insists on getting car hire �rms in Entwistle until the wizard makes it

clear that there are no car hire companies in Entwistle itself. The wizard

replies to the user question but since the response is negative, she also o�ers

compensation by means of repeating the speci�cation. (Compensation also

serves as a way to put forward the wizard's own goal to give information

about car hire companies.)

(23) User1: can I have a list of car hire companies in the

Entwistle area.

Wizard1: Where is Entwistle?

User2: Entwistle is outside Bolton.

Wizard2: Altogether there are 15 car hire �rms in Bolton.

Do you want a list, or can you be more speci�c

in your enquiry?

User3: Are there any in Entwistle itself?

Wizard3: No, but your could be more speci�c in your

requirements; for example, the YP can supply lists

of those �rms which o�er unlimited mileage,

delivery/collection, one way rentals,

cheap local rates.

(b) If the partner's question is unrelated, the conict is resolved on the basis of

the fact that the speaker has the initiative, i.e. she has the right to decide if

the partner's response ful�ls her goals or not. The speaker is thus persistent
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with her goal and repeats it, but also makes the topic explicit, thus forcing

the partner to be explicit about the possible topic change. By formulating

the contribution as a statement, the initiative is given to the partner: she

has the ultimate right to decide the topic of the dialogue.

(24) User1: I need a car.

System1: Do you want to buy or rent one?

User2: Do you know any restaurants?

System3: I thought we were talking about cars, and wanted

to know if you want to buy or rent a car.

3. The partner has the initiative and reacts with an expected response (question),

related to the previous topic. In other words, the partner asks a follow-up

question.

(a) If the speaker has unful�lled goals, she has two alternatives: either to

pursue her own goals or respond to the partner's goal. Both alternatives

are allowed to the user, but the system's role as a cooperative information

provider restricts the system to behave in an expected way only. From the

system's point of view the situation is not a conict: because the user has

the right to expect an answer, the system is obliged to continue with the

user's initiative. The user thus continues the `subdialogue' that she started

sometime earlier with a follow-up request (cf. example (22)), and the sys-

tem's goals may be ful�lled in the due course.

In (25), the wizard's goal is to know the departure place for the car rental,

but this is overriden by the user's query about the existence of car-hire

companies in Bolton, followed by the speci�cation about the wanted com-

pany. The wizard adopts the user's goal and continues the `subdialogue'

accordingly.

(25) User1: I need a car to go to the airport.

Wizard1: Where would you start your journey from?

User2: Are there any car-hire places in or near Bolton?

Wizard2: There are 15 car-hire �rms in Bolton.

User3: which one of these would provide me with a

delivery to my home, collection from the airport

and be relatively cheap?

Wizard3: Is your home in Bolton?
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(b) If the speaker has no unful�lled goals, the partner's follow-up question

is taken up directly. This case di�ers from the previous one in that the

speaker knows that the original request has been ful�lled and the partner

can continue the dialogue with a speci�cation question of the given NewInfo

(26) or with a related new request (27).

(26) User1: What is the address of Mitchells self-drive?

Wizard1: Please wait...

Mitchells Self-Drive

Dawes Street

Bolton

0204 394803

User2: Do they deliver the car?

Wizard2: Yes. They have a delivery service.

(27) User1: indian restaurants in the city centre

Wizard1: < list >

User2: try Chorlton

Wizard2: < list >

4. The partner has the initiative and reacts with an expected response (question),

but the question is unrelated to the topic of the dialogue. The partner has

apparently shifted the topic and started a new request.

(a) If the speaker has unful�lled goals, the speaker has two alternatives: either

to pursue her own goals or take up the partner's goal. As above, the user

is allowed to proceed in both ways, but the system can only continue with

the user goal. The role again constrains the system's possibilities: it cannot

initiate questions unless they are related to what has been talked about.

Thus the �rst alternative cannot occur, and the user is never faced with

questions that are unrelated to the topic.

The response di�ers from the follow-up responses (case 3 above) in that a

remark about the unful�lled goal is added. This causes the system to have

the initiative and the user to state explicitly if a new request is started. In

(28), the evaluation of the user request is negative and the remark about

the unful�lled goals also serves as a compensation. In (29), the user is asked

to choose between two alternatives.
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(28) User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Which serve hot and spicy food?

System3: Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants serve

hot and spicy food.

User4: Do you know bus time tables?

System4: Sorry no. Do you want to continue with restaurants?

(29) User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Which serve hot and spicy food?

System3: Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants serve

hot and spicy food.

User4: What car hire companies are there in Bolton?

System4: There are 15 car hire companies. Do you want to

see them or continue with the restaurants?

These examples can be compared with the example (20) above. In case (1b)

the speaker has the initiative which justi�es her in being persistent with her

unful�lled goals, while here the partner has the initiative and the speaker

can only make a `remark'. In both cases, however, the speaker controls the

initiatives: in (1b) the speaker `keeps' the initiative by being persistent, here

the speaker `takes' the initiative by requesting an explicit statement of the

topic change.

(b) If the speaker has no unful�lled goals, a new request is assumed. This is

the case e.g. at the beginning of the dialogue (the user request is unrelated

to the system greeting, since the topic of the dialogue is determined by the

user request). It can be compared with the dialogue (37).

(30) Wizard0: Welcome to EYP. Please state your query.

User1: How many car hire companies are there in Bolton?

Wizard2: There are 15 car hire companies.

In (31) the wizard has given the initiative to the user by asking if she wants

to continue the dialogue, and the user responds with a question. The answer

to the wizard's question is `no', implicit in the actual expression of what the

user wants to know. The wizard treats the user question as a new request

which in this example is not understood at all.

(31) Wizard10: Is that all you wanted to know?

User11: Is bolton to rochdale to the airport o.k?

Wizard11: Sorry I do not know.
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5. The partner has the initiative, but reacts with a non-expected response (state-

ment) which is related to the topic. The partner has commented on either the

immediately previous contribution or one earlier on.

(a) If the speaker has unful�lled goals, she reverts to some previous unful�lled

goal. A `subdialogue' started by the partner has obviously ended, and the

partner has given a response to something that the speaker has initiated

earlier.

In dialogue (32), the user has already asked about insurance consultants in

South Manchester, and now wants to get information about car insurance.

As a (non-expected) response to the wizard request in Wizard6, the user

produces a counter question about the alternatives she can choose from,

and then selects one of them. The wizard can now go back to the goal to

give information about insurance agents. In order to ful�l this goal, the

location of the service needs to be con�rmed which causes the elliptical

question.

(32) User6: have you any information on car insurance.

Wizard6: What type of insurance service do you want?

User7: What type of services there are available?

Wizard7: You can choose one of the following categories:

Insurance administration services

Insurance agents

Insurance brokers

Insurance companies

Insurance consultants

User8: Insurance agents please

Wizard8: Still in South Manchester?

In the modi�ed dialogue (33), the user has asked di�erent restaurant types

and then selects one of the alternatives presented by the system. The user

also provides the location, and the system can revert all the way to the

original goal and give the requested list of restaurants.

(33) User1: I'm looking for a restaurant.

System1: In which area?

User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Try Indian in Rusholme.

System3: Please wait....

Here's the list <>
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(b) If no unful�lled goals exist, the partner has obviously given evaluative

feedback about the speaker contribution. The speaker can then ask if the

partner wants to continue the dialogue, i.e. look for information on some-

thing else, or probably compensate by some other means. For instance, in

(34) the user gives related feedback in two consecutive contributions: User2

is related to the driving-event and User3 to the general evaluation of the

given information.

(34) User1: which is the cheaper service

Wizard1: If cost is important to you, you may be

interested to know that self-drive car hire is

cheaper than the chau�eur driven services.

User2: i can't drive

Wizard2: You should contact the company for details of cost.

User3: this is not very helpful

Wizard3: Do you require further information from this service?

In particular, we regard thanking as evaluative feedback, related to the previous

topic. The dialogue (35) is an example of this.

(35) User1: Can you tell me the best car-hire �rms

in Bolton and Manchester Airport?

Wizard1: <list>

User2: Thank you very much.

Wizard2: Is that all you wanted to know?

It should be pointed out that the initiative is understood as belonging to the

partner, even though the speaker contribution is formulated as a question. This

is so, because the speaker contribution is understood as a check-question: the

speaker wants to check if the partner wishes to continue the dialogue or not.

Alternatively, it could be formulated as a statement (a declarative question).

The interrogative mood is preferred since it puts more `reactive pressure' on the

user who can enter a new request as in (31), or end the dialogue explicitly as in

(38).

6. The partner has the initiative and reacts with a non-expected response (state-

ment) which is unrelated to the topic.

(a) If the speaker has unful�lled goals, the speaker lets the partner know that

the contribution was unrelated and repeats the previous goal. This can be
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compared to the situations in dialogues (28) and (29), where the system

responds to the question but also reminds the user of the unful�lled goals.

(36) User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Which serve hot and spicy food?

System3: Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants serve hot

and spicy food.

User4: My friend comes from Entwistle to visit me.

System4: Sorry I do not understand how this is relevant

here. Do you want to continue with restaurants?

(b) If the speaker has no unful�lled goals, a new request is assumed. This is

the case e.g. at the beginning of the dialogue, and it can be compared with

the dialogue (30) where the user response is an expected question.

(37) Wizard0: Welcome to EYP. Please state your query.

User1: I need a car.

Wizard1: Do you want to buy or rent one?

Dialogue (38) is analogous to dialogue (31) in that the wizard has asked

the user to con�rm further continuation of the dialogue. Now the partner's

reaction is negative, and the dialogue is terminated. (If the user had replied

Yes. I need a car, the situation would be like the example above.

(38) Wizard10: Do you require further information from this service?

User11: No thank you

Wizard11: Thank you for calling. Bye.

Figure 5.3 summarises the joint purposes from the system point of view, and also pro-

vides a comparison for each alternative. Those marked with X are conict situations.

5.2.4 Obligations

Obligations derive from rational agenthood and the principles of ideal cooperation.

They are regarded as norms that rational, ideally cooperative agents follow, or, from

the analysis point of view, as assumptions about the partner's rationality and cooper-

ativeness. They are context sensitive, and thus what is obliged in one activity might

not be obliged in another activity.

13This combination of contextual features is impossible, see footnote 11.
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response topic goals speaker initiative partner initiative

expected related unful�lled backto, clarify follow-up

ful�lled *13 follow-up

unrelated unful�lled repeat-new, X new question

ful�lled *13 new request

non-expected related unful�lled subquestion, X backto

ful�lled *13 somethingelse

unrelated unful�lled repeat-CC, X notrelated

ful�lled *13 new request

Figure 5.3: Summary of the possible joint purposes for the system on the basis of

contextual information.

1. Sincerity refers to truthfulness with regard to the current goals: the speaker is

obliged to give information which she knows is true or for which she can provide

evidence, and when asking questions, she is committed to a real need for the

information.

2. Motivation deals with the question `why'. It relates the agent's activity to her

own strategies and normality and rationality conditions: questions are asked if

there is a reason to elicit more information (to specify, clarify), and answers given

if they contribute to the mutual understanding and assumed overall purpose of

the dialogue.

3. Consideration encodes the agent's rational and ethical consideration towards

the partner. Basically, it means that the information is useful to the partner

and does not prevent her from acting rationally. Misunderstandings and lack

of understanding should thus be corrected, since they usually form obstacles

later in the dialogue or in some other dialogues. The user is also entitled to

get an explanation if the evaluation was negative (knowledge base limits were

encountered, database search failed, Context Model became inconsistent, parsing

was partial), or justi�cation for why a particular request could not be carried out

successfully. Answers should also appear in an appropriate format and amount,

i.e. convey the intended message in an e�cient way, free from false implicatures.
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In PLUS, the obligative dimension was taken care of by two pragmatic rules: the

Obligation Ful�lment Rule and the Belief Transfer Rule. The former says roughly

that the reactive pressures put on the partner by a previous contribution must be

subsumed by the current contribution, and the latter makes use of the sincerity of

rational agents by assuming that the speakers have evidence for what they express and

intend to evoke in the partner. That is, if an agent knows that the dialogue partner

believes some proposition P and that the partner also has evidence for believing P,

then the agent may herself believe that P is the case. In our system, the Obligation

Ful�lment Rule is part of the process of �nding the joint purpose, and we have also

elaborated it to include conicts. The Belief Transfer Rule is adopted as such. We

also have a Compensation Rule which takes care of the di�erent compensatory o�ers

that the system can make, and several rules to encode the obligations of motivation

and consideration. Examples of these are given in Section 9.5.3 together with their

implementation.

The requirement of truthfulness, subsumed under the obligation of Sincerity, is also

related to the ethical consideration, since a speaker may break the Sincerity obligation

by not telling the whole truth, although still be obeying the ethics of being consid-

erate, cooperative, or polite.14 This is also pointed out by Galliers (1989), who cites

Go�man's (1970) notion of `strategic interaction': everyday communication contains

various grades and types of dishonesty, all of which should not necessarily be considered

sinister.

5.2.5 Interactive communication management

Besides ful�lling the obligations of communicative cooperation, the system also has to

manage interaction with the user. Allwood et al. (1992) divide interactive communi-

cation management into three types: turn management, sequencing and feedback.

14For instance, the speaker may not tell what she really thinks, because this would be embarassing

or considered rude, because she wants to please the hearer, or because the behavior is motivated by a

want to save either one's own or the partner's face, see Go�man (1976), Brown and Levinson (1978).
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Turn management deals with the means of assigning, accepting, taking, maintaining,

and yielding the turn. In Conversation Analysis, turn management has been one of the

main research topics (Sacks et al., 1974). In our system, turn-taking is enabled simply

by the user hitting the return-key and the system signalling the end of its turn by a

particular prompt. More elaborate methods could be used, but they fall outside of the

scope of the thesis.15

Sequencing refers to the global arrangement of the communicative contributions with

regard to subactivities and topics, i.e. to what has been discussed in terms of task

planning or domain planning (Litman, 1985; Cawsey, 1993). In general, it commonly

deals with initiation (opening, entering an activity, a subactivity or topic), mainte-

nance (maintaining a subactivity or topic), changing (changing a subactivity or topic),

and ending (closing an activity, subactivity or topic). In our system, these activities

correspond to the general phases that are found in the collected dialogues: opening,

requesting, follow-up questioning, and closing, and they are managed with the help of

Central Concept and the system's knowledge about the achievement of the common

purpose of exchanging information. The system need not be involved in all these activ-

ities as shown in our dialogue studies: the users commonly left out opening, follow-up

questions and closing ceremonies.

Feedback refers to linguistic mechanisms by which the speakers can exchange informa-

tion about the basic communicative requirements (contact, perception, understanding

and attitudinal reactions), and is thus an important instrument in building joint under-

standing of the dialogue purpose. Allwood et al. (1992) present research on linguistic

feedback in spoken interaction, especially its semantic and pragmatic features, and

15In PLUS, the collected French dialogues showed that the users often started another query while

the wizard was looking for the answer to the original one. On the one hand, this points to the

requirement that the system should have some sort of bu�ering mechanism and criteria to choose

and change its reaction according to the queries in the bu�er, i.e. cope with simultaneous turns and

immediate feedback. On the other hand, one of the reasons for the user's simultaneous contributions

was the slowness of the simulated system (the French Minitel was used as the application back-end),

and this again points to the e�ciency requirements: system responses should appear in a reasonable

time so as to prevent the user from unnecessary contact disturbances.
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show how feedback is important for the communication to ow relatively smoothly.

Their point of view is that of a recepient rather than an initiator, and a typical feed-

back is given by heavily context sensitive single feedback particles like `ok', `well', `�ne'

and `no'.

Their wide sense of `feedback' seems to refer to exactly the same process as what

we have called `determining joint purpose', but there is an important di�erence which

makes the topic of this thesis and the study of feedback in Allwood et al. (1992) comple-

mentary rather than opposite: although the speaker's contribution provides regulatory

information about how the joint purpose is being understood, the contribution is not

just a feedback to what the partner said, but a reaction which actively controls the

course of the dialogue. Our main concern is the planning of a meaningful response

rather than the evaluation of linguistic feedback16, and in this we consider it important

to distinguish the partner's reaction in general (feedback in a wide sense) from the

explicit use of pragmatic particles in a contribution (feedback in a narrow sense). It

is also important to point out, following Allwood et al. (1992), that negative feedback

on any level is always explicit, while positive feedback is usually implicit, and encoded

in the speaker's coherent and cooperative responses (cf. the dialogue 31 above). We

therefore reserve the term `feedback' for the narrow use only.

5.2.6 Conicts

Galliers (1989, p. 199) notices that the common view of cooperativeness in the AI

world, that agents are always in agreement and ready to adopt the other's role, makes

the systems rigid and unrealistic. If a system abstracts away from conict situations

so that they never occur because the context is constrained in a particular way, or if

the system always adopts the partner's goal simply because the partner has the goal,

the system is benevolent rather than cooperative. Based on the work by Cohen and

Levesque (1990a, 1990b), Galliers proposes a framework in which the agents can be

16Mainly because linguistic feedback in our sample dialogues was limited to a few pragmatic particles

like `no' (rejection, disagreement) and `ok' (acceptance, agreement).
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induced to \change their minds" so that conict situations are resolved.

We will briey discuss conict resolution in Constructive Dialogue Management in

this section, although it should be noticed that the chosen dialogue type, information-

seeking dialogue, does not usually give rise to conicting goals in the same sense as

they are discussed e.g. in Galliers (1989). Moreover, to model the control that an agent

has over decisions concerning which goal to pursue, some measurement of `preferences'

and the agent's autonomy are required (cf. Galliers, 1989). These issues are beyond

the scope of this thesis.

However, the system is capable of taking initiatives in order to clarify and specify vague

user contributions and thus it can form its own goals which need to be satis�ed with

the user's help. If the user response does not address the system's evocative intentions

(which have been formulated on the basis of the system's cooperative evaluation of the

user's possible goal), a conict situation may occur. The systemmust evaluate whether

the user is still in contact with the system, whether she has perceived and understood

the system contribution, and whether she is willing to continue the dialogue. Given

that these basic communication requirements are ok, the conclusion is that the system

goal conicts with the goal assumed to be held by the user, and the system must decide

on an appropriate way to proceed, and in particular, which goal to satisfy.

We have already in Section 5.2.3 singled out the four contextual factors which constrain

the joint purpose. Potential conict situations occur in cases where the speaker has

own goals but the partner gives an unrelated and/or non-expected response. There are

six such cases in our system, of which three result in a situation that we call a conict

and which require resolution on the basis of rational agenthood. Conicts correspond

to situations where the system has the initiative, since this is analogous to its having

some control over the dialogue (the participant who has the initiative also has the right

to pursue her goal unless this appears not to be rational). In the other three cases, the

system does not have the initiative, and it will behave in accordance with the user's

evocative intentions, postponing its own goals if it has any. This reects the system's

role as an obedient information provider: no conict occurs if the system acts according

to its role.
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The dialogues (21) and (24), repeated here for convenience as (39) and (40), respec-

tively, exemplify the two conict situations where the system has the initiative and

unful�lled goals to pursue, but the user reacts with an unrelated contribution.

(39) User1: I'm looking for a restaurant

System1: Where?

User2: My friend comes from Entwistle to visit me.

System2: Sorry I don't understand how this is relevant

here. Where are you looking for a restaurant?

(40) User1: I need a car.

System1: Do you want to buy or rent one?

User2: Do you know any restaurants?

System3: I thought we were talking about cars, and wanted

to know if you want to buy or rent a car.

In example (39), the user has given an expected response (statement) and the system

repeats its previous question. The system keeps the initiative, thus showing that it

has understood the user's cooperative attempt to provide the appropriate information

but that its capacity to relate the user contribution to what has been talked about is

limited. The user is expected to give a comprehensible and related response, given that

she behaves in a cooperative and rational way. In example (40), the user has given a

non-expected response (question) and the system reminds the user of the topic of the

dialogue as well as the question the user is expected to answer. The system gives the

initiative to the user, and in this way actually acknowledges the user's right to manage

the dialogue by initiating new topics and ignoring the previous half-�nished requests.

The system's persistence is persistent only to the extent that it does not conict with

the system's role as a humble information provider.

The third conict situation occurs if the user reacts in a related but non-expected way

to a system initiative. The user contribution signals that the user is in contact and

has perceived the previous dialogue, but either she has not understood the system's

question or is unwilling to continue the direction initiated by the system. In this case,

the system lets the user `manage' the dialogue: it stacks its own goal and adopts the

user's goal instead. As mentioned in the joint purpose case 2a (p. 101), the rationale

behind this is that the user may have a more general plan which she is executing, but
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which the system is unaware of, and by letting the user pursue her own goal, she may

also make the system's goal redundant as a side-e�ect of revealing her plan. It may also

be that the system has misunderstood the user's goal, and if the system follows its own

interpretation, it may appear uncooperative and stubborn. If the system has correctly

understood the user's goal, it can always return to the question later, given that the

user has not provided the missing information otherwise. In example (33), repeated as

(41), the user indeed gives the missing information about the location together with the

restaurant's type in her contribution User3, and thus satis�es the postponed system

goal explicitly, while in example (42)17, the system needs to go back to its previous

unful�lled goal and explicitly ask the same question.

(41) User1: I'm looking for a restaurant.

System1: In which area?

User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Try Indian in Rusholme.

System3: Please wait....

Here's the list <>

(42) User1: I need a hire car.

System1: Chau�eur-driven or self-drive?

User2: Well, I just need to get from my o�ce to the airport.

System2: Where is your o�ce?

User3: In the City Centre.

System3: Is it just a one-way hire?

User4: Yes.

System4: And do you want a chau�eur-driven or self-drive car?

User5: Chau�eur-driven.

System5: Ok. Here's the list <>

If the user has the initiative but does not continue in a thematically related way, and

if the system has unful�lled goals, the situation is again problematic. However, we

do not consider these cases conicts but rather `puzzles', where the system needs to

�nd an appropriate continuation although the user has not provided it with consistent

clues about what is the `object of desire'. The system assumes that a new request has

started, but reminds the user about the unful�lled goals. These cases are exempli�ed

by examples (28) and (36), given here as (43) and (44), respectively.

17A PLUS dialogue, invented by Jean Carletta.
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(43) User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Which serve hot and spicy food?

System3: Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants serve hot

and spicy food.

User4: Do you know bus time tables?

System4: Sorry no. Do you want to continue with restaurants?

(44) User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Which serve hot and spicy food?

System3: Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants serve hot

and spicy food.

User4: My friend comes from Entwistle to visit me.

System4: Sorry I do not understand.

Do you want to continue with restaurants?

5.3 Conclusion

We have abstracted four characteristics for dialogue systems from the corpus of information-

seeking dialogues: physical feasibility of the interface, e�ciency of reasoning compo-

nents, ability to cope with syntactically problematic input, and ability to initiate re-

sponses that clarify vagueness or misunderstandings, and we have discussed how they

are related to the CAA principles of rational motivated activity. Especially, we have

concentrated on the participants' initiatives to clear up vague or misunderstood con-

tributions, and claimed that this is a distinctive feature in improving dialogue systems'

robustness. We have considered factual information-seeking dialogues, where the sys-

tem's role is to provide truthful and helpful responses and not to take part in more

complex planning. However, it is assumed that the communicative principles apply

to other types of dialogues, too, where the system's role is more dominant and it has

more initiative as regard to topic introdution, the user's decisions and planning.

We also described how `Constructive Dialogue Management' can be used to model

the negotiative nature of the dialogues. The Allwoodian concept of ideal cooperation

(participants have a joint purpose, show cognitive and ethical consideration, and they

trust each other to act according to these constraints) is encoded in the six dimensions

of constructive dialogue management: coherence of dialogues, capability to take initia-
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tives, determination of joint purpose, obeying communicative obligations, interactive

communication, and conict resolution.

No particular dialogue structure grammar is needed, since global coherence is guaran-

teed through general communicative principles. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the prob-

lem with any structurally-oriented approach is that it requires the prede�ned structures

to be used in a standard way, and we believe that Constructive Dialogue Management

brings the desired exibility to analysis and planning processes. At the same time

it also meets theoretical and empirical requirements about the negotiative nature of

dialogues.

We do not classify utterances according to speech acts either. As discussed in 3.2.1,

the current work on speech act theory (Cohen & Levesque, 1990a, 1990b; Perrault,

1987; Beun, 1989; Sperber & Wilson, 1987; Levinson, 1983) considers the recognition

of speech act type unnecessary. Instead of classifying and generating communicative

acts according to a taxonomy of acts with preconditions and e�ects, we base them on

a theory of rational agenthood and cooperation.
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Chapter 6

Design of a Constructive Dialogue

Manager

In the previous chapter, we discussed the four desiderata for a robust dialogue system,

and dwelled especially on the system's ability to initiate responses that clarify vague-

ness or misunderstandings. We developed the `Constructive Dialogue Management'

approach to dialogue management on the basis of CAA principles of ideal cooperation

and rational agenthood. This approach considers the ability to deal with the following

dimensions to be essential for a robust dialogue system:

� coherence of dialogues,

� initiatives,

� joint purpose,

� communicative obligations,

� interactive communication,

� conict resolution.

In this chapter, we study how these desiderata can be met in the system design. We

�rst give an overview of the dialogue manager architecture and present the units and

concepts used in the system. We then sketch how Constructive Dialogue Management
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works and discuss some key issues in response planning. Finally, we study how cooper-

ativeness is addressed in response planning and compare the approach to the relevant

literature.

Preliminary work for the research described in this chapter was carried out within the

PLUS project, but the main results reported here derive from independent research.

The system presented in this thesis is original, but bene�tted from the ideas and general

objectives of the PLUS system. The �rst prototype of the PLUS system is described

in Bego et al. (1993), and the PLUS response planner is discussed in Jokinen (1993b).

6.1 Dialogue manager architecture

6.1.1 Overview

Our dialogue system can be schematically depicted as in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: The architecture of the system.

The user is connected to the system via a terminal. A shallow natural language front-

end mediates the queries to the dialogue manager. The dialogue manager is the con-

troller of the main level reasoning processes and it has three tasks: accept an input,
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analyse the input and react to the input. Acceptance of a user contribution deals

with the evaluation of contact and perception, i.e. reading the user input and pars-

ing it. Analysis contains two subtasks: determining the user goal and NewInfo, and

determining Central Concept of the contribution. It is part of the system whose de-

tailed implementation falls out of the chosen scope of the thesis. Reaction has two

subtasks: formulation of the system's own goal and planning of a response. Both tasks

are reasoning processes e�ectively using contextual knowledge sources.

The key resource of the Dialogue Manager is the Context Model. This is a dynamic

knowledge base containing information about contributions, discourse referents, a dis-

tinguished discourse referent Central Concept, new information, goals, and expressive,

evocative and evoked attitudes. The concepts are de�ned in Section 6.1.3, and the

corresponding data structures are described in Section 9.1.

The dialogue manager also has access to three static knowledge bases: Yellow pages

database (application back-end), world model knowledge base, and the communicative

principles. In our system, the world model is a small knowledge base designed for

the purposes of the research presented in this thesis. It is based on the PLUS World

Model described in Cavalli et al. (1992b), but di�ers from it in that it uses a simpli�ed

representation of concepts and contains rules which are tailored to make distinctions

considered important in this work. It contains knowledge about the application domain

as its subpart. Application back-end is a small database consisting of car hire companies

and restaurants in the Manchester area. This database, used in the empirical work,

was compiled by Daniel Jones and is described in Jokinen et al. (1991).

Communicative principles refer to the obligations of rational, cooperative communi-

cation, and they are encoded as a set of inference rules dealing with the knowledge

in Context Model. Part of the system's communicative knowledge is encoded pro-

cedurally in the control algorithm of the task `reaction': e.g. the constraints of ideal

cooperation (the communicators should have a joint purpose, they should obey commu-

nicative principles and show cognitive and ethical consideration in their contributions,

and they should trust that the partner behaves in a rational way) are separate steps

in the speci�cation of the system response from the goal to a surface contribution.
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The detailed description of the implementation is given in Chapter 9.

6.1.2 Context Model

Dialogue management deals with information of seven di�erent types:

1. conventional, context independent meaning of the contributions (parser output

and surface generator input),

2. new information and Central Concept of the contribution,

3. expressive and evocative attitudes carried by the user and the system contribu-

tions,

4. dialogue history (a record of the dialogue as a sequence of contributions),

5. world knowledge,

6. application knowledge (Yellow Pages database),

7. communicative principles.

As mentioned above, a novel feature in our system is that it does not use a dialogue

structure grammar to structure the dialogue. Instead, information is encoded in the

Context Model as Prolog facts, and the dialogue structure emerges incrementally as the

dialogue proceeds. The Context Model is a dynamic knowledge base and it contains

information as shown in Figure 6.2. The data structures are explained in detail in

Section 9.1.

For the purposes of testing the response planner alone, the previous dialogue context

can also be speci�ed by the predicate context/9. The �rst argument is the context

number to identify the context, the second one is the speaker, the third one the com-

municative goal, and the fourth one the contribution as a string of words. The �fth,

the sixth and the seventh arguments encode expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes,

respectively. The eighth argument is Topic and the nineth NewInfo. A list of instanti-

ated discourse referents is encoded in a separate predicate discrefs/2 which encodes

the contribution number and the discourse referents available.
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Contribution contr(ContrNumber,Speaker,Sentence).

Goal goal(ContrNumber,Speaker,GoalStates).

Unful�lled goals unfulfilledGoals(ContrNumber,UnfulfilledGoal).

Expressive attitudes ex(ContrNumber,Attitude).

Evocative attitudes ec(ContrNumber,Attitude).

Evoked attitudes ev(ContrNumber,Attitude).

Discourse referents dr(Concept).

Central Concept topic(ContrNumber,CentralConcept).

NewInfo new(ContrNumber,NewInfo).

Gathered information infoGathered(Query,Specs).

Figure 6.2: Information in Contextual Knowledge Base.

An example of a context represented this way is given in Figure 6.3. This context is

assumed to prevail after the �rst user contribution I need a car at the beginning of

the dialogue, before the planning of the system response starts. The evoked attitude

corresponds to the system goal after the evaluation of the user goal, �ltered with respect

to the application model. On the basis of the world model, the system has inferred that

the user can have a car either by buying, renting or stealing, and it also knows that

the way in which it is able to help the user in this goal is that it supplies information

on appropriate Yellow Pages services. However, as the Yellow Pages database has no

information about stealing cars, the system concludes that the user intends to either

buy or rent a car.

6.1.3 Concepts and units

We will use the following concepts and units in describing dialogue organisation. Those

marked `PLUS' are directly based on the de�nitions used in PLUS.

Contribution: (PLUS)

This is the basic communicative unit of dialogue, and it serves as an anchoring point for

other organisational units such as the right to communicate (turn taking), grammatical
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context(1,user,[want(u,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]))],

/* contribution: */

['I need a car'],

/* expressive attitudes

explicit: */

[want(u,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]))],

/* implicit: */

[want(u,know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]))],

/* evocative attitudes

explicit: */

[want(u,want(s,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)])))],

/* implicit: */

[want(u,want(s,know(s,

[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])))],

/* evoked attitudes: */

[know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]),

know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]),

/* before AM filtering:

know(s,know(u,

[wantEvent(w,u,d),disj(d,b,r,s),buyEvent(b,u,c,_),

hireEvent(r,u,c,_),stealEvent(s,u,c,_),user(u),car(c)])),*/

know(s,know(u,

[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_),disj(d,b,r,s)]))],

/* topic: */

needEvent(n,u,c),

/* new: */

[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]

).

Figure 6.3: Representation of the context after the �rst user contribution

I need a car.

units, and functional intention units (goals, expressive, evocative attitudes etc.). A

contribution is de�ned as a sequence of communicative behaviour bounded by lack of

activity. One should notice that silence can be a very e�ective contribution and carry

a lot of implicit information: "I'm embarassed", "I don't know", "I don't want to talk

to you", "Let's not talk about this", etc. Silence thus does not lack communicative

activity, although it lacks physical activity. The unit in spoken language corresponding

to a contribution is an utterance.

Turn: (PLUS)

This is de�ned as a right to communicate and is a normative rather than a behavioural

unit like contribution. A turn is equivalent to an utterance in our system, since the
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change of turn is indicated by mechanic prompts by the user and the system. However,

as the following examples show, this need not always be the case in human-human

conversations (from Allwood, 1992):

(45) A: It's raining?

B: Mm

(46) A: Don't go there

B: <silence>

In (45), B's utterance `Mm' is simultaneous to A's turn, while in (46), B �lls her turn

with silence. Thus, an utterance need not be a turn, as in (45), and a turn need not

be an utterance, as in 46. Notice that silence as such is not an utterance, although it

can be a non-spoken contribution.

Grammatical units: (PLUS)

A contribution contains several grammatical units, such as sentences, phrases, and

words. In particular, a contribution need not contain a full sentence, but an ellipsis,

even a single word can function as the preferred form. In example (47) below, the

contribution contains a pragmatic particle `Sorry', a noun phrase ellipsis, and an im-

perative mood sentence. Linguistic structure is marked with punctuation marks and

capitals.

(47) Sorry. No information available on prices. Please contact the company.

Communicative goal:

We de�ne a goal as a set of related facts about the world which describe the desired

state of the world. A communicative goal is a set of epistemic facts that describe the

mental states of the partners: what the speaker knows or believes that the partner

knows. For instance, a communicative goal might be that the epistemic fact

know(s,[WantEvent(w,u,h),hireEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])
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(the system knows that the user wants to hire a car) is true in the context. A commu-

nicative goal is tied to the speaker's domain-related goals, such as `hire a car', `know

about restaurants', or `plan a trip', but in this thesis we only consider domain goals of

the type `get information on X'.

The goal is assumed to be a consistent set of facts. This is in accordance with Cohen

and Levesque (1990a, 1990b), although it is a restriction concerning agents in the actual

world: one may hold conicting desires (have a cake and eat it).

The de�nition allows us to distinguish between desired states which the agent believes

can be attained and the states which the agent believes are impossible to attain. For

instance, the state of the user knowing the opening hours of a car hire company may

be a desired state, but it is impossible to attain since the system has not got any

information about the opening hours. Moreover, it allows us to draw a distinction

between what the agent will plan to satisfy and what she, for some reason, is less

committed to satisfy. For instance, the goal may contain a desired state that the

user knows about the cardinality of the set of car hire companies, but on the basis of

contextual information the obligation of consideration may discard this as unnecessary

from the �nal message.

The two distinctions between goals (possible or impossible in the context and goals to

which the agent is committed or not committed) follow the distinctions made in Cohen

and Levesque (1990a, 1990b). Cohen and Levesque de�ne a committed or persistent

goal as one which the agent will give up only when achieved, or if the agent believes it

is impossible to achieve, or if the reason for the goal is no longer true.

Communicative intention:

The communicative intention of the system is an intention to act so that the goal

will be true. Allwood (1976, p. 13) makes a distinction between intentions that are

connected to actions (e.g. an agent may intentionally connect to the electronic YP) and

intentions that are connected to mental states (intention to get a car in the future),

although his discussion mainly concerns the �rst type. Intentions vary in their degree of

consciousness, and it is not necessary that prior to the performance of an action there is
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full and clear awareness of the intentions (as in habits). Rather, there must be a certain

disposition to the conscious awareness of the direction and purpose of the action. The

system's communicative intentions are determined on the basis of the reasoning about

the joint purpose which thus serves as the seed for what the system intends to say,

and directs its behaviour towards a certain end. Depending on the context, the goal is

speci�ed either by augmenting it with other desirable and necessary states or dropping

o� some desirable states which are considered irrelevant. The system's joint purposes

are listed in Figure 6.4.

Related to basic requirements

quit system wants to quit

beAble system wants to be able to perceive (parse)

the user contribution

toUnderstand system wants to understand what the

user said

Related to communication management

toCorrect system wants to correct a user misconception

somethingElse system wants to know if the user wants

information on something else (feedback)

notrelated system has not been able to relate the

user contribution in the dialogue context

repeatNew system wants to repeat its previous goal

repeatCC system wants to repeat its previous CC

backto system wants to revert to a previous goal

followup system wants to follow up the user request

newquestion system wants to give the information and

remind of CC

newrequest system wants to provide information

subquestion system wants to follow `subdialogue'

clarify system wants to clarify the given NewInfo

specify system wants to specify information

concerning one single database heading

toomanyheadings system wants to clarify the scope of the

database search

Figure 6.4: Joint purposes.

Communicative act: (PLUS)

Allwood (1976, p. 21) de�nes `action' as a \certain type of behaviour which is governed

by an intention in order to achieve certain desired e�ects". The e�ects are the purposes
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of the action. On these lines we de�ne `communicative acts' as actions which are

governed by a communicative intention to achieve a particular communicative goal,

i.e. a desired state in the discourse world.

Communicative acts are also called `dialogue acts' as in SUNDIAL (Bilange, 1992) and

TENDUM (Bunt et al., 1984), to distinguish them from other acts that the system is

capable of performing (assisting in planning, searching for information, giving expert

information), and also to emphasise their di�erence from speech acts, which do not

encode dialogue information as do dialogue acts.

Communicative acts are functional units of a dialogue. We want to emphasise, however,

that our system will not classify communicative acts into communicative act types.

Functional labels such as `question', `request', `statement'1, `check', `con�rm', etc. are

regarded as abbreviations for certain combinations of contextual factors (the agent's

intentions, related attitudes, and communicative obligations), but they do not have

any particular theoretical status in the framework. This is a view held commonly

nowadays, cf. Cohen and Levesque (1985), Galliers (1989). Instead, communicative

acts are characterised in terms of more abstract types of communicative functions:

expressive and evocative. For instance, asking a question means expressing a desire

for information and trying to evoke the desired information, and making a statement

means expressing belief and trying to evoke a shared belief, cf. Allwood (1976).

Figure 6.5 shows how grammatical units, communicative acts and contributions relate

to each other. It is based on the distinctions made in PLUS (Jokinen et al., 1992), but

di�ers from it in that it lacks the level of dialogue structure units (Moves). The example

consists of two contributions by the speakers S and U . In the �rst contribution, and in

most cases indeed, the notions `contribution', `communicative act', and `grammatical

unit' coincide. In the second contribution, there are three communicative acts, two of

which are included in the same sentence and realised as consecutive clauses. The �rst

communicative act is realised as a separate grammatical unit. The misprinting tohire

divides the second communicative act into three grammatical units, recognised by the

1Allwood (1992) considers the term \inform" as a synonym of \statement" misleading, since ac-

cording to him, every contribution informs in some way or another.
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parser as separate units.

S: Do you want insurance companies in Chorlton?

|-----------------GrU0---------------------|

|---------------CommAct0-------------------|

|-------------Contribution0----------------|

U: No. I want tohire a car, because I'm going to see my old aunt.

|-GrU1--|-GrU2-|-GrU3-|-GrU4-|--------------GrU5------------------|

|-CAct1-|-----CommAct2-------|------------CommAct3----------------|

|---------------------------Contribution1-------------------------|

Figure 6.5: The relative `scopes' of grammatical units, communicative acts

and contributions.

Communicative function: (PLUS)

CAA characterises communicative functions by:

� speaker intentions, i.e. the goals that they are supposed to achieve;

� the agent's related beliefs and other attitudes;

� the communicative pressures (obligations) which are put on the addressee and to

which the agent commits herself.

Grammatical units carry communicative functions and the communicative function

is part of a grammatical unit's contextual meaning. A contribution may consists of

several grammatical units, but have a single communicative function, as B's response in

the following dialogue which could take place in the middle of noisy road construction:

(48) A: Shall we have a break?

B: Cannot hear you properly, but yes let's have a break.

On the other hand, a contribution and a grammatical unit can also be multifunctional:

they can realise several functions simultaneously. For example, the contribution in

example (47) above contains sequentially the functions: apology (`Sorry'), answer (`No
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information available on prices'), and request (`Please contact the company'). Further-

more, the answer could simultaneously serve as an explanation and the request as a

compensation.

Multifunctionality is not only connected to the main message, but it can also appear

with respect to own communication management and interactive communication man-

agement, see Allwood et al. (1992). In these cases, the successive contributions contain

traces of repair structures, sequences, turntaking and feedback. For instance, in the

following contribution

(49) yes, I'm looking for an Indian eh Italian restaurant.

`yes' is a feedback word which is related to interactive management, `Indian eh Italian'

shows own communication management, and the main message is `I'm looking for

an Italian restaurant'. Since we are dealing with written dialogues, we do not pay

attention to own communication management (although it is important when studying

the planning of the spoken responses).

It is important to distinguish communicative functions from grammaticalmood. Gram-

matical mood signi�es the combination of a particular syntactic and morphological

structure2 and the common moods are:

� declarative

� interrogative

� imperative

� exclamative3

Grammatical moods are associated with a conventional function (statement, question,

request and exclamation, respectively). However, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, a lin-

guistic expression can also convey other functions not conventionally associated with

2See also Levinson (1983, p. 243), who points out that the term `mood' refers to the categories of

verbal inection in traditional grammars (`imperative' contrasting with `indicative' and `subjunctive'),

rather than to the use of sentences or utterance types.
3Allwood includes this in the moods, following the suggestion by Quirk et al. (1972).
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its mood. For instance, a declarative sentence can be used as a question (called `declar-

ative questions' by Beun (1989)), and an interrogative sentence can be used as request

(Can't you switch o� that radio).

Expressive and evocative attitudes:

The expression of speaker beliefs, desires, etc. is called the expressive function of a

communicative act, and the intended evocation of beliefs and other attitudes in the

addressee is called the evocative function of the act. The attitudes corresponding to

these functions are called expressive and evocative attitudes, respectively, and they

encode the communicative functions of the speaker contribution. For instance, if the

speaker intends to inform the hearer about P , she expresses her intention to make P

known to the hearer, while she evokes her intention to make the hearer to accept and

believe P . Similarly, if the speaker intends to get information about Q, she expresses

her intention to know about Q, and she evokes her intention to make the hearer make

Q known to her. By dividing the attitudes associated with each communicative act

into expressive and evocative attitudes, we have a basic mechanism to deal with the

communication of the beliefs and other attitudes that the speaker holds herself, and

those that she intends to evoke in the addressee.

Figure 6.6 shows the expressive and evocative attitudes associated with the three main

grammaticalmoods4. `Sp' refers to the speaker, `He' to the hearer and `P' is the content

of the attitude. The table can be compared to Table 4.2 in Section 4.7.

Expressive Evocative Grammatical

attitudes attitudes mood

want(Sp,know(He,P)) want(Sp,want(He,know(He,P))) declarative

want(Sp,know(Sp,P)) want(Sp,want(He,know(Sp,P))) interrogative

want(Sp,do(He,P)) want(Sp,want(He,do(He,P))) imperative

Figure 6.6: Conventional association of expressive and evocative atti-

tudes with the three main grammatical moods.

We also de�ne evoked attitudes as part of the addressee's reactions to the speaker's

4We do not deal with exclamative sentences such as A new car!, as these are not very likely to

occur in the information seeking dialogues.
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contribution. The speaker assumes them to be evoked by the contribution for it to

be successful, and thus they can be compared to presuppositions as well as felicity

conditions of a successful communicative act. When the addressee is the system, they

are evoked on the basis of inferences using the Context and world model.

The set of attitudes associated with a contribution represents the communicative act

performed by the speaker by producing the particular contribution, although it should

be noticed that there is no �xed collection of attitudes that makes a particular act.

Rather, there are as many communicative acts as contributions performed, and the

fact that they can be labelled as `inform', `question', `check', and `con�rm' is due

to their appearance in a particular functional position in the dialogue. However, the

same collection of communicative attitudes can appear in di�erent functional positions,

and conversely, the same functional position can be occupied by di�erent collections

of communicative attitudes. The conventional association of expressive and evocative

attitudes with the grammatical mood is used in generation so as not to complicate

the task; thus e.g. the system's intention to know something is always realised by a

sentence with interrogative mood.

Both expressive and evocative attitudes can be explicit or implicit, the distinction be-

ing that explicit attitudes have (on the surface level) only explicitly expressed concepts

as their content, while implicit attitudes also contain implicitly expressed concepts.

Explicit attitudes are derived from the surface form of the utterance, while implicit

attitudes are inferred on the basis of explicit attitudes, the system's cooperative prin-

ciple and the context. The set of expressive attitudes is not necesssarily shared by

both interlocutors, but we make this simplifying assumption. The set of evocative

attitudes is the set of attitudes which are intended to be evoked in the hearer, and

the nature of human-computer interaction requires that the user's evocative attitudes

are the system's interpretation of what the user wants to evoke in the system. They

are the system's beliefs about the intentions of the user, inferred on the basis of the

Context Model and world model.

Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show examples of CAA-based analysis of the attitudes. The

content of the attitudes (in [square brackets]) is expressed in world-model concepts
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using Davidsonian event variables. The letters u and s refer to the user and the system,

respectively, and the predicates know and want are belief and intention operators,

respectively.

EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]))

want(u,know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,want(s,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]))),

want(u,want(s,know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]),

know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]),

know(s,know(u,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c, ),

buyEvent(b,u,c, ),disj(d,b,r)]))

Figure 6.7: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user con-

tribution I need a car.

In Figure 6.7, the fact that `needing a car' means `wanting to have a car' is inferred on

the basis of the world model. The attitudes with this content are implicit. Evocative

attitudes comprise the assumed user intention, which is shared by the system due to

the `Belief Transfer Rule' (see Section 5.2.4): the system believes that the user needs

a car and wants to have a car, since, being a rational agent, the user would not have

expressed this if she had lacked evidence. A new system goal (the system wants to

know if the user wants to buy or rent a car) is evoked after reasoning about how the

system can ful�l the shared goal with respect to its application model: a want to have

a car can be ful�lled by giving information about the companies which provide this

kind of service. The system knows that buying or renting enables the user to have

a car, and since it also has information about companies which enable both types of

services, it needs clarify the user's goal to know which service the user has in mind.

The system knows that the user is an expert on her goals and knows which service she

wants.

In Figure 6.8, the utterance is understood as a direct answer to the question of where the
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EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,know(s,[location(r,entwistle),hireEvent(r,u,c, ),user(u),car(c)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,want(s,know(s,[location(r,entwistle),hireEvent(r,u,c, ),user(u),car(c)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[location(r,entwistle),hireEvent(r,u,c, ),user(u),car(c)])

know(s,know(u,[hireEvent(r,u,c, ),location(r, Loc)]))

Figure 6.8: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user con-

tribution In Entwistle.

user wants to hire a car. The expressive attitude functions as the only user intention,

and this intention is shared by the system. However, \Entwistle" is an unknown

placename to the system and thus the system cannot properly evaluate the information

given by the user. The system cannot continue with its original task (which was to

identify a known placename where the user wants to hire a car), and clari�cation is

formulated as a new system goal to know where Entwistle is located (see the joint

purpose in example (18), p. 99).

EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,know(u,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,want(s,know(u,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])

know(s,[cardinality(setOf(co, cos),12),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])

know(s,know(u,showall(12,carHireCompany(co))))

Figure 6.9: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user contri-

bution Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?

In Figure 6.9, the user has asked if there are any car hire companies in Bolton. The

expressive and evocative attitudes contain the expressed content of the existence of

the car hire companies, while the evoked attitudes comprise not only this but also the

cardinality of the companies. The attitude with the cardinality content comes from
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the system evaluating the user input which results in the check of the database if any

car hire companies are listed there. Thus the cardinality of the car hire companies

comes as a side e�ect of the system trying to evaluate the user query in the �rst place.

(Compare Joshi et al. (1984) who favour of a similar method.)

Discourse referents:

These are world model concepts instantiated in the Context Model. All events, i.e.

activities, states and processes are represented in the Davidsonian �rst order logic with

appropriate indices. They can thus be referred to by the index and considered discourse

referents.

We also adopt the policy of Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle (1993))

and assume that inde�nite noun phrases introduce discourse referents. For instance,

the user utterance I need a car instantiates three di�erent discourse referents: the state

of needing, the user and the car5:

needEvent(n,u,c), user(u), car(c)

Some information the speaker regards as more important, and this is foregrounded by

linguistic and pragmatic means. Allwood (1978) calls this aspect of communicative

status the `prominence of information'. However, he only considers the distinction

between foreground and background information, which often coincides with, but is

not always equal to, the distinction between new and old information. We make both

distinctions: aboutness distinguishing foreground (topical) and background (salient)

information, and newness distinguishing new (focal) and old information, see Section

7.1.2. We call the distinguished discourse referent which is being talked about the

Central Concept (CC) of the contribution. It sets the common ground, or the view-

point on what can be coherently talked about. In the earlier development of the system

5`car' has been introduced as a discourse referent, although it occurs as an object of an intensional

predicate `need' and should thus get a di�erent status from extensional discourse referents. We do not

go into details of the distinction between intensional and extensional predicates or discourse objects

here.
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CC was referred to as `topic', and we sometimes use this term as well. In referring to

the new information that is focussed on, we use the term NewInfo, not `focus', to avoid

terminological misunderstandings.

Aboutness and newness divide discourse referents into three di�erent types, presented

in Figure 6.10. `Topics' are discourse referents which have been talked about, i.e.

they appear as CCs and thus belong to old information. `Background' contains those

discourse referents that do not appear as CC, but have been explicitly introduced in

the dialogue and thus belong to old information. `Salient' discourse referents are those

which are accessible by virtue of being thematically related to some CC, but have not

been explicitly introduced in the dialogue. Thus they belong to new information in

the dialogue context. The case were a discourse referent is CC and belongs to new

information is impossible: new information can be made CC later in the dialogue but

not in the contribution in which it is introduced.

Information Aboutness

Status Central Concept non-CC

NewInfo impossible Salient

OldInfo Topic Background

Figure 6.10: The di�erent types of discourse referents.

6.2 Sketch of Constructive Dialogue Management

Constructive Dialogue Management equals the agent's evaluation of the partner's con-

tribution on the four communicative levels (see Section 4.5): contact, perception, un-

derstanding and attitudinal reactions. The evaluation process is based on the contex-

tual information, and it is governed by the principles of ideal cooperation: the agent

trusts that the contribution has been formulated according to the requirements of joint

purpose as well as cognitive and ethical considerations. Furthermore, the result of

the evaluation must be communicated to the partner: communicative responsiveness

obliges the agent to report the result to the partner. The reaction can be based on
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any communication level: the speaker may report either positive or negative results

on contact (Go on/I should leave), perception (I can see the writing and I know the

words/Sorry, the screen is blurred, there is a typo), understanding (I got the point/I

don't understand), and attitudinal reactions (Ok, I agree/No, I disagree). As pointed

out in Allwood et al. (1992), if the evaluation of a contribution is negative on some level,

explicit feedback is given to the user about the failing level, whereas if the evaluation

is positive, the feedback is usually implicit: an adequate response shows in itself that

the speaker is willing to be in contact, is able to perceive contributions, has understood

the partner's contribution and reacted to in an appropriate way.

Of the four basic communicative requirements, the �rst two, contact and perception, are

usually ful�lled by the very use of the system and by a non-distorted readable screen.

We have used the status of the parser output as a way of implementing the system's

`perception' (Section 9.3). In a dialogue system that deals with spoken language,

the perception of contributions becomes a more serious problem and requires special

design decisions (e.g. the dialogue manager must make extensive use of check questions

to guarantee that the contributions are perceived and analysed correctly, see Bilange

(1992)). As mentioned in Section 5.1, e�ciency of reasoning is also important in

maintaining contact.

The requirement of understanding means that the dialogue partners should try to

infer the relevance of the contributions in the context. They should see the rational

motivation behind the contributions, in other words reason about the goal that the

contribution serves to achieve. It is, of course, unreasonable to require the user to

see the system as a rational, motivated agent, but at least it is feasible to assume

that the user understands the motivation of the system responses with regard to the

information-seeking task that the system is trying to perform. This can be compared

to the requirement of `transparency', \the system's capabilities and limitations should

be evident to the user from experience" (Ahrenberg et al., 1994). The system, for its

part, trusts the user to behave according to the principles of ideal cooperation. User

contributions are interpreted as if they have a rational motivation and a meaningful

connection with the dialogue situation, and thus the interpretation process establishes
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a new dialogue context in which the system can start to plan its reaction.

The system's reaction is also based on the principles of ideal cooperation, but now

the application of the requirements is `the other way round': the system plans the

contribution in such a way that the joint purpose is conveyed and the response obeys

the communicative principles of Constructive Dialogue Management. Since the context

has been updated by the previous contribution, the reasoning results in the system goal

which is a set of desirable facts about the next dialogue state which the system wants

to make true. The `message' is formed from the goal by re�ning it with respect to

communicative obligations, and encoded in the expressive and evocative attitudes that

the contribution must communicate either explicitly or implicitly. In our system, the

goal concerns the epistemic situation of the partners, i.e. what the agents know or

want the partner to know. Next section discusses the generation task and presents the

planning algorithms.

6.3 Pragmatics-based planning

6.3.1 The generation task

The system presented in the thesis exempli�es the `slippery slope' of de�ning the start-

ing point of generation, discussed by McDonald (1993). McDonald points out that the

answer to the question `how far back does generation go?' is tied to the proportional

amounts of linguistic and contextual information in the speci�cation which serves as

the source of generation. He further advocates a `no-expression, speci�cation-less' view

of generation: the message level on which one reasons about the information content of

the utterance does not express the information as a `message' in non-linguistic terms,

but rather, the utterance is gradually speci�ed in the course of the generation process,

and the intermediate representations exist only to the point that is needed for the

construction of the next level of representation. In our implementation (see Chapter

9), we have actually drawn this borderline in even more radical terms: the embryo of

the system response is determined in the evaluation of the user contribution as the
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result of the analysis of joint purpose. This goal is further speci�ed with respect to

the system's application knowledge, communicative obligations and surface realisation

criteria in the course of planning the response.

The central problem in generation in general is choice (McDonald (1983), Dale et al.

(1990), Hovy (1988a), McKeown and Swartout (1988)). In a similar vein, we identify

the tasks of our response planner as follows:

1. determine the message and the `communicative act' in terms of expressive and

evocative attitudes,

2. address dialogue coherence by selecting the Central Concept and marking possible

topic shifts appropriately,

3. determine the level of explicitness in a response (generation of ellipses),

4. select and disambiguate semantic predicates that realise the content of the goal,

5. choose referring expressions (pronouns, de�nite descriptions) on the basis of topic

information.

The thesis concentrates especially on tasks (1) { (3),6 showing how the principles of

CAA can be encoded in a working dialogue system, and e�ectively used in improving

the robustness and adequacy of system responses. Chapter 7 discusses coherence and

Central Concept determination and Chapter 8 deals with explicitness and ellipsis.

6.3.2 Planning algorithm

The planning starts from the assumption that it is uncooperative to express nothing:

the obligation of responsiveness requires the report of the result of the evaluation of

the partner's goal.

The planning algorithm can be verbally presented as follows:

6Tasks (4) { (5) are discussed in the PLUS deliverable by Bego et al. (1993).
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1. After the system goal has been selected by the reasoning about the joint pur-

pose, the communicative intentions are speci�ed by referring to the obligations

and commitments. The result is an `obliged' goal which accords with the com-

municative and contextual requirements.

2. The `obliged' goal is re�ned by determining the Central Concept which anchors

the content of the goal into a thematically coherent view-point from which the

goal can be presented. Central Concept is determined by predicting possible can-

didates in the dialogue situation on the basis of domain-based coherence relations

and then selecting one according to communicative principles.

3. A semantic qlf-representation is planned for the `obliged' goal. The planner uses

two data structures: a stack which contains the explicit concepts that are to

be communicated to the user (Agenda) and a list which collects the semantic

predicates and forms the augmented semantic representation of the contribution

(SemRepr). Initially the Agenda contains NewInfo only, but concepts can be

pushed on to the Agenda according to the relevance algorithm (see below).

4. The qlf-representation is translated into a string of word forms by the Surface

Generator.

The algorithm for relevance checking goes as follows:

1. Initialise the Agenda by pushing NewInfo into it as well as concepts marked `ex-

plicit' (e.g. a CC that needs to be explicitly present in the surface contribution).

2. Check if the Agenda ful�lls the four Relevance Criteria. If so, go to step 3. If

not, add goal concepts to the Agenda according to the criteria which failed. The

criteria are checked in the order: Accuracy, Consistency, Validity and Free From

False Implicatures. If there are no goal concepts to be added, fail: the goal

cannot be realised in an accurate, consistent and valid way which is free from

false implicatures. Replanning must occur.

3. Translate the Agenda into a surface level representation via the Conceptual Lex-

icon. If there is no mapping from the concept to a semantic predicate, try to

decompose the concept, and �nd a way to paraphrase the concept with concepts

that are realisable. If this is impossible, fail: the goal cannot be realised on the

surface level.

The relevance criteria of Accuracy, Consistency, Validity and FFI are tested one at a

time, and their order represents increasing cooperativeness. If the speaker wants to

convey truthfully her own goals only, it is necessary that the contribution is accurate.

If the speaker wants to produce a contribution which also `makes sense' with regard

to her own goals, the contribution must be consistent. If the speaker wants to pay
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attention to the dialogue context and to the partner, the contribution must be valid,

or show how the contribution is connected to the previous discourse. Finally, if the

speaker does not want to lead the hearer astray, the contribution must be free from

false implicatures. The relevance criteria are discussed in Section 8.2.2.

6.4 Cooperative system responses

In this section, we show how communicative principles can be applied to the three

cases of cooperation discussed in Section 3.3.2. Our approach is close to the work by

Joshi et al. (1984), but we di�er from this in that we seek for overarching principles

of human rational activity, and aim to present how these can provide a uni�ed basis

for cooperative behaviour, and also for dialogue management and response planning in

general.

We do not model cooperativeness by rules which explicitly encode Gricean maxims in

terms of attitudes, but rather, it emerges from the global system design as the system

attempts to ful�l the communicative obligations of sincerity, motivation and consider-

ation, and to maintain consistency of the context. Since the system is cooperative, it

wants to carry out the tasks implied by the user's evocative intentions and attempts

to react in a way that accords not only with the system's own general goals, but also

with what it has inferred to be the intended e�ects of the user contribution. From

the system's view-point, cooperativeness is thus encoded in the requirement that the

evocative dimension of the user contribution and the evoked system response must

match: the system responds in a way that the user intended to evoke (however, cf. the

conict situations discussed in Section 5.2.6).

6.4.1 Cooperativeness and presuppositions

If the user's query reveals misconceptions or presuppositions which the system knows

are false, the obligation of Consideration requires that the system clari�es these. For
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instance, in dialogue (50), the evocative dimension of the user question concerns the

number of car hire companies at Bolton airport.

(50) U1: How many car hire companies are there at Bolton airport?

S1: None. There is no airport at Bolton.

The system simulates a motivated information provider and thus wants to o�er the

user information that would address the evocative dimension of the user request, i.e.

inform the user of the number of car hire companies at Bolton airport. However, the

evaluation of the user request results in a negative response, since the system knows

that Bolton has not got an airport at all. It is inconsistent with respect to the system's

knowledge base to assume that Bolton has an airport. According to the obligation of

Sincerity, the negative result is given to the user, and according to the obligation of

Consideration, the user is entitled to get an explanation of why her sincere, motivated

and considerate request was not successful. The system thus formulates the message

so that the user knows that there are no car-hire companies at Bolton airport and

that there is no airport at Bolton. Contrary to Kaplan (1983), the presupposition

is not corrected because the system wants to correct the user's false presupposition,

but because it would not otherwise show that it has understood the user request and

reacted to the expressive dimension of the utterance.

Another example of the system's `over-answering' is the following sample dialogue:

(51) U2: Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?

S2: Yes. 15.

As in HAM-ANS, cf. example (8), Section 3.3.2 above, the system provides the user

with extra information which is not overtly requested by the question. In our analysis,

however, the additional information results from the system's rational, motivated ac-

tivity, not from the system's linguistic knowledge about appropriate case role �llers or

more speci�c quanti�ers. The evocative dimension of the user request deals with the

existence of car hire companies in Bolton, and as before, the system adopts the user's

evocative intentions. The existence of car hire companies is resolved by checking if
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there are any instances of car hire companies in Bolton that the system knows of. The

database search returns the number of car hire companies as well as the information

about these companies. From this potentially relevant information pool (which actu-

ally is achieved as a result of the process of joint purpose), the system excludes the

YP-information on the basis of the obligation of Motivation: since there are no user

intentions in the context directly concerning this information (the user has expressed

her interest in the mere existence of the companies, not in the list of actual companies).

The cardinality of the found set is motivated, however, because it implicitly contains

information about the existence of the companies: being non-nil, there are some car

hire companies in Bolton. The location is not given, since it is in the immediate con-

text, and moreover, the repetition of the location would cause the hearer to infer that

there is some contrast between Bolton and some other place. The system also needs

to comply with the obligation of Consideration, and the simple cardinality of the car

hire company set as a response would be inadequate again: the system response has to

show that the expressive and evocative dimensions of the user contribution has both

been addressed, and thus the a�rmative marker \yes" is added as a direct answer to

the surface question about the existence of car hire companies.

6.4.2 Cooperativeness and plans

The system may give additional information together with a positive evaluation of

a request if the motivation behind the request is understood. In certain dialogue

situations such as (9) in Section 3.3.2, we may think of the motivation as a well de�ned

task structure. The user was given the departure location as well as departure time,

since not knowing the gate where the particular train leaves may be an additional

obstacle to carrying out the plan. Similarly, if the user has asked the address of a car

hire company, the system may give the user the telephone number and opening hours

as well, to enable her to contact the company at the right time. However, this kind

of cooperativeness requires that the additional information is highly relevant to the

information directly asked, i.e. the relation between them is obvious. If the user is

planning a one-way rental and has asked which car hire companies have branches both
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at the city centre and at the airport, the information about the opening hours may not

be relevant at all, and if given, confuse the user rather than be cooperative.

The relevance of the additional information is constrained by the obligations of Moti-

vation and Consideration. A piece of information, e.g. the opening hours of a company,

is given if it contributes to the overall goal of the dialogue, e.g. the goal of getting and

providing information about car hire companies in general, but not if it is irrelevant

to the goal, e.g. getting and providing information about which car hire companies

provide one-way rentals. Such decisions can be e�ected with the help of the Central

Concept: if the new piece of information is coherently related to the Central Concept

of the contribution, it can be given. We can assume for instance that `opening hours'

is an attribute of the concept `company', in the same way as `address' and `telephone

number', while `one-way rental' is an attribute of `hire event'. When the system is

talking about `car hire company', and new information concerns the properties of a

given company, all the attribute values associated with the company, either as its par-

ticular properties or inherited from a super-concept, are forwarded to the user. The

obligation of Consideration requires the system to give all the relevant information,

so that the user need not ask for particular pieces of information separately.7 The

information about the opening hours of a company is thus given together with its ad-

dress and telephone number to the user. If the topic of the dialogue has been `hire

event' and the new information asked concerns the companies which enable one-way

hiring, the response would start from a di�erent set of relevant information: the car

hire companies and not necessarily their properties are relevant.

6.4.3 Cooperativeness and false implicatures

Consider the following example:

7Remember that in corpus studies, milking of the information was considered one of the drawbacks

of the dialogues.
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(52) User: Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?

S1a: Budget Rent-a-Car

Bradford House 287-289 Manchester Road

Bolton

0204 391611

Hertz

Manchester North branch

Bolton

061-273 8884

S1b: Yes, for instance:

Budget Rent-a-Car

Bradford House 287-289 Manchester Road

Bolton

0204 391611

Hertz

Manchester North branch

Bolton

061-273 8884

S1c: There are 15 listed.

The request evokes an answer to an existential query on car hire companies, and the

system, being cooperative and sincere, checks if there are any instances of car hire

companies in Bolton. If there are only two car hire companies in Bolton, the system will

give their details as a response, following the obligations of Sincerity and Motivation.

From the elliptical response, the user can conclude that the two companies listed in S1a

are the only car hire companies in Bolton: had the system known of other companies,

it would have given their names as well.

However, if there are other car hire companies in Bolton as well, the reply S1a in (52)

is uncooperative, since it leads the user to believe that Budget Rent-a-Car and Hertz

are the only car hire companies in Bolton. The system does not obey the obligation

of Sincerity: it gives information that is not true with respect to its knowledge base.

Moreover, the response violates the obligation of Consideration, since the information

provided by the system is not useful for the partner: it permits the user to draw false

conclusions about the number of car hire companies in Bolton.

If the user request is motivated by the intention to know if there exist some car hire

companies in Bolton at all (e.g. the user wants to know which places in general have got
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car hire companies and the previous context contains similar questions about car hire

companies in di�erent places in succession), the system can address the user's expressive

and evocative intentions by the response S1b. This conforms to the obligation of

Sincerity as well as Consideration: the system does not mislead the user to believe

that Budget Rent-a-Car and Hertz are the only car hire companies in Bolton, but it

also gives the exact amount of information that is requested by the user (the existence of

car hire companies in Bolton) as well as justi�es this response by giving two examples.

Of course, there is a pervasive problem in such a system in that its database is almost

certainly incomplete, and so S1bmay always be approriate. We thus prefer the response

in S1c, which makes the number of car hire companies explicit and also conveys an

implicature that the number is based on the companies listed in the system's database.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed Constructive Dialogue Management from the architectural

point of view, de�ned the necessary units and concepts for Constructive Dialogue Man-

agement, and discussed how cooperativeness can be addressed in response planning.

By extensively using the dynamic knowledge in the Context Model and the static

knowledge about the world, application and communicative principles, the dialogue

manager decides on the appropriate joint purpose and its speci�cation into a surface

level contribution.

The general requirements for the system's planning of a contribution are that the

response be:

� intentionally clear, i.e. show what is its communicative goal,

� contextually consistent, i.e. address the expressive and evocative attitudes of the

previous contribution,

� thematically coherent, i.e. relate to some previously agreed Central Concept.
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The planning adheres to the gradual speci�cation of the system goal, discussed by Mc-

Donald (1993). Our system will �rst determining the joint purpose for the dialogue,

which corresponds to the system goal formulation. However, this process only collects

the information that is to be communicated to the user either explicitly or implic-

itly, and the contextually relevant content of the system response is speci�ed by later

planning processes which refer to communicative principles. The planner interleaves

the two components: `what to say' and `how to say' and thus overcomes boundary

problems between planning and realisation.

The planning of the propositional content of a system response starts from the new

information. This is augmented with contextual information, if the (elliptical) contri-

bution consisting of NewInfo only does not convey the goal appropriately.

Cooperativeness is something that is created simultaneously by the dialogue partners:

since both partners are obliged to evaluate the contributions with respect to their own

goals and report on the result of this evaluation, cooperativeness emerges from this

mutual activity as a gradual but successful ful�lling of the goals set for the dialogue.

We can also get a straightforward de�nition of uncooperative behaviour: if an agent

cannot reach her communicative goals, or appreciate that they are being approached

in the dialogue, given that the partner can perceive the contributions and is treated

as a rational motivated agent, the partner's behaviour is described as uncooperative,

lacking the basic willingness to communicate and react in an appropriate way.
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Chapter 7

Dialogue Coherence

In this chapter, we study how dialogue coherence is related to the overall framework of

CAA. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, coherence is understood as consisting of inferable

links between ideas, objects and events referred to in consecutive contributions. The

linking of central entities (events or objects participating in the events) is based on

domain or world model relations: for instance, when talking about a hire-event, possible

coherent next topics include the hire object, the hire location and the reason for the

hiring. However, in line with Hobbs (1979), we also emphasise that coherence is a

deeper notion than \discourse just being about some set of entities". While Hobbs

assumes that the speakers' desire to be understood drives them to seek for a suitable

coherence relation between two sentences, we assume that the driving force is the

communicative competence of the partners, as they analyse and evaluate contributions

according to the communicative obligations in a dialogue context.1 Dialogue coherence

in terms of identi�able links between discourse referents is then an expression of the fact

that the higher level communicative obligations have been appropriately addressed.

Levinson (1983, p. 315) emphasises that topical coherence is not based on shared ref-

erence across utterances, but rather \constructed across turns by the collaboration of

1This does not exclude the possibility of implementing communicative coherence via Hobbs-type

abduction. What we are claiming is that the abductive `explanations' are based on rational and

motivated considerations by the participants, rather than ad hoc-type coherence relations.
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participants". The overall topic of a dialogue is agreed as the conversation goes on,

and new topics can be introduced by some chance association to the content of the

previous turn (\Hey that reminds me of..."). Levinson argues in favour of research

which concentrates on how potential topics are introduced and agreed, avoided and

closed, collaboratively. However, he does not really address the question why this ac-

tivity makes conversations coherent or why people communicate in such a way that

the resulting dialogue is coherent. We attempt to show that coherence arises from the

speakers' rational and motivated behaviour through ful�lling communicative obliga-

tions. Introducing new topics, agreeing to discuss some topic, and closing a topic are

decisions that the speakers make in order to attain the goal set for the dialogue. The

decisions are governed by the speakers' communicative competence: the evaluation of

the partner's contribution in the context results in a new joint purpose that needs to

be conveyed to the partner, and the view-point taken to present this information must

be chosen so that the contribution forms a coherent continuation with respect to the

previous context.

The dialogue context contains discourse referents, and these provide the primed context

within which contributions are analysed and produced. The priming e�ects discussed

in Section 3.1.3 are thus described with the help of the discourse referents that have

been introduced so far: what has been talked about earlier directs and constraints the

interpretation of the coming information.

We study coherence from the point of view of generation and concentrate on the

speaker's task of ensuring that the response addresses the communicative principles

thereby producing coherent dialogues. In Section 7.1 we �rst clarify the terms `topic'

and `focus', and introduce our own terminology: `Central Concept' and `NewInfo'. In

Section 7.2, we discuss Central Concept with respect to rational agenthood and intro-

duce topic shifting rules, formulated after McCoy and Cheng (1990), and study some

corpus dialogues from the point of view of topic shifting. In Section 7.3 we present an

example of how these concepts are used in our system.
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7.1 Terminological distinctions

In text linguistics (Halliday & Hasan, 1976), the distinction between cohesion and

coherence has been made, the former referring to surface level means which tie the text

together (e.g. the use of pronouns to refer to previously mentioned discourse referents),

and the latter to semantic linkings between sentences. The distinction is useful as a

descriptive means to distinguish overtly marked from covertly inferred, but when it

comes to analysing or producing coherent text or dialogue, communicative purposes

of the speakers must be attended to: one also needs to reason about the information

content being conveyed. For instance, pronominalisation indicates that one of the

discourse referents has been selected as the central concept of the discourse, but to

�nd the intended antecedent, contextual knowledge about the previous discourse and

world knowledge about possible semantic links are needed. Conventional surface level

constructions also encode semantic-rhetorical links between propositions, paragraph

structuring and topic shifting (Redeker, 1990).

Since we are interested in the exchange of information that takes place in dialogues,

we make a di�erent level of distinction, and distinguish the thematic structure of a

contribution from the information structure of a contribution. The former concerns

the content of the contribution in terms of what the contribution is about and what is

background, the latter concerns old and new information conveyed by the contribution.

These aspects have been referred to by the terms `topic' and `focus', but there exists

a wealth of di�erent terminologies around these notions. They are interrelated and

in simple sentences not necessarily encoded separately. This has caused confusion not

only in terminology but on the conceptual level, too. Below we briey clarify the

di�erent uses of these terms, in order to justify our contribution to the terminological

diversity by our own concepts `Central Concept' and `New Info'.
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7.1.1 Topic and focus

Linguistic approach

In linguistics, the distinction has been made between topic and comment (Sgall et al.,

1973), theme and rheme (Halliday, 1967), old and new (Clark & Haviland, 1977), fore-

grounding and backgrounding, conscious and non-conscious (Chafe, 1976). Quirk et al.

(1972) talk about `focus' and `theme' of a sentence. `Focus' is the information centre of

a sentence, while `theme' is de�ned as the �rst noun phrase constituent in a sentence,

except if this is a certain preposed adverbial or if the constituent occurs in a themat-

ically reorganised sentence (thematic fronting or topicalization).2 This de�nition of a

theme slightly di�ers from the one given in Systemic Grammar literature (Halliday,

1967), where `theme' can include any �rst element in the sentence. `Unmarked focus'

contains new information, and is usually found at the end of the sentence which is

the place for new information. Since `unmarked theme' usually contains old informa-

tion and appears in the beginning of the sentence, it is maximally distinguished from

`unmarked focus'.

A sentence can also be thematically reorganised for discourse purposes. For instance,

topicalization (Cakes, I'll need on Wednesday) and clefts (It's the cakes that I'll need

on Wednesday) can change the sentence structure so that the sentence gets a `marked

theme'. In these cases, the original theme (`I' in the above examples) is still retained,

and the sentence has an old and a new theme simultaneously. The sentence can also

contain a contrasted element which is the focus of the sentence. It can appear any-

where in the sentence, being marked by intonation or focus-markers (`only', `even').

Contrasted focus contains old information, and confusion can now occur because a

marked theme coincides with a contrastive focus. An unmarked theme may coincide

with a contrastive focus (Even I need cakes on Wednesday) or it may not (I need only

cakes on Wednesday).

2Verb initial sentences (YN-questions, imperatives) do not have a theme either.
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Linguistic approaches concentrate on the surface structure of the contributions, and the

de�nitions of `topic' and `focus' tend to underestimate contextual information needed in

the analysis as well as the constructive nature of discourse: sentences are not produced

in isolation but as a reaction to what has been previously talked about. A more

discourse-oriented way to distinguish `topic' and `focus' can be found in Carlson (1988)

and van Kuppevelt (1991) who suggest that `aboutness' is de�ned with the help of

questions that the contribution or discourse has addressed. This kind of aboutness is

the `topic' of a contribution or a discourse, and topical questions are what the discourse

is about. `Focus' can be de�ned with respect to `topic' as the new material that answers

the question: if a sentence XBY is a reaction to a sentence XAY, a string B is new

or focus, if it replaces A, otherwise it is old (Carlson, 1988). A thorough discussion

on the old-new distinction can be found in Carlson (1983). This approach has been

successfully applied by Vilkuna (1989) to Finnish sentence structure, and it can be

combined with `dialogue games' (Carlson, 1983) to cope with whole dialogues.

Topical questions are analogous to coherence relations in that they link propositions

in consecutive sentences together. Of course, a mechanism is needed to determine

whether and how topical questions are related to each other, i.e. to guide how coherent

discourse can be built from appropriate topical questions in a sensible way. Thus they

also su�er from the same drawback as coherence relations in general: unless grounded

on general principles of communication, they appear random explanations of individual

sentences.

NLP Approach

Previous work in natural language generation has shown the importance of `topic'

and `focus' in di�erent special tasks: restricting the content of the text (McKeown,

1985; Hovy & McCoy, 1989; McCoy & Cheng, 1990), determining appropriate referring

expressions (Grosz et al., 1983; Reichman, 1985; Grosz & Sidner, 1986), selecting

surface level expressions (Derr & McKeown, 1984), and accounting for thematically

coherent discourse (Sibun, 1991). Moreover, Grosz and Sidner (1986) have pointed out

that the attentional level (focussing) must be distinguished from the intentional level
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(goals and intentions) in order to capture adequate explanation of discourse phenomena

such as referring expressions and interruptions.

Due to the di�erent approach and research goals in general, the concepts `topic' and

`focus' have been used somewhat di�erently in the NLP literature than in linguistics.

Most notably, the subtle two-way distinction has not always been made. Terminol-

ogy has concentrated on `focus' which can be pronominalised and which is associated

with the centre of attention (Sidner, 1979; Derr & McKeown, 1984; McCoy & Cheng,

1990) or with salient entities (Grosz & Sidner, 1986), i.e. with aboutness of dialogues,

rather than with contrast or newness (with intonational characteristics). An exception

is Reichman (1985) who uses four-level focus assignment, depending on the inuential

status of the element in the currently relevant discourse context: high (pronominal ref-

erence), medium (reference by name), low (reference by description), and zero (implicit

reference).

Grosz et al. (1983) distinguish between `centering' and `global focus', the former refer-

ring to a local focussing process whereby a single entity is identi�ed as the most central

one in an individual sentence, and the latter dealing with entities that are important to

the overall discourse. They associate each sentence with a single backward-looking cen-

ter which encodes the notion of centering, and a set of forward-looking centers which

provide the elements to which the succeeding discourse may be linked. They show

how the realisation of a backward-looking center cannot be determined solely from

the syntax of the contribution, and claim that the relation between the center and its

realisation is not solely semantic or pragmatic either. Rather, the basic constraint is

on the speaker who should use a pronoun if the center of the current contribution is

the same as the center of the previous one. Violations of this basic centering rule then

direct the hearer to draw additional inferences, needed e.g. to recognise a shift in global

focus.

Our approach is related to that in Grosz et al. (1983), since we also claim that the rules

for global and local coherence are based on the speakers. Coherence is a result of the

speakers' compliance with communicative principles, and the inferable links between

discourse referents show that these principles have been respected. We assume that
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the backward-looking center, or `Central Concept' as we call it, encodes the view-point

from which new information is presented. It is selected so that the dialogue is coherent,

based on the speaker's communicative competence. We also deal with givenness and

newness of information, which are important in the exchange of information. Global

coherence is guaranteed by the speakers' rational motivated activity.

7.1.2 Central Concept and NewInfo

In studying how coherent dialogue continuations arise from the agent's evaluation of

the previous contribution in the context, we have found the following distinction useful

(Steedman (1991) also proposes the same distinction, but with di�erent terminology):

� aboutness: topical vs. non-topical discourse referents, or `what the contribution

is about' vs. `what is in the background',

� newness: inuential status of discourse referents, or `what is new' vs. `what is

old information'.

These two dimensions are modelled with the help of the following two concepts:

Central Concept (CC): a distinguished discourse referent which is talked about

in the contribution. CC is an instantiated world model concept, and it sets the

`view-point' for coherent continuations. All the concepts related3 to a particular

CC form the background which is `active' in the planning of a contribution, and

those related concepts which are instantiated as discourse referents are assumed

to be known to both participants.

View-points can change in the course of the dialogue, since the speaker may want

to focus on something other than what has been talked about. Coherent shifts

are de�ned by topic shifting rules, based on relations in the world model (see

Section 7.2.3). A CC need not be explicitly realised in the contribution (ellipsis)

or it may be referred to by a pronoun.

3Relatedness is de�ned by the smooth topic shifting rules, see Section 7.2.3.
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NewInfo (NI): a concept or property which is new with respect to some CC. NewInfo

is the information centre of the contribution, related to the main goal of the

dialogue: to exchange information. It is determined by reasoning about the joint

purpose and it encodes the result of the evaluation of the partner's contribution:

if an initiative is taken, NewInfo is the information asked, and if a response is

given, it is the piece of information provided. It can thus be described also as

what Chafe (1976) calls `conscious' information: \what the speaker assumes he

is introducing into the addressee's consciousness by what he says". Notice that

NewInfo of a contribution is chosen before the CC: this reects the fact that

contributions are formed around a `point' which needs to be made known to

the partner, and the CC is shifted accordingly to make the presentation of the

NewInfo coherent in the dialogue context.

NewInfo is always di�erent in di�erent contributions, since it is not rational to

carry on with a dialogue contribution which repeats the same NewInfo.4 As a

corollary, NewInfo must be explicitly present in the contributions, and it cannot

be pronominalised.

This distinction has not been singled out explicitly in NLP systems. The importance

of Central Concept, or `focus' has been acknowledged, but NewInfo is implicit: it is

included in the task structure and the successive steps in the execution of a plan.

However, if a system cannot rely on a detailed task structure, but needs to cope with

wide contextual knowledge, as is the case in our system, the status of the exchanged

information is important. NewInfo encodes the crucial part of the message to be

communicated to the user, while Central Concept anchors the topic to the domain

knowledge already in the context.

4A violation of this rationality causes the hearer to look for a reason for the repetition: apparently

there is a failure in contact, perception or understanding. We do not regard explanations `in other

words' as repetitions, since they contain new information, namely the new phrasing due to another

view-point.
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7.2 Topic shifting

7.2.1 World and application knowledge

The world model deals with car hire and restaurant scenarios which the the application

domain, a part of the Yellow Pages backend database contains information on. The

application model is an application-speci�c part of the world model so that the system

can reason about the application domain knowledge without needing to consult the

database or even to know its structure. Figure 7.1 shows part of the world model used

in the description of the topic shifting rules.

TOP

OBJECTS

SHOPNEED

BUY

HIRE

WANT

STEAL

LOCATIONS

EVENTS

STATES ACTIONS

FLAT

GARAGE

FOOD COMPANIES

REPAIR SERVE

CAR VAN BIKE

CAR-HIRE
COMPANY

RESTAU-
RANT

HIRE-
OBJECTS

VEHICLES

User
System

Bolton

Manchester

Didsbury

CityCentre

Airport

Whithington

Fallowfield

AGENTS SETTINGS

Figure 7.1: Part of the world model.

The ontology contains events, objects, agents and settings. Events are further di-

vided into states and actions, di�ering conceptually in that states have two arguments

corresponding to the actor and object involved in the state, while actions have three

arguments: besides the actor and object they include the place where the service in-

volved in the action can be supplied, i.e. an argument for the company that provides

the service enabling the particular action.
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A subclass of objects is the class of hire-objects and these include ats and vehicles. The

class of vehicles contains cars, vans and bikes, di�erentiated with respect to di�erent

attributes like the number of wheels and the size.

Settings are divided into two subclasses: companies and locations. Companies can

occur as the third argument of actions, while locations are places where events or

states can take place. Companies also have properties which concern the information

that Yellow Pages contain about the company (name, address, telephone, location,

type, opening hours). Some properties like `opening hours' are optional and need not

have a value.

The model also includes the concept of a (rational) agent which can be instantiated

either as a user or a system.

7.2.2 Topic shifting and rational agents

NewInfo is the information centre of a contribution. The speaker reacts to NewInfo of

the partner's contribution and either accepts it as relevant (if it addresses the evocative

dimension of the previous contribution and is thematically related to the dialogue

context), disapproves of it as incomprehensible or irrelevant in the context (vague,

unrelated, or misunderstood) or rejects it altogether (conict). Acceptance refers to

situations where the speaker gives an appropriate answer to the partner's question

or considers the partner's response as an appropriate answer to her own question. If

NewInfo is not understood or its relation in the dialogue context is unclear, the speaker

can take an initiative to clarify the contribution.

NewInfo is related to some Central Concept from which view-point the information

is presented. NewInfo encodes a potential topic shift, since the partner can start to

talk about it either by providing further information or requesting clari�cation on it.

By taking the initiative the speaker shifts the CC to a related one (smooth shift) or

to a totally new one. The system can shift CC only if the user response is vague or

misunderstood, i.e. under the same conditions that it can take the initiative.
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We de�ne the following obligations that the speakers obey in order for a dialogue

continuation to be coherent. These obligations are applied when the speaker determines

the view-point for presenting the NewInfo, and thus they make use of contextual factors

such as initiatives and the speaker's goals. However, they are of a di�erent type from

those discussed in connection with the determination of the joint purpose: while the

joint purpose was based on the speaker's rationality and motivation to determine what

is a good response in the context, we now deal with obligations derived from the

speaker's competence to express the appropriate message adequately. `Current CC'

refers to the CC of the partner's last contribution.

1. Acceptance, shifting, maintenance and rejection of CC

� If the speaker cannot evaluate NewInfo, she shifts CC to NewInfo (clari�es

the topic).

� If the speaker has the initiative and the partner has responded with a the-

matically related, clear NewInfo, the speaker either shifts the CC (reverts

to a previous topic or introduces a new topic)5 or maintains the current CC

(continues with the same topic), depending on whether the current CC is

fully speci�ed or not (topic is closed or not), respectively.

� If the speaker has the initiative but the partner has responded with themat-

ically unrelated NewInfo, the speaker rejects the shift and continues with

her own CC (rejects the topic).

� If the partner has the initiative and the speaker has no goals to pursue,

the speaker accepts the partner's CC and continues with the current CC

(accepts the topic).

� If the partner has the initiative and the speaker has her own goals to pursue,

the speaker either continues with the partner's current CC (accepts the

topic) or shifts the CC (reverts to a previous topic or introduces a new

topic), depending on whether the partner has shifted CC to a thematically

related one or not, respectively.

2. Shifting of CCs

� Topic shifting rules are based on thematic relatedness which is determined

by domain-based relations.

� CC of a contribution is thematically related to NewInfo of the same contri-

bution.

� If the current CC and the intended CC are thematically related, shift to the

intended CC.

5There is an asymmetry between the system and the user here: the user can shift to a brand new

topic, but the system is only allowed to introduce topics thematically related to previous ones.
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� If the current CC and the intended CC are not thematically related, but

the intended CC is thematically related to some previous CC, shift to the

intended CC and make it explicit.

� If the intended CC is not thematically related to any previous CC, discard

the intended CC and �nd another viewpoint.

� If the intended CC is not thematically related to any previous CC and there

are no candidates left, introduce a brand new CC and start a new dialogue

from this view-point.

� If the properties of a CC are instantiated, the CC is fully speci�ed, i.e. the

topic is closed.

� If a topic is closed, continue with a related one.

3. Thematic coherence and contributions

� Each contribution must have a CC and NewInfo.

� A contribution can have only one CC.

� A contribution can have several concepts which convey NewInfo.

� If a contribution contains several clauses, they must be thematically related

to each other.

By default, the speakers continue with the same topic until it is mutually closed, i.e. un-

derstood clearly enough by both or explicitly rejected. Thus topic changes occur when

NewInfo needs clari�cation (the evoked response is not understood or is found only

partially relevant in the context), information concerning the CC has been exhausted

(there is nothing else to be said about the topic), the information exchanged so far is

enough to perform the planned task (the goal of the communication is ful�lled), or the

speaker's interest is directed to something else.

When a topic shift to NewInfo occurs, the common terminology is to talk about `sub-

dialogues'. Since this presupposes that some kind of interruption in the main course of

the dialogue has taken place, after which the dialogue must resume the original topic,

we will not use the term. We do not consider topic shifts to NewInfo as deviations

from the main topic, but treat them as coherent continuations of the dialogue, indeed,

as signs of the negotiative nature of dialogue. The resuming of the previous topic is

a consequence of the changed context in which the partner's contribution is evaluated
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and a response planned.6 For instance, in dialogue 32, repeated here as 53, the `sub-

dialogue' User7-Wizard7 concerns the user's clari�cation of the NewInfo given by the

system (`type of insurance service'), and once the user has cleared this up, she reports

the result by providing the requested answer. The system evaluates the user's answer,

concludes that the new information is mutually known and accepted, and continues

with its own goal. `Resuming' of the previous topic (`insurance service') is a side-e�ect

of the system's evaluation of the user contribution in the context, based on the com-

munictive principles that determine the appropriate joint purpose.7 In dialogue 33,

repeated as 54, an analogous situation occurs in User2-User3, but the system is now

able to give the required information without initiating any further clari�cations.

(53) User6: have you any information on car insurance.

Wizard6: What type of insurance service do you want?

User7: What type of services there are available?

Wizard7: You can choose one of the following categories:

Insurance administration services

Insurance agents

Insurance brokers

Insurance companies

Insurance consultants

User8: Insurance agents please

Wizard8: Still in South Manchester?

(54) User1: I'm looking for a restaurant.

System1: In which area?

User2: What types of restaurants do you list?

System2: Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Italian, Thai.

User3: Try Indian in Rusholme.

System3: Please wait....

Here's the list <>

6Of course, there may also be real interruptions, like for instance telephone calls or somebody

rushing in and asking a question, after which the dialogue will be resumed at the original topic. We

do not consider these situations, however, since human-computer dialogues tend to be continuous

interactions, and interruptions like this are not recorded by the system except as a longer waiting

time for a user input.
7The elliptical form of Wizard8 is due to the fact that the contribution is a check-question: the

wizard wants to con�rm that the location of insurance services is the same as that of the insurance

consultants discussed earlier, see p. 150. If the exmple had occurred without prior contextual knowl-

edge, the appropriate realisation of Wizard8 would be In which area would you like to get the insurance

agents?
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Being rational agents, the speakers do not shift topics arbitrarily. Topic shifting fol-

lows coherence requirements of the dialogue, which are rooted in the principles of ideal

cooperative communication. Communicative responsiveness requires the agent to re-

port the result of the evaluation of the partner's contribution, and consequently, the

reporting is related to what the partner said, especially to the new information being

conveyed. The communicative competence of the agent is shown in the way in which

she presents the NewInfo of her contribution from a coherent view-point, i.e. selects

the Central Concept of her message according to the dialogue context.

7.2.3 Topic shift rules

A common way to deal with topic shifting is to use a stack mechanism to encode

the concept that is currently focussed on (thus the stack is called `focus stack'). The

stack may consist of simple concepts (Sidner, 1979; McKeown, 1985), or it may have a

more elaborated structure in terms of `context spaces' (Reichman, 1985) or `discourse

segments' (Grosz & Sidner, 1986). The basic idea is to store all previous foci so that

the most recent is the most accessible, and also list possible focus candidates, ordered

according to focussing rules (heuristics), and push and pop the stack depending on the

current discourse situation. However, a stack is rather inexible in focus management,

since it requires pushing and popping of foci in a particular order in/from the stack.

Dale (1988) notices that a stack of open focus spaces is inadequate when generating

appropriate referring expressions, since it does not account for references made to

entities which are no longer in the focus stack.8 He suggests that a tree-structured

discourse model may be more appropriate.

McCoy and Cheng (1990) also argue that a tree structure is more exible than a stack

in managing focus shifts. They try to cover di�erent types of focussing phenomena by

introducing the notion of `focus tree', allowing traversal of the branches in di�erent

orders. In their model, the coherence of the text is determined on the basis of the

8This can also be seen as a criticism of the appropriateness of structural approaches to dialogue

management in general.
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distance between focus nodes in the tree. As a basic rule of thumb, a shift in the `focus

of attention' is coherent, if the focus of each contribution in the discourse is related to

the focus of the last contribution via focus shifting rules, or the information about the

shift in focus is explicitly present in the dialogue in the form of a meta-comment.

The focus shifting rules refer to a model of the conceptual structure of the domain of

discourse. For instance, the following discourse (their example) is based on a network

of related concepts which represents the speaker's knowledge about `John'.

I know John. He has brown hair and blue eyes. He likes playing football

and collecting stamps.

The discourse picks out a subgraph of the conceptual model, a `focus tree' which

represents the focussed concepts of the discourse. This is given in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Focussed concepts in the discourse about

John. Taken from McCoy and Cheng (1990).

The discourse is coherent because its parts are related to each other, and it does not mix

together physical characteristics and interests. The following discourse is incoherent

because it interleaves physical attributes and intrests:

I know John. He has brown hair and likes playing football. He has blue

eyes and likes collecting stamps.

The focus shifting rules are expressed in terms of the types of relationships which

occur in the domain. Di�erent node types (McCoy and Cheng (1990) have `object',
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`attribute', `setting', `action' and `event' type nodes) allow di�erent focus shifts (see

below). In generation, they provide information about whether or not a focus shift is

easy to process and, consequently, whether or not the hearer will expect some kind of

marker, and in analysis, they help to decide on what sort of focus shifts are likely to

occur.

The rules provide only a guide as to what sort of shifts the partner will �nd coherent

and easy to process. It is of course sometimes the case that agents will wish to shift

the focus in a way which is not allowed by the focus shifting rules. A simple rule of

conversation might add the special markers oh, and to the last sentence in the following

example, where the focus is shifted back to the properties of John after the discourse

has concerned his hobbies:

I know John. He has brown hair. He likes playing football and collecting

stamps. Oh, and he has blue eyes.

We have formulated our topic shifting rules after McCoy and Cheng (1990). We have

eleven di�erent coherent shifts depending on the type of the node which is the current

CC. As described in Section 7.2.1, our world model ontology contains four types of

entities: objects, agents, events and settings. We do not allow dialogues to concern

the agents themselves, and thus there are no shifts from this type of node. The node

type `attribute' does not refer to a concept, but to the property and property value of

a concept (mainly information about companies). Coherent Topic Shifts are listed in

Figure 7.3.

The shifts from `object' and `attribute' type nodes are analogous to those in McCoy

and Cheng (1990), except that we have a shift to the sub- or superclass of the object as

well. The shifts from our `event' node subsume the shifts from their `action' node. We

do not have their `event'-type node at all since it appears vague (\shifts to action which

can be grouped together into an event"). The shifts from our `setting'-type nodes di�er

from the corresponding ones in McCoy and Cheng (1990) in that they include shifts

to sub- and superlocations, but not shifts to objects involved in the setting.

These domain-based topic shift rules allow us to de�ne three types of topic shift:
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Node type Coherent Topic Shift candidates

Object: event in which the object participates,

attributes of the object,

sub- or superclass of the object

Attribute: object that the attribute describes,

more speci�c attribute

Event: participants in the event,

location, time of the event,

next action in sequence,

sub- or superaction

Setting: event that takes place in the setting,

sub- or supersetting

Topic continues

Figure 7.3: Coherent topic shifts. Modi�ed from McCoy

and Cheng (1990).

� A topic shift is coherent if it obeys the topic shift rules or if the topic stays

the same. In general, a shift is thematically related, if the distance between the

immediately previous CC and the current CC is less than two nodes.

� A topic shift is awkward if it does not obey the topic shift rules but the current

CC is thematically related to some previous CC. In other words, there exists a

path between the current CC and some previous CC, the length of which is less

than a certain limit. When an awkward shift is made, the shift must be marked

by a topic marker (by the way, then, going back to, etc.).

� A topic shift is incoherent if the shift cannot be justi�ed by the topic shift rules

nor related to any previous CC, i.e. there exists no path between the current CC

and any previous CC. The path may be missing because of a conceptual hole in

the world model (no information available), or because the topic tree is internally

incoherent: the new information does not �t together with the information al-

ready instantiated in the tree. The system is not allowed to do incoherent shifts,

and replanning must take place if such a shift is planned. If the user makes an

incoherent shift, this usually means a new request.
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7.2.4 Corpus examples

The following example clari�es what we mean by Central Concept and NewInfo. CC

is bold-faced, NewInfo is in italics.

(55)

(1) User: I need a car.

(2) System: Do you want to buy or rent one?

(3) User: Rent.

(4) System: Where?

(5) User: In Bolton.

(6) System: Ok. Here are the car hire companies in Bolton:

< list >

The �rst user contribution (1) is priviledged in having no thematic or information status

constraints. The whole proposition is NewInfo, since all the contribution's information

is new in the dialogue context. It also starts the dialogue and thus the whole proposition

also introduces what the dialogue will be about.9 According to our de�nitions, NewInfo

is related to CC, and thus the �rst contribution does not contain a proper CC or a

proper NewInfo. Instead, the system needs to decide what the user wants to talk about

on the basis of its knowledge about the general purpose of the dialogue: the user wants

to get YP-information on some topic. In this particular case, at the beginning of the

dialogue, we stipulate that NewInfo coincides with CC, and both contain the whole

proposition; in this example they are instantiated to `needEvent'.

The �rst system contribution (2) clari�es the vague user request. NewInfo deals with

the information that the system needs to know: whether to continue with services that

enable buying or with those that enable renting. CC is shifted from `needEvent' to `car'

and NewInfo concerns the kind of event the car is involved in. The shift is coherent,

since `car' is a participant in `needEvent', and it is motivated by the joint purpose

the system has come up with (clari�cation of the expressed statement that the user

needs a car). The user accepts this shift and provides the requested NewInfo in the

9There will often be a greeting exchange at the very beginning of the dialogue, but the `body' of

the dialogue starts with the description of the topic. Levinson (1983, p. 312) calls this the `�rst topic

slot' in his description of telephone conversations.
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contribution (3). The topic continues, although now the CC is not explicitly realised

but the contribution presents NewInfo only. Next the system, which has the initiative,

can choose the topic. Since there is nothing more to say about the current CC `car', the

CC can shift. The joint purpose has resulted in a system goal where NewInfo concerns

the location of hiring, and since `hireEvent' is an event in which `car' participates, CC

can be coherently shifted to `hireEvent'. The CC is not explicitly expressed on the

surface, since it is the NewInfo of the previous contribution. The user response (5)

is analogous to (3): the user accepts the topic (`hireEvent') and supplies the NewInfo

(`Bolton'). Now the system can again decide the topic. This time the joint purpose

has resulted in the system goal to give the list of requested car-hire companies to the

user. NewInfo concerns the list of car-hire companies and the CC is shifted to `car

hire company'. The CC participates in `hireEvent' and it contains the list of service

suppliers as its property.

The shifts of CC that occurred in the dialogue can be represented as the tree given in

Figure 7.4. The tree is an instantiated subgraph of the world model, and its existence

shows that the dialogue contributions are thematically related to each other and the

dialogue is coherent.10

Dialogue (56) exempli�es topic continuation. The user keeps asking questions that

concern the recently given list of restaurants, and the wizard answers accordingly. The

question-answer pairs are linked together via an exchange of NewInfo about the same

Central Concept. A topic shift occurs in the �nal pair to an unrelated concept (`bus

timetables'). Because the user has the initiative and the wizard has no goals of her

own, the shift is treated as a shift to a new request.

10The compound `car-hire company' can be decomposed into a conceptual cluster `company where

car-hire event in Bolton takes place', but our world model contains a separate concept for the com-

pound. It was argued in PLUS that the world model should not contain this kind of compound

concepts but they should be decomposed.
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Figure 7.4: The topic tree for sample dialogue (55).

Numbers refer to the contributions.

(56) User1: are there any Mexican restaurants or Chinese restaurants?

Wizard1: Please wait ...

Chinese: Hong Kong Restaurant, 101 Manchester Road, Chorlton

Mai Wah Restaurant, 485 Barlow Moor Road, Chorlton

Mexican: La Casita, Wilmslow Road, Withington, 061-445 7643

User2: do they serve vegetarian food?

Wizard2: You should contact the restaurants themselves about the menu.

User3: are they open after midnight

Wizard3: The restaurants above do not specify their opening times;

However, in general such restaurants are open until 2 am.

User4: Do you know bus timetables?

Wizard4: Sorry no information available.

An interesting detail is that the user refers to the CC (Mexican and Chinese restau-

rants) with the pronoun `they', while the wizard uses a de�nite noun phrase. The

wizard could have used the pronoun, too (\You should contact them about the menu",

\They do not specify their opening times"), but has preferred the full noun phrase to

make the CC explicit and the answers more formal. Perhaps a more subtle reason also

plays a role here: the wizard has based her responses on the general world model knowl-

edge about restaurants and not on the properties of the particular restaurants listed.
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Wizard2 gives compensation for the missing database information when the informa-

tion is, nevertheless, understood as related to the CC, and Wizard3 gives compensation

when the requested information can be given in the form of general information, cf.

dialogue (13), p. 84.

In the following dialogue, the system makes contributions with compensation and the

user asks yes-no-questions.

(57)

(1) User: can I have a list of car hire companies in the Entwistle area.

(2) System: Where is Entwistle?

(3) User: Entwistle is outside Bolton.

(4) System: Altogether there are 15 car hire �rms in Bolton.

Do you want a list, or can you be more speci�c in your enquiry?

[car hire �rms]

(5) User: Are there any in Entwistle itself? [car hire companies]

(6) System: No, but you could be more speci�c in your requirements;

for example, the YP can supply lists of those �rms

which o�er unlimited mileage, delivery/collection,

one way rentals, cheap local rates.

[car hire �rms]

(7) User: One way rentals, please. [car hire �rms]

(8) System: Where would you like to return the car? [rental type]

(9) User: I want to go to Manchester Airport. [rental type]

(10) System: The following companies have branches both in Bolton

and at Manchester Airport:

< list >

The topic tree for the dialogue is given in Figure 7.5.

7.3 Determining Central Concept

The main function of determining the CC is that the message must �t the dialogue

context. Once the communicative goal has been formulated (so that it conforms to the

obligations of sincerity, motivation and consideration), the point of view from which

this information is to be presented must be decided. This means that the CC which

provides the point of view must be related to the overall dialogue context. In this

section we discuss how the CC is chosen by the system when it plans a response. The
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Figure 7.5: The topic tree for sample dialogue (57). Numbers refer to the contribu-

tions.

process of determining the joint purpose has resulted in a system goal and thus the

system knows what is the communicative goal of the response and what is the NewInfo

that is to be conveyed to the user.

The communicative goal is represented as a list of concepts and the next CC is one

of these concepts. Some of the goal concepts are distinguished as NewInfo, but the

CC cannot be any of these, since NewInfo is the information that is going to be in-

troduced by the contribution, not talked about.11 On the other hand, CC must be in

the set of discourse referents already introduced in the dialogue, since these form the

primed context in which the thematic coherence is evaluated. CC thus belongs to the

intersection of the set of goal concepts and the set of discourse referents.

If the intersection contains more than one element, the alternatives are ranked accord-

ing to our accessibility classi�cation. As mentioned in Section 6.1.3, discourse referents

are classi�ed into three types: previous CCs (topics), salient and background. Their

11CC cannot be either of the agents either, since the roles of the participants do not allow the user

or the system to speak about themselves.
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accessibility as the next CC is ranked according to the following heuristics:

1. The previous CCs have preference over salient discourse referents related to them.

2. The more recent CCs and salient discourse referents have preference over the

earlier ones.

3. Background discourse referents are the least probable next CCs, although not

impossible.

If the intersection of goal concepts and discourse referents is nil and there are no

accessible concepts available either, a totally new goal has been formulated and a new

dialogue started. Since our system is an information provider (as opposed to an expert

advisor), such situations do not occur: the system can shift CC only when it can take

the initiative, and this is restricted to situations where the system clari�es vagueness or

o�ers compensation. Both situations are thematically related to the previous dialogue

context.

The �rst sample dialogue is repeated below; CC of each contribution is marked with

boldface or enclosed in brackets:

(58)

(1) User: I need a car.

(2) System: Do you want to buy or rent one?

(3) User: Rent. [`car']

(4) System: Where? [`hireEvent']

(5) User: In Bolton. [`hireEvent']

(6) System: Ok. Here are the car hire companies in Bolton:

< list >

The relevant concepts for the planning of the �rst system contribution are:

Goal: know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),disj(d,b,r),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_), hireEvent(r,u,c,_), car(c), user(u)])

Goal Concepts: wantEvent(w,u,d), buyEvent(b,u,c,_),

hireEvent(r,u,c,_), car(c), user(u)

Discourse referents: needEvent(n,u,c), car(c), user(u)

NewInfo: disj(d,b,r)

Previous CC: needEvent(n,u,c)
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The new CC must be one of the discourse referents, and it must belong to Goal Con-

cepts. In this particular case, their intersection is fuser(u),car(c)g. Both of these

candidates are participants in `needEvent', and thus o�er a coherent shift from the

previous CC. However, the roles of the user and the system as an information seeker

and an information provider do not allow the user to talk about herself, nor the system

to assume that the user will want to talk about herself, and thus user(u) is discarded

as a possible next CC. The only possibility left is car(c). CCs can be pronominalised,

and so the CC appears as a pronoun in the system response. Because the CC occurs

in the scope of an intensional predicate12, it is pronominalised as one.13

The user provides the system with the requested information, and the system continues

to ful�l the original request. The second system contribution has the following context:

Goal: know(s,[location(r,_), hireEvent(r,u,c,_),

car(c), user(u)])

Goal Concepts: location(r,_), hireEvent(r,u,c,_), car(c),user(u)

Discourse referents: needEvent(n,u,c), car(c), user(u),

wantEvent(w,u,r), hireEvent(r,u,c,_)

NewInfo: location(r,_)

Previous CC: car(c)

The intersection of discourse referents and goal concepts gives the following set of pos-

sible next CCs: fhireEvent(r,u,c, ), user(u), car(c)g. The concept of user(u)

is discarded as above. So is car(c), since there is nothing more to be said about the

car, and also since CC must be related to NewInfo which in this case concerns the loca-

tion of hiring and not that of the car. The shift from car(c) to hireEvent(r,u,c, )

is coherent and `hireEvent' is selected as the next CC.

The question is formulated as an ellipsis. Elliptical contributions are the default since

the dialogues are exchanges of new information, and the speakers react to and present

NewInfo only, if CC is contextually recoverable. In this case, CC need not be made

explicit since the CC is clear and the contribution conveys the message without false

implicatures (i.e. without referring to the location of other discourse referents). It is

12Intensional predicates are predicates whose object need not be referential, such as `want' or `need'.
13In other contexts CC is pronominalised as `it' or `they', given that other constraints governing

pronominalisation are ful�lled.
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not probable that the hearer will analyse the question as referring to the location of

`wantEvent', since this is only background information. It is more probable that the

question will be understood as referring to `needEvent' which is one of the previous

topics, but because this is a closed topic (fully speci�ed on which there is nothing more

to be said), it is discarded as well. Finally, the location cannot concern the location

of the car, since the semantics of `location' requires that it is applied to extensional

objects only, but `car' has been introduced as an intensional object.14

The user again supplies the requested information, the system evaluates its unful�lled

goals in the changed dialogue context, which results in the goal of listing car-hire

companies. The context for the last system contribution is as follows (only the main

goal attitude is given):

Goal: know(u,ypinfo(chco,<list>),

carHireCompany(chco)]))

Goal Concepts: ypinfo(chco,<list>), carHireCompany(chco)

Discourse referents: needEvent(n,u,c), car(c), user(u),

wantEvent(w,u,r), hireEvent(r,u,c,_), location(r,bolton)

NewInfo: ypinfo(chco,<list>)

Previous CC: hireEvent(r,u,c, )

The intersection of discourse referents and goal concepts is now nil. However, the pre-

vious topic hireEvent(h,u,c, ) has activated the concept of carHireCompany which,

although not explicitly introduced, is an accessible concept since it is thematically re-

lated to a previous topic (the world model shows that it is one of the participants in the

hire-event). Being the only alternative, this is selected as the next CC. The resulting

tree of CCs was presented in Figure 7.4.

7.4 Conclusion

A coherent dialogue is easy to follow and clear in its goals. Since our system is not

task-oriented in the sense of having well-speci�ed tasks to perform, it relies on com-

municative knowledge and coherence de�ned with respect to the domain.

14It occurs as an object of an intensional predicate `need'. However, we do not go into details of

the distinction between intensional and extensional predicates or discourse objects here.
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We distinguish between Central Concept and NewInfo on the basis of their information

status in the dialogue context. The Central Concept is the `topic' that the dialogue

is about, while NewInfo encodes the focussed information about the topic which is

exchanged in the dialogue. Central Concept can be implicit in the surface contribution

or referred to by a pronoun. NewInfo must always be explicit in the surface contribution

and it cannot be pronominalised.

The CC takes care of local coherence in the dialogue: it provides the coherent view-

point for presenting NewInfo. The principles that govern the acceptance, maintenance,

shifting and rejection of CCs are derived from the speakers' rational agenthood. Coher-

ent shifts of CC in a dialogue are based on domain relations which provide expectations

about the likely next CCs both in analysis and generation. If there are multiple can-

didates for a next CC, a heuristic ranking of discourse referents is used to select one.

NewInfo is important, because the planning of the realisation of a system response

starts from it: NewInfo is the main information to be communicated to the user.

Central Concept provides the view-point from which the NewInfo is presented to the

partner, and it is important in relating the contribution to the previous discourse.

Especially, CC is used to:

1. constrain the amount of explicit information that is included in a contribution to

communicate the message,

2. distinguish coherent continuations from awkward and incoherent ones; the latter

are then marked with an explicit marker (by the way, and then, to go back to,

etc.),

3. determine reference,

4. generate referring expressions,

5. analyse and generate elliptical contributions.
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Chapter 8

Explicitness and Ellipsis

When planning system responses, two independent tasks seem to be important: to

determine appropriate information that is to be communicated, and to choose the con-

cepts that must be explicitly expressed in the surface contribution to communicate the

goal. As argued above, our system attempts to overcome the boundary problems with

planning and realisation by using communicative obligations throughout the genera-

tion. The system goal is formulated as a result of the evaluation of the user contribution,

but the formulated goal is further speci�ed with respect to the system's application

knowledge, communicative obligations and surface realisation criteria. The output of

the planner is a fully determined semantic representation of the system response. Ex-

plicitness is part of the speci�cation of the goal, and related to the communicative

principles that govern the speci�cation in general. In this chapter we discuss the no-

tions of explicitness and implicitness in the planning of system responses, and how this

distinction is used in the determination of elliptic contributions.

In Section 8.1, we review some previous work on explicitness, especially from the point

of view of generation. In Section 8.2 we discuss explicitness and ellipsis in the light of

communicative competence of the speakers and de�ne two principles of communicative

competence: the `Responsiveness Principle' and the `Minimalism Principle'. We also

specify four criteria for determining the relevance of a concept in the dialogue context.

In Section 8.3 we distinguish between explicitness and elliptical contribution and discuss
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the notion of `realisable concept'. Finally, in Section 8.4 we present an example of how

these concepts and principles are used in the planning of a surface level expression for

a system goal.

8.1 Explicitness in generation

A common heuristic in earlier generation systems is to connect explicitness to the

user's knowledge. The facts that the user already knows can be left out (Mann &

Moore, 1981; Weiner, 1980; Appelt, 1985), or alternatively, concepts that are known

to the hearer should be used in explaining unfamiliar facts (Wallis & Shortli�e, 1984).

The importance of focus and topic in determining relevant information has also been

acknowledged (Grosz & Sidner, 1986; Hovy & McCoy, 1989), as well as rhetorical

relations that hold between text units (Hovy, 1988a; McKeown, 1985).

Conceptual speci�cations of text units mostly correspond to propositions that can be

realised as clause-like chunks. The problem of explicitness and implicitness is thus

reduced to the building of a coherent plan from the individual propositions: sorting

out which propositions need to be included in the plan and which ones can be left

out. This view is much simpli�ed: whether a fact is explicitly expressed on the surface

level or not, is not only a matter of deciding whether the hearer knows the fact or

not, but also a result of a complex reasoning process with respect to the context. As

pointed out by Horacek (1992), the underlying content of a text cannot be expressed as

a set of composable facts, since the facts have relations and dependencies which a�ect

the surface presentation. His examples include grouping phenomena like quanti�cation

implied by assertions referring to individual objects in the domain1, lexicalization where

the lexical repertoire sets constraints on the presentation of facts, and conversational

implicature which arises e.g. in the context of causal relations which raise the choice of

mentioning the facts explicitly or leaving them implicit for the hearer to infer. Horacek

(1992) argues in favour of a more exible approach where one makes the relations

1For instance, if X1 is a single room and X2 and X3 are not, then in the discourse universe that

consists of the rooms X1, X2 and X3, it is appropriate to say that X1 is the only single room.
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between text structure elements and the arguments underlying the text portion explicit.

The system's communicative intention is represented in the `argumentative structure'

which is \concise, redundancy-free, and entirely explicit", and it is modi�ed in the

course of generation to yield `text structure', from which surface text is �nally produced.

This approach is similar to ours, although we talk about the system's communicative

goal and the semantic representation of the goal.

Reiter (1990) also addresses the problem of explicitness/implicitness by showing how

the choice of a referring expression inuences the implicatures that the user is able to

draw. For instance, if the speaker intends to warn the hearer about a dangerous water

animal, she can rely on the hearer's knowledge that sharks are dangerous animals and

select the expression `shark' instead of `dangerous �sh'. If, on the contrary, she prefers

`dangerous �sh' to `shark', the implication is that the �sh is dangerous, its type is

unknown, but at least it is not a shark.

Both Horacek and Reiter emphasise the importance of conversational implicatures in

deciding which surface level representations are most appropriate for conveying the in-

tended meaning. Another view-point is presented by Rubino� (1992), who approaches

the explicitness problem by considering the interaction between content planning and

linguistic realisation. He describes a system in which the linguistic component provides

feedback to the planning component in terms of annotations that describe the e�ects

and consequences of particular linguistic choices. However, the disadvantage of the

approach is its reliance on the linguistic component to identify the relevant e�ects:

lack of a conceptual model and any inference system makes it di�cult to deal with

information that is not directly associated with particular linguistic units, but rises

from the beliefs and intentions of the speaker.

Explicitness and implicitness also depend on the speakers' mutual roles and their ex-

pertise level with respect to the domain. As exempli�ed by Hovy (1988a), di�erent

combinations of pragmatic goals like the speakers' opinions of the topic and their rela-

tive social status generate di�erent texts which vary in their explicitness; a combination

of conicting goals (antagonist superior with a low esteem of the topic of the conver-

sation) actually suppressed all the text. On the other hand, Paris (1988) found that
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domain experts and novices exploit di�erent strategies when explaining how something

works: experts concentrate on the functionality of the system while novices deal with

the structure. She concluded that this is due to the fact that experts can infer the

structure from the function, and thus descriptions of the structure need not be ex-

plicit. In our dialogues, the roles of the user and system are �xed as information seeker

and provider, respectively, and their expertise level is assumed constant as well (the

system is an expert on the application model and how to access information in it, while

the user is an expert on her task which the system is not aware of). Thus we do not

discuss explicitness related to user modelling.

Finally, explicitness and implicitness are also connected to the actual lexical items used

in the contribution. For instance, the choice between `watch' and `look at' depends on

whether the visual stimulus is changing or static, while the di�erent lexemes for `smile'

(`grin', `simper', `smirk') carry various associative meanings (Stede, 1993). Since we

are not dealing with lexical choice and stylistic aspects of language, we acknowledge

these problems, but do not pursue them further.

8.2 Explicitness and cooperative communication

8.2.1 Responsiveness and Minimalism Principles

Consider the following utterance:

(59) 6.

Obviously, a quantity of something has been communicated, though the utterance itself

contains nothing that would give a clue to what the cardinal number refers to: the exact

reference of the something is implicit. However, the hearer is able to reconstruct the

relevance of the response on the basis of the context in which it occurs: what is being

talked about (e.g. car hire companies), what is the NewInfo of the previous contribution

(e.g. cardinality of a set of car hire companies), and what intentions and expectations
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have been raised in the dialogue (e.g. intention to know how many car hire companies

there are in a particular place and expectation to be supplied with the number).

The same factual meaning could have been conveyed had the speaker phrased the

utterance in another way. However, a di�erent set of intentions and expectations

would have been addressed. For instance, in example (60) the response also includes

the positive answer Yes, since the simple cardinality would not address the explicit

surface question about the existence of car hire companies,2 and in example (61) the

response (Wizard14) is appropriate because the speaker has asked similar questions

about car hire companies in di�erent places in succession.

(60) U3: Are there any car hire companies at Manchester Airport?

S3: Yes. 6.

(61) Wizard12 Would you like the list of car hire companies in Salford?

User13: No thanks. Are there any car hire companies Rochdale?

Wizard13: There are 5 listed. Do you want see them?

User14: No. How many �rms are there at Manchester airport?

Wizard14: There are 6 car hire �rms.

Example (62) below, analogous to example (52) in Chapter 6, exempli�es the rela-

tion between explicitness and implicitness from the point of view of conveying correct

implicatures.

(62) User3: Can you give me the address of a Mexican restaurant in Withington?

S3a: La Casita, 406 Wilmslow Road, 061-434 2498.

S3b: There is only one Mexican restaurant in Withington:

La Casita, 406 Wilmslow Road, 061-434 2498.

Ignoring the fact that (User3) can also be understood as a real factual question about

the system's capability (and the response \yes" would thus be appropriate), we assume

that it is interpreted as a conventionalised request which initiates a database search,

and that the result of this search is the information about `La Casita'. The response

(S3a) is thus accurate, and, indeed, in accordance with the user request which concerns

2The system does not list the details of the companies because there are so many of them; instead

it could initiate a question (Do you want to see them?) which would enable the user to request to see

the list or continue with something else.
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a restaurant. Notice that the response is elliptical and gives only the new information;

the fact that the restaurant is Mexican and located in Withington is provided by

the immediate context. However, if the system has reason to believe that the user

wanted to get a random name from a set of Mexican restaurants in Withington (e.g.

the previous context has dealt with Mexican restaurants in the Manchester area and

the user has picked up one particular sublocation in Manchester), but the system only

knows of one Mexican restaurant in Withington, the response is not free from false

implicatures. It supports the implication that La Casita is one of the several Mexican

restaurants in Withington, and thus violates the principle of Sincerity, see Section 5.2.4:

the system should not give information that is not true with respect to its knowledge

base. The response (S3b) makes the system knowledge explicit by the lexical focussing

element \only", and thus prevents the user from entertaining false conceptions about

the system's knowledge (i.e. about the YP information). The response (S3b) is further

supported by the obligation of Consideration, which requires the system to provide

information which is useful in that it enables the user to behave in a rational way and

prevents her from getting false information.

Explicitness and implicitness are thus not only tied to the speaker's goal to commu-

nicate NewInfo, but also to her knowledge about the dialogue context, especially to

the knowledge about what has been talked about and which goals have been evoked

by the previous contributions, and to her communicative competence to plan a sur-

face response which conveys relevant information. On the one hand, the result of the

evaluation of the partner's contribution is to be reported, and on the other hand, the

reporting must be appropriate in the context: the response may only need to convey

the new information (example (59)), but it must also address the expressive and evoca-

tive intentions of the previous context (examples (60) and (61)), and must prevent the

user from drawing false implicatures (example (62)).

The speakers behave as rational motivated agents, and trust the partner to behave

similarly. We summarise the communicative competence of the speaker with respect to

the explicit/implicit distinction in the `Responsiveness Principle' and the `Minimalism

Principle'.
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The Responsiveness Principle:

Report the new information that results from the evaluation of the partner's

contribution.

The Minimalism Principle:

To communicate new information, add contextual information only as much

as needed in order to

� convey the whole goal,

� to avoid false implicatures,

� and to obey syntactic constraints.

The Minimalism Principle resembles the Gricean maxim of quantity: make your con-

tribution as informative as is required for the current purposes of the dialogue, but not

more informative than is required. However, it emphasises the information content of

a contribution from the view-point of the overall purpose of dialogues: to exchange

information. The minimum to be communicated to the partner is NewInfo, the infor-

mation centre of the contribution, and the context is included in the contribution only

if NewInfo cannot be successfully communicated as such.

8.2.2 Relevance criteria

The process of determining the joint purpose results in the system's own goal. The

content of a communicative goal is expressed as a list of concepts which must be

explicitly or implicitly communicated to the hearer. Each concept that is explicitly

expressed on the surface level must be justi�ed as being relevant for the communication

of the intended meaning; if the concept fails to be relevant, it is left out. On the

other hand, if the successful communication of the goal requires that a concept not

appearing in the goal must also be communicated to avoid false implicatures, this

concept is included in the message as well. We assume that in information-seeking

dialogues the speakers want to exchange information e�ciently, and consequently, only
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the necessary concepts will be realised. However, if the system responses should be

verbose, for stylistic or other reasons, the planning process could incorporate other

obligations that would take care of such extensions.3

Relevance is de�ned with regard to the inferences that the hearer can draw from the

contribution. The hearer is free to draw implicit conclusions, but the speaker must

ensure that these do not contradict with what she intends to convey, i.e. that the

hearer does not draw false implicatures. As pointed out by Joshi et al. (1984), false

conclusions are blocked only to the extent that they are relevant in the communication:

there is no need to prevent all possible conclusions which are not currently focussed on

or in active memory.

The explicit concepts are selected with respect to the intentions and beliefs that would

be expressed and evoked if the concepts formed the semantic representation of the goal.

Each explicitly expressed concept is a partial realisation of the communicative goal,

and thus each explicit concept must be relevant in the communication. We de�ne a

concept to be `relevant' in the dialogue context if it ful�lls four relevance criteria (see

below) which serve as constraints on the appropriateness of the realisation. Contrary

to coherence, which was based on the relations that hold in the domain knowledge, we

consider relevance as directly based on the speakers' communicative knowledge.

Reiter (1990) gives three constraints for generating successful descriptions based on a

user's domain knowledge:

� accuracy: the utterance should be truthful,

� validity: the utterance should trigger the desired inferences in the hearer,

� freedom from false implicatures: the utterance should not lead the hearer to draw

incorrect conversational implicatures.

A particular lexical item is selected in the description, if the item satis�es the three

constraints so that the facts to be communicated to the hearer are appropriately in-

cluded in the expression. A `fact' refers to an attribute associated with the object, and

3We can also think of the planning process being switched to a verbose mode which realises all the

concepts mentioned in the goal (cf. Moore & Paris, 1993).
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its successful communication depends on the user's domain knowledge. For instance,

if the speaker wants to refer to a dangerous water animal, the description `shark' is

su�cient, if the hearer knows that sharks are dangerous water animals. If the speaker

had used `dangerous �sh' instead, the same hearer could conclude that the animal is

not a shark: if it were, the system would have used the most accurate description

`shark'.

If we substitute `contribution' for `utterance' and `attitude' for `fact', we can loosely

follow Reiter (1990) and de�ne the following criteria for determining the relevance of

a contribution and the concepts included in it.

Relevance Criteria:

1. Accuracy: the contribution must accurately represent the speaker's goal, i.e.

the concepts must express the intended content truthfully.

2. Consistency: the contribution must be internally consistent, i.e. the set of ex-

pressive and evocative attitudes carried by the contribution must not be contra-

dictory.

3. Validity: the contribution must be valid in the dialogue context, i.e. indicate

that the partner's evocative attitudes have been appropriately addressed.

4. Freedom From False Implicatures (FFI): the contribution must not trig-

ger unwanted implicatures, i.e. the content must not evoke attitudes which the

speaker is not able to support.

The criterion of Consistency is added to prevent the system from planning a contribu-

tion which would be internally contradictory. Its usefulness is connected to the mul-

tifunctionality of the contributions. For instance, contribution (63) with the commu-

nicative intentions to give an answer and compensate the negative result by providing

helpful general information is �ne. Contribution (64), however, conveys contradictory

information: the speaker expresses that she both knows the opening hours and does

not know them.4 The criterion of Consistency rules out this kind of contribution, since

the attitudes are contradictory.

4A less certain contribution would of course be acceptable: Usually the restaurants are open till

2am, but please contact the restaurant about the opening hours.
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(63) No information on the the opening hours, but usually such restaurants are

open till 2pm.

(64) The restaurant is open till 2am, but please contact the restaurant about the

opening hours.

The criteria of Accuracy and Consistency take care of the internal coherence of the

contribution while the criteria of Validity and FFI take care of the contribution's co-

herence in the dialogue context. The criteria of Accuracy and Validity guarantee that

the correct inferences are included in the set of communicated concepts, while the

criteria of Consistency and FFI guarantee that only the correct inferences are in the

set. The inferences are based on the system's domain knowledge and communicative

principles.

The Relevance criteria resemble the obligations of Sincerity (Accuracy), Motivation

(Consistency and Validity) and Consideration (FFI), and we can, in fact, regard them

as the same obligations. The reason why they are listed here as di�erent criteria is that

now the obligations are applied to the goal from the interpretation view-point as if the

goal were interpreted by the user. The joint purpose, and consequently, the system's

communicative goal, is based on the application of the principles when the system

reasons about the appropriate response from its own view-point. To ensure that its

goal is interpreted by the user in a similar although not necessarily exactly the same

way, the system must know what kind of implications the goal produces in the context

and how the interpretation of the goal would change the context if the goal is expressed

by a particular surface contribution. The planning of a semantic representation for the

goal (from which the surface string will be formed) can be understood as a process

whereby the system produces its own interpretation of the goal that it intends to

convey, thus updating the context and `checking' that the intended response is indeed

appropriate in the context.5

The same communicative principles should, of course, operate in the interpretation

5The checking algorithm is slow, especially if there are several concepts and attitudes to be checked.

However, as mentioned in Chapter 5, the speed of the algorithms is not the main concern of the thesis,

but is left for future research.
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and generation of a contribution, given that the communicative knowledge is general

knowledge about how to evaluate the partner's contribution in a rational and cooper-

ative way. The fact that we use the same principles in the formulation of the system

goal and the planning of its surface realisation is considered an important feature that

dissolves the distinction between strategic and tactical generation and helps to bridge

the `generation gap'.

The set of relevant concepts always includes NewInfo, but the speaker must also make

sure that the user is not misled by false implicatures. The contribution may thus

contain redundancy with respect to the context, if this guarantees that message is

appropriately conveyed. The planning of a contribution thus does not aim at �nding

the smallest set of concepts that would describe the communicative goal, but rather,

to �nd some set of concepts which is consistent with the contextual requirements: it

contains the relevant concepts to be communicated, but does not evoke any unintended

implicatures.

As pointed out by Reiter (1990) as well as Dale and Haddock (1991), the problem of

�nding the minimal set of facts that will convey the intended meaning is computation-

ally intractable. Also, from the human processing point of view it appears that some

kind of redundancy is important in messages: people, for instance, distinguish objects

by using more discriminating attributes than is necessary. Redundancy seems to create

coherence and also to help to guarantee that the intended meaning is indeed transmit-

ted even if some other part of the message is lost or misunderstood. Mooney et al.

(1991) argue that in explanation generation it is understandable that already known

material is avoided if the explanation is reasonably short, but in naturally occurring

explanatory texts, repetition actually serves rhetorical as well as information content

purposes.
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8.3 Ellipsis

8.3.1 De�nitions

We make a distinction between explicit and implicit information on the one hand and

between elliptical and complete sentences on the other hand. Explicitness and implic-

itness deal with the relevant information to be communicated to the partner, while

ellipsis is based on the system's grammatical knowledge: a contribution is elliptical if

it does not form a syntactically complete sentence. However, a contribution is explicit

with respect to a piece of relevant information if the corresponding concept is lexically

realised in the contribution, while a contribution is implicit with respect to a piece of

relevant information, if the corresponding concept is to be recovered on the basis of

contextual and world model interpretation of the contribution. The de�nitions are as

follows:

� An explicit concept is a relevant concept which is lexically realised on the

surface level. NewInfo is always explicit.6

� An implicit concept is a relevant concept which is not lexically realised on the

surface level, but can be unambiguously inferred from the context.

� Ellipsis denotes syntactic incompleteness. A sentence is elliptical if some of the

syntactically obligatory arguments of the main verb are not lexically realised

(Rent.), or if the sentence does not contain a main verb (In Bolton. Where? 6).

The planning of explicit vs. implicit responses is governed by communicative princi-

ples, but the possible elliptical sentences are subject to linguistic constraints which

thus ultimately determine the ellipsis generation. A concept which could be implicit

may in fact appear explicitly in the surface contribution, if it is required by syntactic

constraints. For instance the verb `serve' requires a syntactic object, and thus the

6If NewInfo is unrealisable, replanning must take place since the system is unable to express the

result of the evaluation.
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realisation of the concept `hot and spicy food' cannot be omitted in example (65) if

`serve' is lexically realised on the surface level.7

(65) U: Which serve hot and spicy food?

S: * Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants serve �.

On the other hand, implicit responses need not be elliptical, since implicit concepts can

also be conveyed with the help of particular lexical units (especially with `pragmatic

particles'), syntactic constructions and established context. For instance, in example

(66), both the elliptical response (S1a) and the full-sentence response (S1b) implicitly

express that the number of car hire companies in Bolton is two: (S1a) lists the car

hire companies,8 while (S1b) uses the de�nite noun phrase \the following car hire

companies" to emphasise the exhaustiveness of the list.

(66) User: Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?

S1a: Budget Rent-a-Car

Bradford House 287-289 Manchester Road

Bolton

0204 391611

Hertz

Manchester North branch

Bolton

061-273 8884

S1b: The following car hire companies are in Bolton:

Budget Rent-a-Car

Bradford House 287-289 Manchester Road

Bolton

0204 391611

Hertz

Manchester North branch

Bolton

061-273 8884

The responses also exemplify how syntactic constructions convey implicit information.

The user request carries the expressive attitude about the existence of car hire com-

7The elliptical response Indian, Mexican and Thai restaurants would be appropriate, since NewInfo

(the types of restaurants that serve hot and spicy food) is clear in this context.
8If the system had known of other companies, it would have given their names as well according

to the obligation of Sincerity and Consideration, cf. argumentation in example (52).
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panies in Bolton, and thus a response which would only give the number of car hire

companies (S1c: Two.) is inappropriate, since it would not address the explicit expres-

sive attitude of the user contribution. In response (S1b), this is addressed by explicitly

conveying the existence of the companies, but in (S1a) also this piece of information is

implicitly conveyed: the listing of the car hire companies is a proof of their existence.

8.3.2 Realisable concepts

A concept is `realisable' on the surface level, if there exists a mapping via a conceptual

lexicon from the concept to a semantic predicate (quasi-logical form representation).

The mapping from the qlf-predicate to a lexeme and to a surface level word is done

by the surface generator on the basis of its linguistic knowledge. Di�erent types of

mappings between world model concepts, qlf-predicates and lexical entries are given in

Figure 8.1. The arguments in the concepts and qlf-predicates denote the indices of the

entities and they must match in the way shown in the mappings.

CONCEPTUAL LEXICON LINGUISTIC LEXICON

.& .&

WORLD MODEL CONCEPT QLF-PREDICATE LEXEME

car(C)  ! car(C)  ! car

hireEvent(H,A,O,L)  ! rent(H,A,O)  ! hire

 ! rent

buyEvent(T,X,Y,Z)  ! buy(T,X,Y)  ! buy

 ! sell(T,Z,Y)  ! sell

financialInst(B)  ! bank(B)  ! bank

riverPart(B)  !

Figure 8.1: Mapping types between world model concepts, semantic predicates and

lexemes

.

The ambiguous mapping between the concept buyEvent( , , , ) and the predicates

\buy" and \sell" is called `conceptual synonymy': the concept represents an entire
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transaction involving two agents and the thing which is exchanged.9 The mapping be-

tween financialInst( )/riverPart( ) and \bank" is `lexical ambiguity'. The map-

ping between the qlf-predicate \rent" and the lexemes \hire/rent" exempli�es `lexical

synonymy'. This ambiguity does not pose problems for the dialogue manager, since the

reasoning component only knows the conceptual lexicon mappings, and the mapping

from hireEvent( , , , ) is unambiguous to the qlf-predicate \rent".

The conceptual lexicon provides information not only about mappings between con-

cepts and NL content words, but also about how to resolve conceptual synonymy. Of

course, such resolution is not always necessary: the system need not be able to reason

about the distinction between two realisational possibilities from the point of view of

interpretation, so that the system can `understand' more than it can produce. We do

not go into details, but simply assume that the necessary distinctions can be made on

the basis of contextual information. For instance, the choice between \buy" and \sell"

is based on the view-point from which the concept buyEvent( , , , ) is discussed in

the dialogue context. As shown in Figure 8.1, conceptual lexicon maps the second

argument of buyEvent( , , , ) onto the subject of \buy" but onto the bene�ciary of

\sell" (which would be expressed by a prepositional phrase `to someone' in the surface

contribution), while the last argument is mapped onto the subject of \sell" but onto

the source of \buy" (which would be expressed by a prepositonal phrase `from some-

one' in the surface contribution).10 If the second argument of buyEvent( , , , ) is

instantiated but the fourth one is not, the preferred lexical choice is \buy", because

this allows the system to generate an active sentence instead of a passive one.11 If both

arguments are instantiated, information about the previous surface contributions can

be used.

9A better name for the concept onto which \buy" and \sell" are mapped would be `transaction',

but here we follow the PLUS World Model and Conceptual Lexicon (Cavalli et al., 1992b).
10The �rst and third arguments of buyEvent( , , , ) are mapped onto the event variables, and

the objects of the predicates, respectively.
11It is assumed that a passive sentence is preferred if the subject-argument of the predicate is

uninstantiated. Of course, other contextual factors may require the choice to be `sell' (e.g. the topic

of the dialogue concerns selling rather than buying), when more sophisticated linguistic rules would

be needed to enforce a passive sentence instead of an active one.
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The conceptual lexicon also contains information about syntactic well-formedness con-

straints of di�erent lexemes, such as that the verb `buy' subcategorises for a subject

and an object and that a full sentence requires them both to be present. We refer to

the PLUS Conceptual lexicon for further details (Cavalli et al., 1992b).

8.4 Examples

In the analysis of a user contribution, every realised qlf-predicate is an explicit concept

which appears in the content of some explicit expressive attitude. A contribution may

also give rise to concepts which are revealed in the interpretation process itself, as a

result of �tting the contribution into a particular context. These concepts are not tied

to any syntactic-semantic expressions of the surface contribution, but to the whole

contribution via the implicit (expressive and evocative) attitudes that the contribution

has given rise to.

For instance, user contribution 67 has the semantic representation given below.

(67) I need a car.

[i(_u),num(_u,sg),case(_u,nom),def(_u),need(_n,_u,_c),

stype(_n,finf),tense(_n,pres-time),num(_n,sg),pers(_n,st),

forsome(_c),car(_c),num(_c,sg),case(_c,acc),kind(_c,countn)]

The qlf-predicates are mapped onto world model concepts via the conceptual lexicon,

and the concepts are instantiated as discourse referents in the Context Model, if not

already present there. The explicit expressive attitude concerns the user's statement

that she needs a car, and the explicit concepts are: user(u) (the �rst person singu-

lar pronoun is interpreted as referring to the user), needEvent(n,u,c) and car(c).12

12The indices refer to the appropriate entities in the Context Model. We have made a simpli�cation

here in that the intensional object `car' is expressed as an extensional discourse referent in the Context

Model, which is of course semantically inappropriate.
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Explicit attitudes are assumed to be known by both partners (because the partici-

pants speak the same language and they are cooperative agents, the interpretation of

explicitly expressed concepts is assumed to result in the same set of attitudes).

When the interpretation continues, the reasoning brings in new concepts. In this par-

ticular example, the system assumes that the user wants to have a car, and the content

of the implicit expressive attitude thus includes the concepts wantEvent(w,u,h) and

haveEvent(h,u,c) (cf. the expressive attitudes given for the contribution in Figure 8.2

below). However, these concepts are not added to the set of discourse referents. This

is because implicit attitudes represent the system's private interpretation of the user

contribution and this may be incompatible with what the user intended to express:

e.g. the user may be looking for information on how to get to the airport, not how to

get a car.

In the generation of a system response, the process of determining the joint purpose

selects the relevant concepts to be conveyed to the user. These concepts are considered

implicit until they are realised lexically on the surface level. Every concept that is

realisable can be explicit, and those concepts which cannot be realised can only be

implicit. If a relevant concept cannot be lexically realised (i.e. it cannot be explicit),

but it cannot be inferred from the context either (i.e. it cannot be implicit), the goal

contains information that obviously cannot be conveyed to the user. Replanning can

take place: e.g. a possible compound word must be expressed by its parts (`car hire

company' > `a company which hires out cars') or the whole goal must be revised (in-

stead of asking if the user wants a chau�eur-driven or a self-drive car, the system can

ask if the user can drive). The information may also become inferable if the context is

augmented with appropriate concepts (for instance, `one-way rental' can be explained

by introducing the concepts of travelling, source location and destination location).

Constructive dialogue management actually supports the augmentation of context so

that a richer set of implications can be derived on the basis of introduced discourse

referents and other contextual information. Of course, the augmention requires com-

municative competence from the speaker, since the richer context usually also allows a

larger set of unwanted implicatures to be drawn.
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All the concepts that occur in the content of the evoked system intentions are called

`Goal Concepts', since they express the content of the system goal. One of the Goal

Concepts is CC, the discourse referent which is talked about, and NewInfo is also

distinguished. Examples (68) and (69) exemplify these concepts in two goals.

(68) `The system wants to know whether the user wants to buy or rent a car'

want(s,know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),

hireEvent(r,u,c,_),buyEvent(b,u,c,_),disj(d,b,r)]))))

Goal Concepts: wantEvent(w,u,d), car(c), user(u),disj(d,b,r),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_), hireEvent(r,u,c,_)

NewInfo: disj(d,buyEvent(b,u,c_), hireEvent(h,u,c,_))

Current CC: car(c)

(69) `The system wants the user to know that there are 12 car hire companies

`in Bolton'

want(s,know(u,[cardinality(setOf(co, cos),12),

carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)]))

Goal Concepts: cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),2),1

carHireCompany(co), location(co,bolton)

NewInfo: cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),2)1

Current CC: carHireCompany(co)

Example (68) can be studied in the following contexts:

� At the beginning of the dialogue, the user contribution is I need a car with the

expressive and evocative attitudes as described in Figure 6.7, repeated here as

Figure 8.2.

� At the beginning of the dialogue, the user contribution is I want a car with the

the expressive and evocative attitudes as described in Figure 8.3.

Following the generation algorithm introduced in Section 6.3.2, the realisation of the

goal starts from NewInfo, and its relevance in the context is checked by the Relevance

Criteria. The di�erence in the contexts is that the explicit attitudes in Context 8.2

concern needing a car while those in Context 8.3 concern wanting a car. The ellip-

tical realisation of NewInfo (Buy or rent?) is Consistent in both contexts, but its

Accuracy and Validity di�ers in them. The problematic concept is the Goal Concept

wantEvent(w,u,d) which in Context 8.2 is implicit but in Context 8.3 explicit. In

the former context, the concept wantEvent(w,u,d) belongs to the system's private in-

terpretation of the user's explicitly expressed attitudes (the system has reasoned that
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EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

explicit want(u,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]))

implicit want(u,know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

explicit want(u,want(s,know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]))),

implicit want(u,want(s,know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]),

know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]),

know(s,know(u,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c, ),

buyEvent(b,u,c, ),disj(d,b,r)]))

Figure 8.2: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user con-

tribution I need a car.

needing a car means wanting to have a car which for its part means wanting either

to buy or rent a car, since these two alternatives are the only information that the

system can �nd from its knowledge base to `explain' the user need), while in the latter

context it is part of the mutually known dialogue context. Ellipsis is thus considered

Accurate and Valid in the latter context, since all the Goal Concepts (besides NewInfo)

are mutually known (or inferable) in the immediate context and the user's evocative

attitudes have been appropriately addressed. However, in Context 8.2 ellipsis is consid-

ered Inaccurate and Invalid: the system cannot assume that this piece of information

is implicitly communicated in an elliptical contribution, since the user may not be fa-

miliar with the system's knowledge base and its `explanations'. To remedy Inaccuracy

and Invalidity, the concept of the user's want is added to the Agenda of the concepts

to be realised. Syntactic constraints require that the object of the `buy/rent' predicate

is explicit in the surface contribution, and we assume that this actually leads to the

generation of the full sentence Do you want to buy or rent one?.13

Example (69) can be studied in the following contexts:

� At the beginning of the dialogue, the user contribution is Are there any car hire

13The pronoun \one" is preferred to \a car", since this realises the Central Concept of the

contribution.
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EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

explicit want(u,know(s,[user(u),wantEvent(w3,u,c3),car(c3)])

implicit want(u,know(s,[wantEvent(w3,u,h3),haveEvent(h3,u,c3),user(u),car(c3)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

explicit want(u,want(s,know(s,[user(u),wantEvent(w3,u,c3),car(c3)]))),

implicit want(u,want(s,know(s,[wantEvent(w3,u,h3),haveEvent(h3,u,c3),user(u),car(c3)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[user(u),wantEvent(w,u,c),car(c)]),

know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]),

know(s,know(u,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c, ),

buyEvent(b,u,c, ),disj(d,b,r)]))

Figure 8.3: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user con-

tribution I want a car.

companies in Bolton? with the expressive and evocative attitudes as described

in Figure 6.9, repeated here as Figure 8.4.

� At the beginning of the dialogue, the user contribution is How many car hire

companies are there in Bolton with the the expressive and evocative attitudes as

described in Figure 8.5.

EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,know(u,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,want(s,know(u,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])

know(s,[cardinality(setOf(co, cos),12),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])

know(s,know(u,showall(12,carHireCompany(co))))

Figure 8.4: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user contri-

bution Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?

As in the previous example, the planning starts from NewInfo which is now the car-

dinality of the set of car hire companies in Bolton.14 In Context 8.5 its elliptical

14Since the number of companies exceeds a certain limit, set in our case to 5, the cardinality rather

than the list of companies is considered NewInfo.
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EXPRESSIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,know(u,

[cardinality(setOf(co, cos), C),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)]))

EVOCATIVE ATTITUDES OF THE INPUT:

want(u,want(s,know(u,

[cardinality(setOf(co, cos), C),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])))

EVOKED ATTITUDES FOR THE RESPONSE:

know(s,[cardinality(setOf(co, cos),12),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])

know(s,know(u,showall(13,carHireCompany(co))))

Figure 8.5: Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes of the user contri-

bution How many car hire companies are there in Bolton?

realisation as 12. is Accurate, Consistent, Valid and Free From False Implicatures.

However, in Context 8.4, the elliptical 12. is not appropriate at all. The contribution

is Consistent and Free From False Implicatures, but not Accurate (it does not express

the existence of car hire companies), nor Valid (it does not address the user's evoca-

tive attitudes about the existence of car hire companies). To remedy this, the system

has to express explicitly the attitude concerning the existence of car hire companies.

This can be done in two ways: either the system makes the contribution Accurate by

realising the `existence' attitude in the surface contribution, or it addresses the user's

evocative attitudes and makes the contribution Valid by providing an explicit answer

to the user question. In the former case, the result is a full sentence15: There are 12 car

hire �rms in Bolton. which is also Valid. In the latter case, two elliptical expressions

are produced: Yes. 12. and the contribution is Accurate as well. The order of the

elliptical expressions is determined by the heuristics which says that explicit address-

ing of previous evocative attitudes comes �rst in the contribution. The choice between

which criteria to ful�l �rst is based on contextual reasoning. We assume that the sys-

tem attempts to ful�l Validity before Accuracy: it is more cooperative and considerate

to ensure that the partner's evocative attitudes are ful�lled than to ensure that one's

own goal is accurately conveyed. Failing to ful�l the user's evocative attitudes is more

prone to convey unwanted implicatures than failing to ful�l Accuracy. The user is

15We assume that existence is explicitly expressed by the existential there is/there are construction.
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not aware of the system's own goals, but if the system does not address the evocative

attitudes of the user goal, there must be a reason for this; had the system understood

the evocation, it would have provided the expected response.

If the response had been based on the realisation of the `existence' attitude, the contri-

bution Yes would have been Valid (it addresses the user's evocative attitudes), but not

Accurate (NewInfo is not conveyed at all) nor Free From False Implicatures. It would

have carried the wrong implicature that the system does not know how many car hire

companies there are in Bolton (had the system known the cardinality, it would have

come up with an answer that speci�es this).

This example shows that the order in which the Relevance Criteria are applied is

crucial to the surface realisation of the goal. Although the result must satisfy all the

criteria simultaneously, the order of their satisfaction determines what kind of syntactic

constructions are available. We consider this another important sign of the interaction

between strategic and tactical planning and a support for our claim that communicative

knowledge can be successfully used to bridge the generation gap.

The implicitness of existentiality here can be supported by the fact that an explicit

con�rmation marker yes is preferred to a simple existential sentence in the example

below:

(70) U: Do you know if there are any car hire companies in Bolton?

S10: Yes. There are 12 car hire companies in Bolton.

S11: *There are 12 car hire companies in Bolton.

The request for the number of car hire companies in Bolton is embedded syntactically

deeper than in the original example: the question about existentiality is embedded in

the yes-no question about the hearer's knowledge. The inference chain to reach the

indirect request seems to be too long to warrant an explanatory answer without also

providing an explicit response to either of the surface yes-no-questions. Notice that the

con�rmation is ambiguous with respect to which yes-no question it addresses (`Do you

know' or `Are there'), but this does not hinder the communication of relevant concepts.

The ambiguity would only become problematic if the response were a simple `yes'.
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8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we studied how the system plans the surface level representation of its

responses. We assumed that the communicative goal of the system is given. The dis-

tinction between goal formulation and response planning concerns now the implicitness

and explicitness of the communicative content: goal formulation determines the desir-

able next state of the dialogue and thus selects the concepts that must be explicitly

or implicitly communicated, while response planning determines the concepts which

are explicitly communicated to the partner. Both are based on communicative princi-

ples, and can e�ectively inuence the surface realisation: the generation gap between

content planning and realisation can thus be bridged.

Explicitness is operationalised via the `Responsiveness Principle' and the `Minimalism

Principle', corollaries of ideal cooperation and rational agenthood. The communicative

goal contains the focussed information which the system is to communicate explicitly

or implicitly to the user. The response planner augments and organises these concepts

into a response in such a way that it addresses the coherence and cooperativeness

requirements of the current dialogue state. The planning process is guided by four

relevance criteria which constrain cooperative and successful communication with the

help of the speakers' intentions and beliefs encoded in the expressive and evocative

attitudes. Each concept that is explicitly expressed must be relevant according to the

relevance criteria.

The motivation for the response is to exchange information, and thus the speaker needs

to express explicitly only the information that the partner is not assumed to know.

Repetition of old contextual information triggers an inference procedure concerning

the motivation for giving such information.
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Chapter 9

Implementation

In this chapter, we describe how the principles of CAA can be implemented in a

dialogue system. We describe the implementation of a dialogue manager which can

handle simple information seeking dialogues. Development was done in SICStus Prolog

version 2.1, running under UNIXTM on a Sun Sparc Station SLC.

The dialogue manager is not fully robust in its interpretative capabilities, but we

believe that the basic principles implemented in the prototype are also valid for full-

scale dialogue systems.

9.1 Data structures

Crucial to any dialogue system explicitly based on pragmatic principles is the notion

that the context inuences both interpretation and the planning of responses. If we

model the behaviour of the dialogue participant by a series of processes (from inter-

pretation to response planning), we see the context as a shared memory which is both

updated by and accessed by those processes. The memory contains more or less per-

sistent data. This includes memory of past dialogue events (utterances) which persist

until forgotten (a phenomenon that we greatly simplify here). It also includes infor-

mation which is subject to change. For example, the Central Concept is subject to
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constant change, and the representation of the speakers' mental states such as beliefs

and intentions may change as a consequence of dialogue events. The most obvious way

to model the context in Prolog is to implement it as data structures in the assertional

database which persist until explicitly retracted.

The implementation is based on context updates and the dynamic knowledge base

called Context Model is the basis of reasoning. The Context Model consists of the

following data structures (explained in Chapter 6).

Contribution:

User and system contributions are recorded in a predicate contr/3 whose arguments

describe the `overt' properties of the contribution. The �rst argument is the sequential

number of the contribution in the course of the dialogue, the second one encodes the

speaker as the constant u (user) or s (system), and the third argument encodes the

input sentence as a string of words:

contr(ContrNumber,Speaker,Sentence).

Goal:

The communicative goal of a contribution is stored as a three-place predicate goal/3.

The �rst argument refers to the contribution whose goal is in question, the second

argument is the owner of the goal (the speaker of the contribution), and the third

argument is a list of desirable states. We assume that each contribution is associated

with exactly one communicative goal, and if a goal consists of several desirable states,

these are rhetorically related to each other and support the same goal:

goal(ContrNumber,Speaker,GoalStates).

goal(2,s,[know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),user(u),car(c),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_),disj(d,b,r)])]).
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Unful�lled Goals:

The system has its own `private goals', formulated on the basis of its role as an infor-

mation provider. If such a goal is not ful�lled, either because the system has followed

a related user initiative or because the user has deliberately left the system initiative

unaddressed, the unful�lled goal is stacked for possible future ful�lment. The predicate

unfulfilledGoals/2 encodes an unful�lled goal. The �rst argument is the contribu-

tion which introduced the goal, and the second argument is the goal which needs to be

ful�lled in the course of the dialogue.

unfulfilledGoals(ContrNumber,UnfulfilledGoal).

Expressive, evocative and evoked attitudes:

The system entertains three sets of attitudes: expressive, evocative and evoked, refer-

ring to the attitudes that the speaker expresses, intends to evoke in the hearer, and

presupposes, respectively. These are encoded as two-place predicates ex/2, ec/2 and

ev/2, respectively. The �rst argument in each predicate refers to the contribution they

belong to, and the second argument is an attitude:

ex(ContrNumber,Attitude).

ec(ContrNumber,Attitude).

ev(ContrNumber,Attitude).

Each attitude is encoded in the attitude language, briey described below. The atti-

tude consists of the attitude operator, the participant whose attitude is in question,

and the content. The attitude operator is either `want', `know' or `know-ref', referring

to intention and beliefs about the truth-value of a proposition and value for a referent,

respectively. The participant is either `s' or `u', depending on whether the attitude is

held by the system or the user, respectively. The content is either another attitude

(nested attitudes), or a list of world-model concepts. The examples below give expres-

sive attitudes for the user wanting the system to know that the user needs a car and the

system wanting to know the location of a hire-event, evocative attitudes for the user
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wanting the system to want to know that the user needs a car, and the system wanting

the user to want the system to know the location of a hire-event, and �nally, the evoked

attitude for the system knowing that the user knows the location of a hire-event.

ex(1,want(u,know(s,[needEvent(n,u,c),user(u),car(c)]))).

ex(4,want(s,know-ref(s,[location(h,_),hireEvent(h,u,c,_),user(u),

car(c)]))).

ec(1,want(u,want(s,know(s,[needEvent(n,u,c),user(u),car(c)])))).

ec(4,want(s,want(u,know-ref(s,[location(h,_),hireEvent(h,u,c,_),

user(u),car(c)])))).

ev(4,know(s,know-ref(u,[location(h,_),hireEvent(h,u,c,_),user(u),

car(c)]))).

Discourse referents:

Discourse referents are instantiated world model concepts that have been introduced

in the course of the dialogue. They are produced from the content of the expressed

attitudes, and they are encoded in the one-place predicates dr/1 whose only argument

is the instantiated world model concept. The argument is the whole concept and not

just the index of a concept:

dr(hireEvent(h,u,c,_)).

dr(car(c)).

Central Concept:

Each contribution has a Central Concept which is a discourse referent being currently

talked about. Central Concept is encoded as a two-place predicate1 topic/2 whose

�rst argument refers to the contribution in question, and the second argument is a

discourse referent (not just the index of the discourse referent, but the whole concept):

topic(ContrNumber,CentralConcept).

topic(2,car(c)).

topic(4,hireEvent(h,u,c,_)).

1In earlier development of the work, Central Concept was called `topic'.
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NewInfo:

The new information conveyed in each contribution is encoded in the predicate new/2.

A contribution may contain several concepts that are new information, and these are

encoded as separate predicates with the same �rst argument. Most often NewInfo is a

single concept.

new(ContrNumber,NewInfo).

new(1,needEvent(n,u,c)).

new(1,user(u)).

new(1,car(c)).

new(2,disj(d,b,r)).

InfoGathered:

The information which has been gathered for a database search is encoded in the

predicate infoGathered/2. The �rst argument is in a database query format as a

table with slots �lled with the information gathered so far, and the second argument

is a list of world model concept that specify the query:

infoGathered(Query,Specs).

infoGathered([carHireCompany,_,_,_,bolton,_],

[existq(co),location(co,bolton)]).

9.2 Control structure

The implementation is based on the task division given in Figure 9.1. Dashed boxes

refer to the natural language front end.

The interaction with the user consists of three tasks (processes, phases): accept an

input, interpret the input and react to the input. Acceptance deals with the evalu-

ation of contact and perception: reading and parsing the input. Interpretation, the

details of which we simplify here, is divided into two subtasks: getting the user goal
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and determining the thematic coherence of the contribution, i.e. Central Concept and

NewInfo. Reaction includes evaluation of, and response to, the user goal. Evaluation

is divided into three subtasks: basic requirements (the check whether the system is

willing and able to continue and perceive contributions), shared intention (the system

reasons about the joint purpose), and understanding (the system formulates its own

goal on the basis of joint purpose, world knowledge and application knowledge). Re-

sponding consists of three tasks: complying with the system obligations, determining

Central Concept, and planning the surface level representation of the response. The

QLF-representation is output to the surface generator which produces the appropriate

string of words.

The program is started by calling the predicate st/0 which is as follows:

st :-

systemContribution0,

initialise,!, /* from initial.pl */

caa,!,

again.

The initial situation is such that there is contact but no perception of user input, and

the system's greeting contribution has taken place. The initialisation of the context is

done by initialise/0 by asserting the following facts in the knowledge base:

contact(t). contact exists

perception(nil). no perception

contr(0,sys,'Welcome to EYP. Please state your query.').

initial system contribution

goal(0,s,[know(u,_)]). system goal is to provide information to the user

dr(system(s)). system is the only discourse referent

infoGathered([]). no information gathered for database search

ex(0,want(s,know(u,_))). system has expressed that it wants the user

to know something (information about YP)

ec(0,want(s,want(u,know(u,_)))). system wants to evoke the user's want to

know something (information about YP)

topic(nil,nil). no previous Central Concept

topic(0,greet). Central Concept is to greet

new(0,greet). new information is to greet
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The main predicate is caa/0 which is as follows:

caa :-

accept(N,Input),!,

interpret(N,Input),!,

react(N),!, /* from rp.pl */

caa. /* expect a user response */

The predicates interpret/2 and react/1 correspond to the dialogue manager. The

natural language front-end is embedded in the predicates accept/2 and react/1, see

below.

When the response has been given to the user, caa/0 is called again, thus enabling a

dialogue between the system and the user. The dialogue can be terminated by the user

by explicit closing phrase (Bye).

9.3 Acceptance of the user contribution

The predicate accept/2 takes care of establishing the contact and perception, as-

serting the user contribution with the input sentence, and parsing. It delivers the

QLF-representation of the input sentence.

accept(N,Parsed) :-

contact(t),

retract(perception(_)),

read(Input),

contrNumb(N),

asserta(contr(N,user,Input)),

parser(N,Input,Parsed),

nl,write('Parse: '),nl,write(Parsed),nl,nl.

Contact and perception are handled by the two predicates contact/1 and perception/1.

Their single argument is `t' or `nil' depending on whether the system has contact with

the user and is able to perceive her contributions. Most often these basic requirements

of communication are ful�lled once the user has started the program. However, these

predicates are not only `theoretical sugar'. If the user has not provided any input for
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a certain length of time, the system can conclude that there is no contact any more

and close the connection (cf. the discussion in Section 2.3.2 on the problema of closing

in the collected dialogue corpus). This can be done via calls to UNIX routines. The

system's ability to `perceive' can be understood as its capability to parse (see below).

9.3.1 Parsing

We assume an existing Categorial Grammar-based Prolog parser, described in Lager

and Black (1994). The system's `perception' is de�ned on the basis of the parser being

able to produce a QLF-representation of the surface string of words. If the parser can

parse the input sentence, perception is agged `ok'. If the parser cannot produce any

parse, perception is agged `nil', and the evaluation process results in the goal `beAble'

(system wants to be able to parse).

parser(N,In,Sem) :-

parse(In), /* from cky_ccg_parser.p */

parse_result(_:Sem),!. /* from cky_ccg_parser.p */

assert(perception(t)),!.

parser(_,_,[]) :-

assert(perception(nil)),!.

The parser parses the input string into a quasi-logical form. The quasi-logical form is

a conjunction of semantic predicates, used in the PLUS project and further developed

later. The representation is described in Jokinen (1993a). Parser results for some

possible user inputs are listed below.

parser(_,'I need a car',

[i(_u),num(_u,sg),case(_u,nom),def(_u),need(_n,_u,_c),

stype(_n,finf),tense(_n,pres-time),num(_n,sg),pers(_n,st),

forsome(_c),car(_c),num(_c,sg),case(_c,acc),kind(_c,countn)]).

parser(_,'Rent',

[rent(_r,_1,_2),stype(_r,finf),tense(_r,pres-time),num(_r,_3),

pers(_r,_4)]).

parser(_,'In Bolton',

[in(_i,_2,_b),pname(_b,bolton),def(_b),num(_b,sg),case(_b,acc)]).
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parser(_,'Are there any car hire companies in Bolton',

[interrog(_1),existq(_c),forsome(_c),carhirecompany(_c),

num(_c,pl),case(_c,nom),kind(_c,countn),in(_i,_c,_b),

pp-def(_i),pname(_b,bolton),def(_b),num(_b,sg),case(_b,acc)]).

parser(_,'How many car hire companies are there in Bolton',

[interrog(_1),how_many(_c),carhirecompany(_c),

num(_c,pl),case(_c,nom),kind(_c,countn),existq(_c),

stype(_1,finf),tense(_1,pres-time),num(_1,pl),pers(_1,rd),

in(_i,_c,_b),pp(_i),pname(_b,bolton),def(_b),num(_b,sg),

case(_b,acc)]).

parser(_,'Are there any vegetarian restaurants in Manchester',

[interrog(_1),existq(_r),forsome(_r),vegetarian(_2,_r),

basef(_2),restaurant(_r),num(_r,pl),case(_r,nom),

kind(_r,countn),in(_i,_r,_m),pp-def(_i),pname(_m,manchester),

def(_m),num(_m,sg),case(_m,acc)]).

parser(_,'Is the Tandoori Kitchen an Indian restaurant',

[interrog(_1),be(_1),stype(_1,finf),tense(_1,pres-time),

num(_1,sg),pers(_1,rd),pname(_tk,'Tandoori Kitchen'),

def(_tk),num(_tk,sg),case(_tk,nom),forsome(_tk),

indian(_2,_tk),basef(_2),restaurant(_tk),num(_tk,sg),

case(_tk,nom),kind(_tk,countn)]).

parser(_,'What Chinese restaurants are there in Rusholme',

[interrog(_1),what(_r),chinese(_2,_r),basef(_2),

restaurant(_r),num(_r,pl),case(_r,nom),kind(_r,countn),

existq(_r),stype(_1,finf),tense(_1,pres-time),num(_1,pl),

pers(_1,rd),in(_i,_1,_ru),pp(_i),pname(_ru,rusholme),

def(_ru),num(_ru,sg),case(_ru,acc)]).

parser(_,'I need food',

[i(_u),num(_u,sg),case(_u,nom),def(_u),need(_n,_u,_f),

stype(_n,finf),tense(_n,pres-time),num(_n,sg),pers(_n,st),

food(_f),num(_f,sg),case(_f,acc),kind(_f,massn)]).

parser(_,'I want a car',

[i(_u),num(_u,sg),case(_u,nom),def(_u),want(_w,_u,_c),

stype(_w,finf),tense(_w,pres-time),num(_w,sg),pers(_n,st),

forsome(_c),car(_c),num(_c,sg),case(_c,acc),kind(_c,countn)]).

parse(_,'What types of restaurants do you list',

[interrog(_1),what(_t),type(_t),num(_t,pl),case(_t,nom),

kind(_t,countn),of(_o,_t,_r),restaurant(_r),num(_r,pl),

case(_r,acc),kind(_r,countn),you(_s),num(_s,nd),case(_s,nom),

list(_l,_s,_r),stype(_l,finf),tense(_l,pres-time),num(_l,sg),

pers(_l,nd)]).
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parse(_,'List all car hire companies',

[imper(_1),list(_l,_s,_c),stype(_l,imper),tense(_l,pres-time),

num(_l,sg),pers(_l,nd),all(_c),carhirecompany(_c),num(_c,pl),

case(_c,acc),kind(_c,countn)]).

9.4 Interpretation of the user contribution

The thesis concentrates on dialogue management and planning of system responses,

and thus interpretation of user contributions is not implemented in its full form. The

interpretation is handled by the predicate interpret/2. It takes the contribution

number and QLF-representation as its input and updates the contextual knowledge

base with the user goal, the expressive and evocative attitudes associated with the

goal and with Central Concept and NewInfo of the contribution. The predicate has no

output variables: its operation is shown in the knowledge base updates.

The predicate interpret/2 contains three predicates: translate/3, userGoal/3 and

userObligations/3. The �rst one translates the semantic representation into WM

concepts, the second one takes care of the interpretation of the user contribution with

respect to the Context Model, world model and communicative principles, and the

last one checks that user obligations are ful�lled and updates the context accordingly.

Since the work has concentrated on the planning and generation side, the predicate

interpret/2 is currently only partially implemented in the system.

interpret(N,Parsed) :-

translate(Parsed,Concepts,Mood),

userGoal(N,Concepts,Goal),

userObligations(N,Goal,Mood).

9.4.1 Translation of the semantic representation

The QLF-representation is translated into world model concepts via a bidirectional

conceptual lexicon. The predicate translate/3 deals with this task:
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translate(Parsed,Concepts,Mood) :-

mood(Parsed,Mood,Pars),

qlfToConc(Pars,Concepts).

The predicate mood/3 distinguishes the surface communicative act (statement, ques-

tion, request) on the basis of the sentence mood: declarative, interrogative, and imper-

ative. Sentence mood is separated from the rest of the parser output, and used later

in asserting the user-related obligations into the context.

The predicate qlfToConc/2does the translation from QLF-predicates into world model

concepts. The mappings between QLF-predicates and world model concepts are speci-

�ed in the conceptual lexicon which can be used both in interpretation and generation.

There are three types of QLF-predicates: content-word predicates, auxiliary predi-

cates and ignored predicates. Content-word predicates correspond to WM concepts

which can occur as discourse referents, auxiliary predicates are translated into auxil-

iary concepts which specify the goal, but do not contribute to the population of the

discourse world, and ignored predicates are left out of the conceptual representation

because these are assumed to have no impact on the reasoning. Auxiliary semantic

predicates are e.g. those related to there-constructions (are there, is there), cardinality

(how many), proper names and di�erent restaurant types and they correspond to con-

cepts `existq', `cardinality', `pname' and `typeof', respectively. Ignored QLF-predicates

are for instance `tense', `def', `case' and `pp-def'. Of course, what is ignored depends

on the structure of the world model and the reasoning it is designed to perform { our

world model mainly reasons about events, objects and their relations.

qlfToConc([],[]).

qlfToConc([Lex|Lexs],[Conc|Concs]) :-

cl(Lex,Conc),!, /* from cl.pl */

qlfToConc(Lexs,Concs).

qlfToConc([Lex|Lexs],Concs) :-

ignore(Lex),!, /* from cl.pl */

qlfToConc(Lexs,Concs).

qlfToConc([Lex|Lexs],[unknown(Lex)|Conc]) :-

qlfToConc(Lexs,Conc).

A part of the the small conceptual lexicon is shown below:
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/* event(evVar,Subj,Obj,Company) */

cl(rent(_e,_x,_y,_p),hireEvent(_e,_x,_y,_p)).

cl(buy(_e,_x,_y),buyEvent(_e,_x,_y,_z,_p)).

cl(sell(_e,_x,_y),buyEvent(_e,_z,_y,_x,_p)).

cl(steal(_e,_x,_y),stealEvent(_e,_x,_y,_p)).

/* object(objVar) */

cl(company(_x),companies(_x)).

cl(car(_x),car(_x)).

cl(bike(_x),bike(_x)).

cl(restaurant(_x),restaurant(_x)).

/* restaurant type adjectives */

cl(chinese(_x,_y),typeof(_y,chinese)).

cl(french(_x,_y),typeof(_y,french)).

cl(indian(_x,_y),typeof(_y,indian)).

cl(italian(_x,_y),typeof(_y,italian)).

/* specs needed in db-search */

cl(how_many(_c),cardinality(setOf(_c,_Cs),_s)).

cl(existq(_c),existq(_c)).

cl(pname(_p,_s),pname(_p,_s)).

/* ignore these in the WM translation */

ignore(case(_,_)).

ignore(pers(_,_)).

ignore(num(_,_)).

ignore(tense(_,_)).

9.4.2 Recognition of the user goal

The user's communicative goal is a list of belief states that represent the desired next

state in the dialogue. The user may also have other goals that the system is not aware

of. For instance, the user may be planning a trip to Europe and thus needs to know

about car hire possibilities. However, the role of a simple information provider does

not require the system to understand any other user goals except those related to

requesting and receiving information on a particular topic. The task structure is thus

very simple, and the communicative goals become the goals that the system attempts

to recognise.

The implementation of the predicate userGoal/4 is beyond the chosen scope of the
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thesis. It takes care of the recognition of the user goal and NewInfo, determination of

the Central Concept and the context updates. Input to userGoal/4 is contribution

number, grammatical mood and the translated concepts, and output is the user goal.

An approximation to its de�nition used in our implementation is given below.

userGoal(N,Mood,Concepts,Goal) :-

goalRecognition(N,Mood,Concepts,Goal,New),!,

assertGoal(N,u,Goal,New),

assertDrs(Concepts),

nl,write('User Goal: '),nl,write(Goal),nl,nl,

ccFilterA(N,Concepts,Goal,CC),!, /* from topic.pl */

nl,write('Central Concept: '),write(CC),nl,

write('NewInfo: '),write(New),nl,nl.

The following list summarises the output of goalRecognition/5 for some user inputs.

The actual user input is given in italics, and the three lists refer to the corresponding

WM concepts, the assumed user goal and the NewInfo of the contribution. The content

of the goal is expressed as a list of world model concepts.

I need a car:

goalRecognition(_,decl,

[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)],

[know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])],

[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]).

Rent: (after the question 'Do you want to buy or rent a car?')

goalRecognition(_,decl,

[hireEvent(r,u,c,_)],

[know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,r),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),user(u),car(c)])],

[hireEvent(r,u,c,_)]).

In Bolton: (after the question 'Where do you want to rent a car?)

goalRecognition(_,decl,

[location(r,b),pname(b,bolton)],

[know(s,[location(r,bolton),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),user(u),car(c)])],

[location(r,bolton)]).

Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,b),pname(b,bolton)],

[know(u,[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])],

[existq(co)]).
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How many car hire companies are there in Bolton?:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),_C),carHireCompany(co),existq(co),

location(co,b),pname(b,bolton)],

[know(u,[cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),_C),carHireCompany(co),

location(co,bolton)])],

[cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),_C)]).

Are there any vegetarian restaurants in Manchester:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),restaurant(re),location(re,m),

pname(m,manchester)],

[know(u,[existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),restaurant(re),

location(re,manchester)])],

[existq(re)]).

Is Tandoori Kitchen an Indian restaurant?:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[pname(tk,'Tandoori Kitchen'),typeof(tk,indian),restaurant(tk)],

[know(u,[pname(tk,'Tandoori Kitchen'),typeof(tk,indian),restaurant(tk)])],

[typeof(tk,indian)]).

What Chinese restaurants are there in Rusholme?:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[typeof(x,chinese),restaurant(x),existq(x),location(x,ru),

pname(ru,rusholme)],

[know(u,[typeof(x,chinese),restaurant(x),existq(x),location(x,rusholme)])],

[typeof(x,chinese)]).

What Indian restaurants are there in Rusholme?:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[typeof(xi,indian),restaurant(xi),existq(xi),location(xi,ru),

pname(ru,rusholme)],

[know(u,[typeof(xi,indian),restaurant(xi),existq(xi),location(xi,rusholme)])],

[typeof(xi,indian)]).

I want a car:

goalRecognition(_,decl,

[user(u),wantEvent(w3,u,c3),car(c3)],

[know(s,[wantEvent(w3,u,h3),haveEvent(h3,u,c3),user(u),car(c3)])],

[user(u),wantEvent(w3,u,c3),car(c3)]).

What types of restaurants do you list:

goalRecognition(_,interrog,

[whattypes(rs,_),restaurant(rs),system(s),listEvent(l,s,rs)],

[know(u,[whattypes(rs,_),restaurant(rs)])],

[whattypes(rs,_)]).
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List all carhirecompanies:

goalRecognition(_,imper,

[listEvent(l2,s,co2),listall(co2,_),carHireCompany(co2)],

[do(s,[listall(co2,_),carHireCompany(co2)])],

[listall(co2,_)]).

After inferring the user goal, the Central Concept is abduced from the user goal and the

existing discourse referents. The predicate ccFilterA/4 deals with the CC determi-

nation, and it is shown below together with the expected output for some user inputs.

The three �rst arguments of the predicate are input arguments corresponding to the

contribution number, the list of surface concepts, user goal and the last argument is

the output, the Central Concept.

ccFilterA(N,SurfConc,Goal,CC) :-

ccCandidatesRec(N,SurfConc,Goal,Candidates),

prevTopic(N,Pcc),

possibleCC(Pcc,Candidates,Shifts),!,

nl,write('Possible user shifts: '),nl,write(Shifts),nl,nl,

chooseBest(N,Shifts,SurfConc,CC),!,

assertz(topic(N,CC)).

I need a car:

ccFilterA(_,

[user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)],

[knows(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])],

needEvent(n,u,c)).

Rent: (after the question 'Do you want to buy or rent a car?)

ccFilterA(_,

[hireEvent(r,u,c,_)],

[knows(s,[wantEvent(w,u,r),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),user(u),car(c)])],

car(c)).

In Bolton: (after the question ' Where would you like to rent a

car?)

ccFilterA(_,

[location(r,b),pname(b,bolton)],

[knows(s,[location(r,bolton),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),user(u),car(c)])],

hireEvent(r,u,c,_)).

Are there any car hire companies in Bolton?:

ccFilterA(_,

[existq(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,b),pname(b,bolton)],

[knows(u,[exists(co),carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])],

carHireCompany(co)).
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How many car hire companies are there in Bolton?:

ccFilterA(_,

[cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),_C),carHireCompany(co),

existq(co),location(co,b),pname(b,bolton)],

[knows(u,[cardinality(setOf(co,_cos),_C),

carHireCompany(co),location(co,bolton)])],

carHireCompany(co)).

Are there any vegetarian restaurants in Manchester:

ccFilterA(_,

[existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),restaurant(re),

location(re,m),pname(m,manchester)],

[knows(u,[existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),restaurant(re),

location(re,manchester)])],

restaurant(re)).

Is Tandoori Kitchen an Indian restaurant?:

ccFilterA(_,

[pname(tk,'Tandoori Kitchen'),typeof(tk,indian),restaurant(tk)],

[know(u,[pname(tk,'Tandoori Kitchen'),typeof(tk,indian),

restaurant(tk)])],

restaurant(tk)).

What Chinese restaurants are there in Rusholme?:

ccFilterA(_,

[typeof(x,chinese),restaurant(x),existq(x),location(x,ru),

pname(ru,rusholme)],

[know(u,[typeof(x,chinese),restaurant(x),existq(x),

location(x,rusholme)])],

restaurant(x)).

What Indian restaurants are there in Rusholme?:

ccFilterA(_,

[typeof(xi,indian),restaurant(xi),existq(xi),location(xi,ru),

pname(ru,rusholme)],

[know(u,[typeof(xi,indian),restaurant(xi),existq(xi),

location(xi,rusholme)])],

restaurant(xi)).

I want a car:

ccFilterA(_,

[user(u),wantEvent(w3,u,c3),car(c3)],

[know(s,[wantEvent(w3,u,h3),haveEvent(h3,u,c3),user(u),car(c3)])],

wantEvent(w3,u,c3)).
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What types of restaurants do you list:

ccFilterA(_,

[whattypes(rs,_),restaurant(rs),system(s),listEvent(l,s,rs)],

[know(u,[whattypes(rs,_),restaurant(rs)])],

restaurant(rs)).

List all carhirecompanies:

ccFilterA(_,

[listEvent(l2,s,co2),listall(co2,_),carHireCompany(co2)],

[do(s,[listall(co2,_),carHireCompany(co2)])]

carHireCompany(co2)).

9.4.3 User obligations

Lastly, the system checks if the user obligations are ful�lled. The system `trusts' that

the user is a rational, cooperative agent and that the contribution ful�ls the obligations.

There are three types of obligations: sincerity (the user expresses and intends to evoke

true attitudes), motivation (the user has reason to her contribution which the system

can relate to its world model) and consideration (the user has consideration of the

system's ability to handle evocative intentions). The predicate userObligations/3

takes care of checking the obligations.

userObligations(N,Concepts,Goal) :-

sincere(N,Concepts),

motivated(N,Goal),

considerate(N,Goal).

9.5 Reaction to the user contribution

Our system takes a new pragmatics-based approach to generation, which attempts to

overcome the boundary problems between planning and realisation. Given the com-

municative goal of the system in terms of desirable next states of the dialogue, the

planner proceeds by re�ning the goal with respect to the contextual requirements and

communicative obligations. The context and communicative principles inuence not

only the goal determination (what is communicated to the user), but also how this
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knowledge is communicated to the user. We thus bridge the gap between the tradi-

tionally distinct what-to-say and how-to-say components (Meteer (1991) calls this the

`generation gap'), by gradual speci�cation of the system message and interleaving goal

formulation and response planning.

Figure 9.2 shows the control ow in the system's reaction to the user contribution. The

evaluation and response modules form the system's planner and generator.

The predicate react/1 controls the planning and surface generation of the system

response. Its only argument is the sequence number of the user contribution. It calls

the predicate evaluate/3which deals with the evaluation of the user contribution with

respect to the system's cooperativeness principles, world knowledge and application

domain, then updates the Context Model with the system goal and NewInfo, and

�nally calls respond/2 which takes care of the ful�lment of system obligations and

planning oriented towards surface realisation.

react(N) :-

evaluate(N,SGoal,New), /* from jointP.pl */

nl,write('Sys Goal: '),nl,writeNumberedLines(SGoal,0),nl,nl,

write('NewInfo: '),nl,write(New),nl,nl,

M is N + 1,

assertGoal(M,s,SGoal,New),!,

respond(M,SGoal),!. /* from rp.pl */

9.5.1 Evaluation of the user contribution

The requirements for ideal cooperative and full-blown communication deal with con-

tact, perception, understanding and trust that the partner behaves so that the re-

quirements are ful�lled. The partner's contribution is evaluated on each level and the

result of the evaluation is formulated as the system's response or incorporated in it

as feedback. We have simpli�ed the response planning process and left out feedback

mechanisms in our implementation.

The evaluation is dealt with by the predicate evaluate/3 which consists of three

predicates, basicRequirements/1, expectations/3 and understanding/4.
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Figure 9.2: The control ow of the system's reaction.
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evaluate(N,SGoal,New) :-

basicRequirements(Flag),

expectations(N,Flag,Shared),

understanding(N,Shared,SGoal,New),!.

Basic requirements

Contact and perception, the two basic requirements for full-blown communication, are

modelled by the predicate basicRequirements/1which checks the system's willingness

to continue the contact and whether the system was able to perceive the contribution.

They deal with the the evaluation of whether the basic requirements can still be con-

sidered valid and thus di�er from the basic requirements checked at the beginning of

the dialogue by the predicate accept/2: we are now dealing with the receiver's coop-

erativeness related to its willingness to continue contact and perception, and not with

the receiver's ability to contact and perceive at all as before. Willingness is tied to the

roles and power relations that the participants occupy in the dialogue, whereas ability

has to do with the initial setting in which the communication takes place.

The system is assumed to be always `willing' to continue contact, because of its role

as an obedient servant and a cooperative information provider. If the system occupied

another role in regard to the user, it could, of course, have more freedom in this

respect, e.g. it could be allowed to quit the dialogue.2 The system is also always

`willing' to perceive the user input and `willing' to recover from perception failures.

The system's `ability' to perceive (whether it can parse the input sentence or not) is

related to the system's `willingness' to perceive, and used in the process of determining

the joint purpose. If the parser was successful in parsing, the predicate perception/1

is agged `true', and the system continues with the evaluation. However, if the parser

failed, perception/1 is agged `beAble', and this information is passed onwards to

the predicate understanding/3, which formulates the appropriate goal, to be realised

as a request to repeat the query.

2The system could, for instance, refuse to give information that is secret or con�dential, or, on

a di�erent level, it could recognise swear words and decide not to continue with a user who uses

unsuitable language.
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basicRequirements(Flag) :-

willingToContact(t),

willingToPerceive(Flag),!.

basicRequirements(Flag) :-

willingToContact(Flag),!.

willingToContact(t) :- contact(t).

willingToContact(quit).

willingToPerceive(t) :- perception(t).

willingToPerceive(beAble).

Expectations

If the basic requirements are ful�lled (Flag = t), evaluation proceeds to check whether

there exists a shared intention in terms of communicative expectations set by the system

earlier in the dialogue. The predicate expectations/3 captures this: it checks whether

the user contribution is in accordance with the system's stereotypical expectations

about the dialogue continuation. If the system has asked a question, it expects the user

to provide an answer, but if the system itself has given an answer, then it expects the

user to initiate a new question. The predicate could be elaborated by adding heuristics

about non-stereotypical expectations related to the chaining of di�erent speech act

types. However, as argued earlier, we aim to use world model knowledge, the dialogue

context and participants' attitudes in reasoning about the relevance of a contribution,

and do not model speech acts as such.

expectations(N,t,expect) :- /* expected responses */

M is N - 1,

( ec(M,want(s,want(u,know(s,_)))), /* ask(sys), */

ec(N,want(u,want(s,know(s,_)))), /* answer(user) */

;

ec(M,want(s,want(u,know(u,_)))), /* answer(sys), */

ec(N,want(u,want(s,know(u,_)))) /* ask(user) */

;

ec(M,want(s,want(u,know(u,_)))), /* answer(sys), */

ec(N,want(u,want(s,do(s,_)))) /* request(user) */

),!.

expectations(_,t,unexpect). /* unexpected responses */

expectations(_,Flag,Flag). /* failed basic requirements */
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Understanding

The predicate understanding/4 deals with understanding the user goal, and can be

seen as starting the traditional `strategic planning', or planning the actual content of

the system response. It consists of two tasks: reasoning about the joint purpose and

�ltering this purpose via the application model (and providing information from the

database if any relevant information is found). Its inputs are the contribution number

and the information about the expectation ful�lment and its outputs are the system

goal and NewInfo. Depending on whether the user response ful�ls the communicative

expectations or not, the system determines the joint purpose by using the predicate

jointPurpose/3 or jointPurposes/3, respectively.

understanding(_,repeated,[know(u,alreadyGiven)],[alreadyGiven]) :-

nl,write('Joint purpose: '),nl,write(alreadyGiven),nl,nl.

understanding(N,expect,Goal,New) :- /* expected responses */

jointPurpose(N,Purpose,F),

nl,write('Joint purpose: '),nl,write(Purpose),nl,nl,

provideInfo(F,Purpose,Goal,New),!.

understanding(N,unexpect,Goal,New) :- /* unexpected responses */

jointPurposes(N,Purpose,F),

nl,write('Joint purpose: '),nl,write(Purpose),nl,nl,

provideInfo(F,Purpose,Goal,New),!.

understanding(_,Goal,[Goal],[Goal]) :- /* failed basic requirements */

nl,write('Joint purpose: '),nl,write(Goal),nl,nl.

Joint purpose

The predicates jointPurpose/3 and jointPurposes/3 deal with the system's coop-

erativeness and rationality in regard to joint activity. They encode how to react to

the user goal on the dialogue level: what kind of response to provide, and how to

resolve conicts if the user goal is di�erent from the system goal. Both of them take

the contribution number as input, and they output the joint purpose as a list of world

model concepts as well as a ag which shows whether the user contribution has been

mutually understood (F = true), contains a world model misconception (F = mis), or

is incomprehensible with regard to the system's world knowledge (F = nil). The ag

is passed over to the predicate provideInfo/4, and the appropriate action is taken
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depending on the ag.

The following control ow shows how the joint purpose is determined:

while userGoal

if contact

then if perception

then if understood

then if not misconception

then if jointPurpose

then jointP = provideInfoOn(userGoal)

else jointP = clarify;notrelated;

somethingElse;repeat

else jointP = toCorrect

else jointP = toUnderstand

else jointP = beAble

else jointP = quit

The joint purposes quit and beAble result from the basic requirements of contact and

perception having failed. The �rst of these is not currently used in our system because

of the system's role as a cooperative always-willing information provider. However,

the goal is included for the sake of completeness. The joint purpose toUnderstand

results if the user contribution does not make sense in the system's conceptual world,

i.e. the system has not been able to understand the user with respect to its world

model and application model. The joint purpose toCorrect results if the system

has detected a misconception in the user's contribution. However, because of the

lack of a comprehensive world model, the implemented system does not deal with the

user's misconceptions or their correction. If needed, something like McCoy's ROMPER

system (McCoy, 1984) could be plugged in here to specify the joint purpose toCorrect,

or the ideas in Joshi et al. (1984) could be used.

If the basic requirements are ful�lled and the user contribution is mutually understood,

joint purpose is determined on the basis of four parameters discussed in Section 5.2.3:

the system checks if the expectations are ful�lled, if the user contribution is related

in content to what the previous dialogue was about, if the system has its own goals

to pursue, and if the partner has the initiative. The following algorithms encode the
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system's decisions on how to continue the dialogue and what kind of joint purpose to

choose. The corresponding predicate is listed as well.

1. Algorithm for the expected user contributions (expressive attitudes of the user

contribution are evocative attitudes of the previous system contribution):

If expected

then if related

then if sysinit

then revert

else followup

else if sysinit

then repeatNew

else if unful�lledGoals

then newquestion

else newrequest

Gloss: If the user's reaction is the one that was intended to be evoked, then

the system's alternatives are: if the user contribution is related to the dialogue

context, then the system reverts to a previous unful�lled goal or continues with

the follow-up user goal depending on whether the system has the intiative or not;

if the user contribution is not related to the dialogue context and the system has

the initiative, then the system repeats the NewInfo of the last goal, otherwise

if the system has unful�lled goals, it assumes that the user asked an unrelated

question, otherwise it assumes that a totally new request starts.

Predicate:

jointPurpose(N,JPurpose,true) :-

related(N,true), /* related contribution */

( initiative(N,sys), /* system initiative */

backto(N,JPurpose),! /* system goes back to previous goal */

; /* user asked a related */

followup(N,JPurpose),! /* followup question */

).

jointPurpose(N,JPurpose,true) :- /* unrelated contribution */

( initiative(N,sys), /* user gave unrelated respone */

unfulfilledGoals, /* system has goals */

repeatNew(N,JPurpose),! /* repeat NewInfo of the last goal */

;

unfulfilledGoals, /* system has goals */

newquestion(N,JPurpose),! /* user asked unrelated question */

;

newrequest(N,JPurpose),! /* user asked totally new request */

).

2. Algorithm for the unexpected user contributions (expressive attitudes of the user

contribution are not evocative attitudes of the previous system contribution):
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If unexpected

then if related

then if sysinit

then subquestion

else if unful�lledGoals

then revert

else somethingElse

else if sysinit

then repeatCC

else if unful�lledGoals

then notrelated

else newrequest

Gloss: If the evoked user reaction is not the one that was intended to be evoked,

then the system has the following alternatives: if the user contribution is related

to the dialogue context and the system has the initiative, then the system contin-

ues with the user goal which is a clari�cation subquestion, otherwise it reverts to

a previous unful�lled goal or assumes that the user has given feedback and wants

to know something else, depending on whether the system has unful�lled goals;

if the user contribution is not related to the dialogue context and the system

has the initiative, then the system is persistent and repeats its previous goal,

otherwise it assumes that the user question was not related or that a totally new

request starts.

Predicate:

jointPurposes(N,JPurpose,true) :-

related(N,true), /* related contribution */

( initiative(N,sys), /* system has intiative */

subquestion(N,JPurpose),! /* user starts subdialogue */

;

unfulfilledGoals, /* system has goals */

backto(N,JPurpose),!

;

somethingElse(N,JPurpose),! /* user has given feedback */

).

jointPurposes(N,JPurpose,true) :- /* unrelated contribution */

( initiative(N,sys), /* user response was unrelated and */

unfulfilledGoals, /* unexpected */

repeatCC(N,JPurpose),! /* repeat CC of the last goal */

;

unfulfilledGoals, /* user question was unrelated and */

notrelated(N,JPurpose),! /* unexpected */

;

newrequest(N,JPurpose),! /* user stated totally new request */

).

Relatedness is tested with the help of Central Concept: the contributions must talk
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about the same topic. The Central Concept constraint could be extended to check

plans, tasks, rhetorical relations etc. to determine if the utterance is relevant and

coherently related to the previous dialogue. However, in our implementation, we simply

assume that the contribution is related to the previous dialogue if it is related to the

previous CC.

Providing information for the system response

When the joint purpose has been determined, this is passed on to the predicate

provideInfo/4. Depending on the ag, the joint purpose is �ltered via the appli-

cation model, or one of the goals toCorrect and toUnderstand is formulated. It is

important to notice that the user contributions are interpreted �rst with respect to the

world knowledge, and only after this reasoning �ltered via the application knowledge.

Hence user contributions are treated as being related to the entire world knowledge

rather than just to the knowledge in the application.

provideInfo(true,JPurpose,SGoal,New) :-

understand(JPurpose,JPurpose2),

provideInfoOn(JPurpose2,SGoal,[New]).

provideInfo(mis,_,[toCorrect],[toCorrect]).

provideInfo(nil,_,[toUnderstand],[toUnderstand]).

The predicate provideInfoOn/3 deals with application model �ltering and formulating

the system goal to the user. It takes the list of joint purpose concepts as its input

and outputs the system goal together with the associated NewInfo. In some cases,

such as when the system wants to know if the user wants some other information

(somethingElse) or when the system wants to repeat the previous goal (repeat), the

goal is construed without reference to the system's application knowledge. In other

cases, the message is built on the basis of the system's metaknowledge of the domain

(whattypes) or by consulting the actual database (askY P ).

provideInfoOn([somethingElse],[know(s,somethingElse)],somethingElse).

provideInfoOn([repeat(X)|Goal],[know(u,repeat(X))|Goal],repeat).
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provideInfoOn([clarify(Unclear)],SGoal,New) :-

present(Unclear,SGoal,New),!.

provideInfoOn([newquest(Top)|Concepts],[know(s,newquest(Top))|SGoal],New) :-

mapWmToAm(Concepts,AMHeadings,Specs),!,

nl,write('AM headings: '),write(AMHeadings),nl,nl,

( AMHeadings = [],

YPInfo = [],

write('No headings'),nl,nl,!

;

tooManyHeadings(AMHeadings,Concepts,YPInfo),

write('Too many headings'),nl,nl,!

;

amInfo(AMHeadings,Specs,YPInfo),! /* from ypm.pl */

),

present2(Concepts,YPInfo,SGoal,New).

provideInfoOn([listall(P,_)|Q],SGoal,New) :-

mapWmToAm([listall(P,_)|Q],Heading,Specs1),!,

delAll(listall(P,_),Specs1,Specs2),

wholeList(Heading,Specs2,YPInfo), /* from ypm.pl */

present([listall(P,_)|YPInfo],SGoal,New).

provideInfoOn([whattypes(Cl,_)|Rest],SGoal,New) :-

mapWmToAm([whattypes(Cl,_)|Rest],[Heading],_),!,

askYP(whattypes(Heading),[],Info),!, /* from ypm.pl */

present([whattypes(Cl,_)|Info],SGoal,New).

provideInfoOn([backto(Top),Info,Specs],[know(u,backto(Top))|SGoal],New) :-

askYP(Info,Specs,YPInfo),!, /* from ypm.pl */

present2(Top,YPInfo,SGoal,New).

provideInfoOn(Purpose,SGoal,New) :-

mapWmToAm(Purpose,AMHeadings,Specs),!,

nl,write('AM headings: '),write(AMHeadings),nl,nl,

( AMHeadings = [],

YPInfo = [],

write('No headings'),nl,nl,!

;

tooManyHeadings(AMHeadings,Purpose,YPInfo),

write('Too many headings'),nl,nl,!

;

amInfo(AMHeadings,Specs,YPInfo),! /* from ypm.pl */

),

present2(Purpose,YPInfo,SGoal,New).
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Mapping of joint purpose to application domain

The joint purpose, expressed as a set of world model concepts, must be related to

the application model so that a database query can be formulated. In our case, the

system's application model is a small database concerning Yellow Pages information

about restaurants and car hire companies in the Manchester area, and the application

model concepts are Yellow Pages headings. The joint purpose is mapped onto the

headings by the predicate mapWmToAm/3. If only one applicable heading is found, the

database is queried by the predicate amInfo/3, otherwise an appropriate message and

the set of headings are returned.

Most event-type and object-type concepts are mapped to YP-headings, and a concept

may be mapped onto several YP-headings if the concept is associated with several

service suppliers. On the other hand, not all concepts are related to a YP-heading:

usually only the `basic level' concepts are included in the mapping relation, and the

superconcepts are excluded. For instance, the concepts `car' and `bike' are mapped to

particular headings, but their superconcept `vehicle' has no YP-relation. In a similar

way, the concepts `needEvent' and `stealEvent' have no corresponding YP-headings:

the former is too general and the latter refers to an illegal event, and thus they are not

associated with any particular service supplier.

A number of auxiliary concepts are included in the mapping as well. For example,

`location' and `typeof' (restaurant type) serve as constraints on the database search.

However, they cannot initiate a database query alone, since they are not mapped to

any YP-headings.

The following predicates provide the mapping between the world model and the appli-

cation model (the indexing of the Yellow Pages headings to world model concepts is

supported both ways for quick reference):
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� ypSupplier/2 maps WM event concepts to YP headings:

ypSupplier(stealEvent(_,_,_,_),[]).

ypSupplier(hireEvent(_,_,_,_),[carHireCompany,flatAgency,bikeShop]).

ypSupplier(buyEvent(_,_,_,_),

[carGarage,restaurant,grocery,shoeShop,bikeShop]).

� amRelated/2 maps WM object concepts to YP headings:

amRelated(car(_),[carHireCompany,carGarage]).

amRelated(restaurant(_),[restaurant]).

amRelated(company(_),[carHireCompany,flatAgency,bikeShop]).

� specs/1 lists WM concepts which are not mapped to YP headings, but are
needed in the database search:

specs(cardinality(_,_)).

specs(location(_,_)).

specs(typeof(_,_)).

� enables/2maps YP headings to WM event concepts:

enables(carHireCompany,hireEvent(_,_,_,_)).

enables(carGarage,buyEvent(_,_,_,_)).

enables(carGarage,repairEvent(_,_,_,_)).

enables(restaurant,buyEvent(_,_,_,_)).

enables(restaurant,eatEvent(_,_,_,_)).

� involves/2 maps YP headings to WM object concepts:

involves(carHireCompany,[car(_),van(_),company(_),carHireCompany(_)]).

involves(carGarage,[car(_),van(_)]).

involves(restaurant,[restaurant(_),food(_)]).

It is assumed that the query is reasonable with respect to the application model.

Impossible queries like the one originating from the contribution I repair food are

ruled out before the mapWmToAm/3 predicate is even invoked: inconsistent goals are

discarded on the basis of World Model reasoning by the predicate jointPurpose/3

(misconception).
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Database access

Application model headings and the speci�cations are the input for the predicate

amInfo/3 which produces the information from the database. It �rst checks if there

already exists some information gathered for the database search and then formulates

a YP-query using formulateQuery/4 or formulateYPQuery/3 depending on whether

such information exists or not, respectively. If there is already information gathered for

a database search, the query formulation checks if this information is consistent with

the current request, and if not, it delivers a notice of the inconsistency (such a situa-

tion would be e.g. when the system has gathered information about Indian restaurants

in Rusholme, but the current request deals with Chinese restaurants). If the query

is consistent with the gathered information, the YP is queried and the result of this

query delivered.

amInfo(AMHeadings,Specs,Info) :-

infoGathered(Query,_),

formulateQuery(AMHeadings,Specs,Query,Notice),

( Notice = ok,

nl,write('Query: '),write(Query),nl,nl,

nl,write('Specs: '),write(Specs),nl,nl,

askYP(Query,Specs,YPInfo),!,

retract(infoGathered(_,_)),

asserta(infoGathered(Query,Specs)),

Info = YPInfo,!

;

Info = [Notice],! ).

amInfo(AMHeadings,Specs,YPInfo) :-

formulateYPQuery(AMHeadings,Specs,Query),

nl,write('Query: '),write(Query),nl,nl,

nl,write('Specs: '),write(Specs),nl,nl,

askYP(Query,Specs,YPInfo),!,

asserta(infoGathered(Query,Specs)).

The YP-query is in the form of a list [Cl,T,Na,Ad,L,Te] which contains the following

information:
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Cl = class or the YP-heading: restaurant, carhire company

T = type of: only for restaurants (italian, french, vegetarian), carGarage (sale,

repair) and bikeShop (sale, repair)

Na = name of the company

Ad = address of the company

L = location of the company: manchester, manchester 14, bolton, manchester airport

Te = telephone number of the company

Only single queries are dealt with; queries like Restaurants in loc1 and loc2 or Restau-

rants or groceries in loc cannot be answered.

From application model to system goal

The system goal is formulated by present2/4 which presents YP-information as a

set of belief states. One of the beliefs is the main evocative intention, in our case

this corresponds to the �rst belief in the list. The other goal attitudes are supporting

ones, and they are realised if needed (cf. RST type nucleus and satellites, (Mann &

Thompson, 1987)). The main system goals are as follows:

� If no headings were available for the database search, the system wants to un-

derstand the request:

present([],[toUnderstand],[[toUnderstand]]).

� If the user's request is ambiguous with respect to the application model (too many

headings), a clari�cation question about the headings is asked, and NewInfo is

instantiated as the disjunct.

present([headings,Headings,Purpose],

[know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d)|Info])],New) :-

presentInfo(Headings,Purpose,Info,New).

� If the result of the database query is nil, the system wants the user to know this.

NewInfo is the cardinality nil. Compensation concerning the information which

caused the database search failure (class was not found, types were not found,

etc.) is planned later by sysObligations/3.
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present([number(nil),Class|Specs],

[know(u,[cardinality(setOf(In,[]),nil),Class|Specs])],

[[cardinality(setOf(In,[]),nil)]]) :-

Class =.. [_,In].

� If the number of companies found is less than some constant, in our case 5, the

system wants the user to know the list. NewInfo is the YP information.

present([number(Num),Specs|YPInfo],

[know(u,supplyInfo(Specs)),

know(u,[cardinality(setOf(In,YPInfo),Num)|Specs]),

know(u,ypinfo(In,YPInfo))],

[[ypinfo(In,YPInfo)]]) :-

Specs = [Class|_],

Class =.. [_,In].

� If the number is more than 5, but there is a YP-based criterion to limit the

number, the system wants to know how to specify the criterion and optionally,

inform the user of the cardinality of the found set as well. NewInfo concerns the

speci�cation.

present([ask(Spec,Num),Key|YPInfo],

[know(s,[Specs,Class]),

know(u,[cardinality(setOf(In,YPInfo),Num)|Key])],[New]) :-

Key = [Class|_],

dr(Class),

Class =.. [Cl,In],

presentSpec(Cl,In,Spec,Specs,New).

� If the number is more than 5, and there is no YP-based criterion to limit the

number, the system wants the user to know the companies and their total number

and also wants to know whether the user wants to see the whole list. NewInfo

is the number, the request whether to show all the YP information and the YP

information itself.

present([whole(Num),Specs|YPInfo],

[know(u,[cardinality(setOf(In,YPInfo),Num)|Specs]),

know(s,showall(S,Class)),

know(u,ypinfo(In,YPInfo))],

[[cardinality(setOf(In,YPInfo),Num),ypinfo(In,YPInfo)]]) :-

gensym(1,S),

Specs = [Class|_],

Class =.. [_,In].

� If the request has concerned the types in the database, the system wants to inform

the user of the type list and the number of di�erent types. NewInfo is the type

list.
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present([whattypes(In,_),types(Cl,Num),TypeList],

[know(u,[whattypes(In,TypeList),Class]),

know(u,[cardinality(setOf(types(Cl),TypeList),Num),Class])],

[[whattypes(In,TypeList)]] ) :-

Class =.. [Cl,In].

� Finally, if the attempted database search is inconsistent, because the informa-

tion previously gathered does not match the information in the current query,

the inconsistent piece of information is presented to the user. This is also the

NewInfo.

present([inc(X,O,Cl)],[know(u,inc(X,O,Cl))],[[inc(X,O,Cl)]]).

Consolidating the system goal

The evaluation results in a system goal which describes the desired next state of the

dialogue. The �nal task in the evaluation process is to update the Context Model with

the system's communicative goal as well as the new information to be communicated

to the user. There are two di�erent ways of encoding the next state: we can describe

the state as a set of beliefs or use simple directives that abbreviate a particular set of

attitudes and refer to a particular type of response to be given. We prefer the �rst

alternative and represent the goal as a set of beliefs. This is in accordance with the

gradual speci�cation of the goal: the belief set is not realised as such on the surface

level, but modi�ed by the response planner so that the communicative obligations are

ful�lled.

However, we also have four special goals which deal with the communication of overall

management information, as opposed to the communication of some piece of informa-

tion from the system's knowledge base: quit, beAble, toUnderstand and toCorrect. The

distinction is reected e.g. in the encoding of the goals: management goals are simple

directives which will be directly translated into a surface string. The planning of a

contribution from the content goals requires reference to the obligations of sincerity,

motivation and attention, but in management goals the obligations are `precompiled'

into the goal itself.
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goal(4,beAble).

goal(2,[knows(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),disj(d,b,r),buyEvent(b,u,c),

hireEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]))]).

9.5.2 Responding to the user contribution

The goal is expressed as a set of beliefs that the speaker wants to make true. The

system intentions are formed from the beliefs when the system obligations are checked:

the planner selects which facts to realise according to the dialogue context.

The system's reaction is completed by formulating a surface level response. This is

done by calling the predicate respond/2 which calls the predicate rpGo/3 to build

the semantic representation for the system message and the predicate sgenerate/2 to

produce the actual surface string.

respond(N,SGoal) :-

write('_________ Entering Response Planner'),

rpGo(N,SGoal,SemRepr),!,

write('_________ Leaving Response Planner'),nl,nl,

write('The semantic representation is:'),nl,nl,

showSemRepr(SemRepr),nl,nl,

sgenerate(SemRepr,SurfString),

asserta(contr(N,sys,SurfString)),

( retract(explicit(_))

;

true ).

The predicate rpGo/3 is needed to distinguish between management goals and other

goals, since the latter need to be speci�ed with respect to the communicative obligations

while the obligations are precompiled into the former. In the case of management goals,

rpGo/3 updates the context and produces the semantic representation directly, while

the other goals go through the obligation checking and the propositional content is

then built for this obliged goal, or the message by rpController/4.
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rpGo(N,[quit],[[quit]]) :-

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[know(u,[wantEvent(_,s,quit)])]),

retract(contact(t)),

assert(contact(nil)),

assertz(topic(N,quit)),!.

rpGo(N,[beAble],[[cannot_parse]]) :-

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[know(u,[cannot_parse])]),

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[do(u,[rephrase])]),

assertz(topic(N,rephrase)),nl,!.

rpGo(N,[toUnderstand],[[not_understand]]) :-

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[know(u,[not_understand])]),

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[do(u,[repeat])]),

assertz(topic(N,not_understand)),nl,!.

rpGo(N,[toCorrect],[[incorrect]]) :-

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[know(u,[incorrect])]),

assertAttitudes(N,s,u,[do(u,[repeat])]),

assertz(topic(N,incorrect)),nl,!.

rpGo(N,Goal,SemRepr) :-

nl,write('_________ Checking system obligations'),nl,nl,

sysObligations(N,Goal,Message),

nl,write('Obliged goal:'),

nl,writeNumberedLines(Message,0),nl,nl,!,

rpController(N,Message,SemRepr,1).

9.5.3 The system's obligations

The system's competence as a cooperative rational agent is encoded in the commu-

nicative obligations which constrain the set of beliefs that the system wants to make

true. The obligations are thus not only restrictions on how the desired goal state can

be best obtained or presented to the user, but also restrictions on what is a reasonable

desired next state. Thus content planning and realisation interact and are interleaved

in the planning of system responses.

The obligations are sincerity, motivation and consideration. Sincerity refers to the

speaker's truthfulness: the speaker is sincere in that she intends to give true information

or she believes that the partner can provide the missing piece of true information.

Motivation concerns the speaker's grounding of the goal: the speaker can support

what she is communicating by having evidence for what she intends to say. Motivation

can be compared to the discussion on `justifying why' in Webber and Joshi (1982): the
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system needs to be able to explain why it has given a particular response.

The obligation of consideration is sometimes di�cult to distinguish from motivation:

the reason why something is said can be based on considerations about the partner's

needs and knowledge. However, there is an important distinction between these two

types of obligations: motivation deals with the speaker's commitment to what she

knows and wants, while consideration is related to her commitment to what she believes

the partner knows and wants.

Below we list some implementations of the communicative obligations.

Motivation: the speaker can support the response.

1. Everything that the system wants to know is motivated. In our system,
the reason to ask comes from four sources: the system is unable to perform
a database search (too many headings), it needs information to restrict
the search (ask speci�cation), it did not understand the user's question
(rephrase), and it could not parse the input, i.e. failed to perceive the input
(repeat).

motivation(N,[know(s,P)|R],[know(s,P)|Q]) :- motivation(N,R,Q).

2. Everything that the user wanted to know or wanted the system to do is
motivated.

motivation(N,[know(u,P)|R],[know(u,P)|Q]) :-

M is N - 1,

( ec(M,want(u,want(s,know(u,P1)))),

contains(P1,P)

;

ec(M,want(u,want(s,do(s,P1)))),

contains(P1,P) ),

motivation(N,R,Q).

3. Everything that informs about inconsistency is motivated.

motivation(_,[know(u,inc(X,Old,Cl))],[know(u,inc(X,Old,Cl))]).

4. Informing about the repetition of the same request is motivated.

motivation(_,[know(u,alreadyGiven)],[know(u,alreadyGiven)]).

5. If the response was unrelated or the system wants to repeat the goal, it is
motivated to inform the user about the irrelevance.

motivation(_,[know(u,notrelated(CC))],[know(u,notrelevant(CC))]).

motivation(_,[know(u,repeat(X))|Goal],[know(u,notrelevant(X))|Goal]).

6. If the user did not speci�cally ask cardinality, it is motivated by the joint
purposes `newquest', `supplyInfo' and the intention to know whether the
user wants to see all service suppliers.
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motivation(N,[know(s,newquest(T))|R],

[know(s,newquest(T)),know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec])|Q])

:-

member(know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec]),R),

delAll(know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec]),R,R1),

motivation(N,R1,Q).

motivation(N,[know(u,supplyInfo(Sp))|R],

[know(u,supplyInfo(Sp)),know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec])|Q])

:-

member(know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec]),R),

delAll(know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec]),R,R1),

motivation(N,R1,Q).

motivation(N,[know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec])|R],

[know(u,[cardinality(S,K)|Spec]),know(s,showall(I,X))|Q])

:-

member(know(s,showall(I,X)),R),

S = setOf(C,_),

X =.. [_,C|_],

delAll(know(s,showall(I,X)),R,R1),

motivation(N,R1,Q).

motivation(N,[know(u,[cardinality(S,nil)|Spec])|R],

[know(u,[cardinality(S,nil)|Spec])|Q]) :-

motivation(N,R,Q).

Consideration: the speaker attends to the partner's need as a rational cooperative

agent: all goal beliefs are considered simultaneously.

1. If cardinality is nil, add compensation on the basis of goal attitudes (P) and
cardinality speci�cation (Rest).

consideration(_,P,[know(u,[cardinality(Class,nil)|Rest]),Compensation])

:-

member(know(u,[cardinality(Class,nil)|Rest]),P),!,

compensation(P,Rest,Compensation).

2. If NewInfo is not relevant and the system has the initiative, inform of irrel-
evance and repeat the goal.

consideration(_,[know(u,notrelevant(new(_)))|Goal],

[know(u,notrelevant)|Goal]).

3. If CC is not relevant and the system has the initiative, inform of irrelevance,
give explanation and repeat the goal.

consideration(_,[know(u,notrelevant(topic(CC)))|Goal],

[know(u,notrelevant),know(u,talkingAbout(CC))|Goal]).

4. If CC is not relevant and the user has the initiative, inform of irrelevance

and ask if the user wants to continue with previous topic.
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consideration(_,[know(u,notrelevant(CC))],

[know(u,notrelevant),

know(s,[wantEvent(ws,u,g),continueEvent(ce,u,T),user(u),CC])])

:-

CC =.. [_,T|_].

5. If the system wants to go back to previous CC, the previous goal is repeated.
A 'backto'-marker is added if the CC was discussed more than three contri-
butions earlier.

consideration(N,[know(u,backto(CC))|G],P) :-

topic(M,CC),

( N - M > 3,

P = [know(u,backto(CC))|G]

;

P = [G] ).

6. If the joint purpose is newquest and the application model �ltering has

resulted in the system wanting to know something, then the system wants to

know how to proceed as follows: if the �ltering results in the system wanting

to know if the user wants to see all the companies, then consideration deals

with the system wanting the user to know the cardinality and the system

wanting to know whether the user wants to see the companies (continue

with her request) or continue with the previous CC; if the �ltering results

in the system wanting to know a speci�cation parameter for the database

search, then consideration deals with the system wanting the user to know

the cardinality and the system wanting to know whether the user wants to

specify her request or continue with the previous CC; if the �ltering results in

too many headings, the consideration deals with the system wanting to know

whether the user wants to continue with her request or with the previous

Central Concept.

consideration(N,[know(s,newquest(CC))|R],P) :-

member(know(s,X),R),

( X =.. [showall,In,_], /* want to see all companies */

member(know(u,[cardinality(setOf(Co,Cos),Num)|Sp]),R),

P = [know(u,[cardinality(setOf(Co,Cos),Num)|Sp]),

know(s,[wantEvent(W,u,D),disj(D,In,C),X,

continueEvent(C,u,T),user(u),CC])]

;

X =.. [What,_|[]], /* specify location or type */

member(know(u,[cardinality(setOf(Co,Cos),Num)|Sp]),R),

gensym(1,S),

P = [know(u,[cardinality(setOf(Co,Cos),Num)|Sp]),

know(s,[wantEvent(W,u,D),disj(D,S,C),

specifyEvent(S,u,What),

continueEvent(C,u,T),user(u),CC])]

;
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topic(N,Topic), /* clarify toomanyheadings */

Topic =.. [_,In|_],

gensym(1,C1),

P = [know(s,[wantEvent(W,u,D),disj(D,C1,C),

continueEvent(C1,u,In),Topic,

continueEvent(C,u,T),user(u),CC])]

),

CC =.. [_,T|_],

gensym(1,W),

gensym(1,D),

gensym(1,C).

7. If the joint purpose is newquest and the application model �ltering has

resulted in the system wanting the user to know YPInfo, then the system

wants the user to know the YPinfo and also the system wants to know if

the user wants to continue with previous Central Concept.

consideration(_,[know(s,newquest(CC)),know(u,[YPInfo])],

[know(u,[YPInfo]),

know(s,[wantEvent(W,u,C),continueEvent(C,u,T),user(u),CC])]) :-

CC =.. [_,T|_],

gensym(1,W),

gensym(1,C).

Sincerity: the speaker is truthful.

sincerity(_,[],[]).

sincerity(N,[know(s,P)|Rest],Rest2) :- /* user has previously */

ec(_,want(u,want(s,know(s,P)))), /* given the info */

sincerity(N,Rest,Rest2).

sincerity(N,[know(s,P)|Rest],[know(s,P)|Rest2]) :-

assertz(ev(N,know(s,know(u,P)))),

sincerity(N,Rest,Rest2).

sincerity(N,[know(u,P)|Rest],[know(u,alreadyGiven)|Rest2]) :-

ec(_,want(s,want(u,know(u,Q)))), /* system has previously */

ground(Q),P = Q, /* given the info */

sincerity(N,Rest,Rest2).

sincerity(N,[know(u,P)|Rest],[know(u,P)|Rest2]) :-

assertz(ev(N,know(s,P))),

sincerity(N,Rest,Rest2).

sincerity(N,[do(s,_)|Rest],[do(s,_)|Rest2]) :-

sincerity(N,Rest,Rest2).

sincerity(N,[R|Rest],[R|Rest2]) :-

sincerity(N,Rest,Rest2).
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9.5.4 Response planning

The `obliged goal', or the system's message may contain several beliefs that need to be

realised in the same contribution. rpController/4 feeds them to rpControl/3 which

takes one communicative intention at a time and forms a semantic representation for

it. This step requires a rather strong assumption about the content of the message:

each communicative intention is assumed to correspond to a clause-like chunk whose

relevance and relation to other intentions is speci�ed implicitly by its inclusion into the

message during the checking of obligations. It should be noticed that intentions could

also be grouped together into one surface construction, cf. argumentation in Horacek

(1992), but we have not included this facility in the prototype system. We also assume

that one of the goal intentions is the main intention that determines the expectations

that the system will have about the next user contribution.

rpControl/3 �rst determines the view point from which the NewInfo is presented

to guarantee the thematic coherence of the surface string. The Central Concept is

determined by the predicate ccFilter/2. The propositional content for the surface

contribution is built on the basis of NewInfo and Central Concept by the predicate

propCont/3.

rpController(_,[],[],_).

rpController(N,[Goal|Goals],[Sr|SemRepr],Num) :-

nl,write('Goal '),write(Num),write(' to be realised:'),

nl,write(Goal),nl,nl,Num2 is Num + 1,

rpControl(N,Goal,Sr),!,

rpController(N,Goals,SemRepr,Num2).

rpControl(N,Goal,SemRepr) :-

nl,write('_________ Determining Central Concept'),nl,nl,

ccFilter(N,Goal),!, /* from topic.pl */

nl,write('_________ Determining Propositional Content'),nl,nl,

propContent(N,Goal,SemRepr),!.

(For system development purposes, the planner can also be run separately. It is then

started with the predicate rp/0 which �rst lets the user select the goal and the context,

then initialises the context according to the user selection, and �nally calls rpGo/3).
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Central Concept determination

The Central Concept is determined by the predicate ccFilter/2. It functions ac-

cording to the following algorithm: given the contribution number and the goal, the

possible next CCs for the goal are �rst predicted (ccCandidates/3), then the shifts

from the previous CC to the CC-candidates are formulated with the help of domain-

based coherence relations (possibleCCs/3), and �nally the best alternative is selected

according to communicative princicples (selectBest/3).

ccFilter(Number,Goal) :-

prevTopic(Number,Pcc),

ccCandidates(Number,Goal,Candidates),

( possibleCCs(Pcc,Candidates,Shifts),!,

nl,write('Possible system shifts: '),nl,write(Shifts),nl,nl,

selectBest(Number,Shifts,CC),!,

nl,write('Central Concept: '),write(CC),nl,nl,

assertz(topic(Number,CC))

;

nl,nl,

write('No coherent continuation available for the previous CC: '),

write(Pcc),nl,

write('Cannot abduce next CC from the goal concepts: '),

nl,nl,write(Candidates),

nl,nl,!,fail ).

A possible CC is thematically related to the previous dialogue. This means that the

shift from the previous CC to a CC candidate is coherent. A coherent shift is de�ned

as follows:

1. no shift at all (CC continues),

2. the shift conforms to the topic shift rules,

3. the shift is awkward, but is explicitly marked with a Topic-shift marker.

For a given previous CC, coherent shifts must be restricted to those that are relevant

in the dialogue context. The set of goal concepts serves as the constraint for search

space: only shifts to CC candidates are checked.
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Central Concept candidates are goal concepts which are not NewInfo or the dialogue

participants (system(s), user(u)). Preferably the candidates are current discourse

referents but if no such concepts are available, then accessible discourse referents are

tried. Accessible discourse referents are possible topics from some previous CC, i.e.

they are thematically related to some previous CC. If no accessible discourse referents

are available either, a totally new view-point is introduced in the dialogue. However,

this kind of topic shifting is not possible in our prototype, which will fail in this case.

Coherent shifts are listed below (cf. Section 7.2.3):

� From an event to the next action in sequence or sub/superaction:

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,events),

partOfPlan(Pcc,CC). /* from wm.pl */

� From an event to the participants of the event:

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,events),

isArgument(CC,Pcc), /* from wm.pl */

typeCheck(CC,Pcc).

� From an event to the location of the event. There are two kinds of settings in

the world model: companies and locations. Companies occur as arguments of

actions (e.g. where the object is bought/hired from), locations refer to proper

locations like `Manchester':

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,events),

type(CC,locations),

locCheck(CC,Pcc).

� From an object to the event in which the object participates:

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,objects),

isArgument(Pcc,CC), /* from wm.pl */

typeCheck(Pcc,CC).

� From an object to the attributes of the object:
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coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,objects),

attribute(CC,Pcc). /* from wm.pl */

� From an attribute to the object whose attribute this is:

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(CC,objects),

attribute(Pcc,CC). /* from wm.pl */

� From a location to the event which takes place in the location:

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,locations),

type(CC,events),

locCheck(Pcc,CC).

� From location to sub- or super-location:

coherentShift(Pcc,CC) :-

type(Pcc,locations),

type(CC,locations),

( isSubloc(CC,Pcc) ; /* from wm.pl */

isSubloc(Pcc,CC) ). /* from wm.pl */

In a few special cases the Central Concept is determined independently of this algo-

rithm. For instance, at the beginning of the dialogue, the system waits for the user

to introduce the topic in her �rst contribution. We stipulate that the CC of the �rst

system contribution (Welcome to EYP. Please state your query.) is `greet'. Also, if

the goal is of certain particular types, CC is determined by separate predicates. Below

are listed some CC �ltering constraints which are not captured by the main algorithm:

� The remark about irrelevance has the same CC as the main goal attitude:

ccFilter(_,know(u,notrelevant(_))).

� The remark about topic has the topic as CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,talkingAbout(CC))) :- assertz(topic(N,CC)).

� The remark about inconsistency has the inconsistent concept as CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,inc(X,_,_))) :- assertz(topic(N,X)).
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� The query about showing all companies has the company class as CC:

ccFilter(N,know(s,showall(_,Class))) :-

( dr(Class)

;

assert(explicit(Class)) ),

assertz(topic(N,Class)).

� When YP-information is supplied, the company class is CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,supplyInfo(Spec))) :-

Spec = [Class|_],

assertz(topic(N,Class)).

� If the cardinality is nil, the company class is CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,[cardinality(_,nil)|Spec])) :-

Spec = [Class|_],

assertz(topic(N,Class)),

assert(explicit(Class)).

� Otherwise cardinality has the same CC as main goal attitude:

ccFilter(_,know(u,[cardinality(_,_)|_])).

� Listing all companies has the company class as CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,[listall(_,_)|Spec])) :-

Spec = [Class|_],

assertz(topic(N,Class)).

� Listing the company types has the company class as CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,[whattypes(_,_)|Spec])) :-

Spec = [Class|_],

assertz(topic(N,Class)).

� Giving the YP-information has the same CC as the main goal attitude:

ccFilter(_,know(u,ypinfo(_,_))).

� The query about wanting to know something else has the previous CC as CC:

ccFilter(N,know(s,somethingElse)) :-

prevTopic(N,Pcc),

assertz(topic(N,Pcc)).
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� If the information is already given, CC is the previous CC:

ccFilter(N,know(u,alreadyGiven)) :-

prevTopic(N,Pcc),

assertz(topic(N,Pcc)).

� When reverting to a previous goal, CC is the topic of this goal and is explicit:

ccFilter(N,know(u,backto(CC))) :-

assertz(topic(N,CC)),

assert(explicit(CC)).

� When clarifying NewInfo, CC shifts to the unclear NewInfo:

ccFilter(N,clarify(_)) :-

M is N - 1,

new(M,nil(New)),

assertz(topic(N,New)).

We assume that communicative intentions that belong to the same goal are thematically

related to each other. Since the CC is determined separately for each communicative

intention, we avoid multiple CCs by letting the main intention determine the CC and

passing the other intentions as such through ccFilter/2.

Building the propositional content

The building of propositional content starts from NewInfo: this is realised as an el-

liptical contribution unless the dialogue context is such that the communicative goal

cannot be conveyed to the user appropriately. In this case, NewInfo is accompanied

by contextual information so that the relevant information is explicitly expressed in

the contribution or unambiguously inferable from the context. Propositional content

is expressed in a quasi-logical form which represents the system response in a surface

oriented way: not only are the semantic predicates chosen but the representation is

augmented with auxiliary predicates as well.

The main predicate for the building of the semantic representation is propContent/3

which is as follows:
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propContent(N,Goal,SemRepr) :-

mood(Goal,Mood),

getGoalConcepts(Goal,GoalConc), /* from topic.pl */

initAgenda(N,GoalConc,Agenda),!,

nl,write('Initial Agenda: '),write(Agenda),nl,nl,

relevant(N,Goal,GoalConc,Agenda,Elliptical,RelConc),!,

nl,write('_________ Ellipsis determined '),nl,nl,

write('Elliptical: '),write(Elliptical),nl,nl,

nl,write('Final Agenda: '),write(RelConc),nl,

nl,write('is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and '),

write('Free from false implicatures'),nl,nl,

realise(N,Goal,RelConc,Mood,SemRepr).

It has a simple control structure which �rst determines the grammatical mood of the

contribution, then initialises Agenda and checks its relevance, and �nally realises the

�nal agenda in qlf-predicates. Mood refers to the grammatical mood of the sentence. In

order not to complicate the planning unnecessarily, the system assumes the prototypical

relation between communicative acts and grammatical moods: interrogative mood

realises the speaker's intention to know something and declarative mood the speaker's

intention to let the hearer know something.

The Agenda contains the concepts that must be explicitly realised in the surface con-

tribution. Initialisation of the Agenda consists of pushing NewInfo into Agenda, and

also CC, if this is marked as explicit. If the content of the goal is not a list of con-

cepts but a single term such as somethingElse, backto(CC), talkingAbout(CC),

inc(X,O,C), showall( ,Class), ypinfo(In,Info) or supplyInfo([Class| ]), the

Agenda is agged final and initialised by the corresponding term.

initAgenda(N,GoalConc,Agenda) :-

islist(GoalConc),

news(N,News), /* from topic.pl */

explicitConcepts(ExplConc),

append(News,ExplConc,Agenda).

initAgenda(_,GoalConc,[final,GoalConc]).

The predicate relevant/6 deals with the four relevance criteria. accurate/4 requires

that the goal is accurately presented to the user and at least NewInfo and CC are

unambiguously communicated. valid/6 requires that the hearer's intentions have
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been appropriately addressed, while consistent/6 deals with the internal coherence

of the set of attitudes that are to be expressed and evoked by the utterance. Finally,

ffi/6 states that the contribution must be free from false implicatures: it must not

lead the hearer to draw inferences that are not true. Each modi�cation of the Agenda

results in the evaluation of all the criteria. Some implemented relevance criteria are

listed below.

� If Agenda contains all goal concepts and also some extra concepts not contained

in GoalConc, Agenda is accurate. (That the extra concepts do not cause false

implicatures or inconsistency is checked by the other tests.)

accurate(GoalConc,Agenda,Agenda) :-

contains(Agenda,GoalConc).

� Goal Concepts that are not known (i.e. discourse referents) are added to Agenda.

accurate(GoalConc,Agenda,Ell,AccAgenda) :-

set_diff(GoalConc,Agenda,Diff),

( Diff = [],

AccAgenda = Agenda,

Ell = true

;

notKnown(Diff,NotKnown),

append(Agenda,NotKnown,AccAgenda),

Ell = false ).

� System's answer after a user question is valid if Agenda addresses the evocative

intentions of the user question.

validity(N,know(u,P),Agenda,ValAgenda,Val) :-

M is N - 1,

explEvocAtt(M,EcAtts),

( /* expected(know(u,P),EcAtts),!,*/

addressEvoc(EcAtts,P,Agenda,ValAgenda,Val)

;

nl,write('Agenda '),write(Agenda),nl,

write(' and goal '),write(know(u,P)),nl,

write(' do not match') ).

validity(_,G,Agenda,ValAgenda,Val) :-

( G = know(s,P)

;

G = do(u,P) ),

set_diff(P,Agenda,Diff),
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( Diff = [],

ValAgenda = Agenda,

Val = true,!

;

notKnown(Diff,NotKnown),

append(Agenda,NotKnown,ValAgenda),

Val = false,! ).

� System's response is free from false implicatures if Agenda conveys implicit evoca-

tive intentions of the user question.

isFFI(N,know(u,P),Agenda,FFIAgenda,FFI) :-

M is N - 1,

implEvocAtt(M,EcAtts),

expected(know(u,P),EcAtts),!,

containImplEvoc(EcAtts,P,Agenda,FFIAgenda,FFI).

Translation into QLF-predicates

The shallow NL front-end requires that the propositional content is syntactically and

semantically fully speci�ed when it enters the surface generator. This design criterion is

in accordance with the argumentation in PLUS where it was not considered desirable

that the generator should produce a set of synonymous sentences of which one is

arbitrarily chosen as output. The conceptual representation of the system response

is thus translated into a quasi-logical form which is close to the surface structure

of English. Translation is done in two stages by the predicate realise: �rst the

explicit concepts are translated into QLF-predicates via the bidirectional conceptual

lexicon (concToQLF), and then the representation is annotated with necessary auxiliary

predicates such as agreement features, pronouns etc. to �t into the requirements of the

surface generator (augment). Annotation is a reverse operation of what was done in

interpretation by ignoring some semantic predicates for the reasoning process.

realise(N,Goal,RelConc,Mood,SemRepr) :-

concToQLF(RelConc,Message),!,

append(Mood,Message,SemRepr1),

augment(N,Goal,SemRepr1,SemRepr).

Following the work in PLUS, we also assume that the mapping from concepts to QLF-

predicates provides important information about how the concept can be realised. Since
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the dialogue manager has no access to linguistic resources, constraints on linguistic

realisation must be checked indirectly. Besides mapping concepts to QLF-predicates

directly via the conceptual lexicon, the predicates concToQLF and augment also provide

more complex links between the propositional content and QLF-representation. For

instance, they can decide on the active or passive forms of the sentence, or on which

translation is preferred if a concept happens to have ambiguous translations (cf. lexical

lookup in PLUS, Bego et al. (1993)). Some clauses of the predicate concToQLF are

listed below.

concToQLF([ypinfo(_,Info)|_],[ok,Info]).

concToQLF([somethingElse],[ok|Pred]) :-

concToQLF([somethingElse],Pred).

concToQLF([showall,CC],Qlf) :-

CC =.. [_,In|_],

concToQLF([showall(In)],[P1]),

concToQLF([CC],P2),

append(P1,P2,Qlf). /* [P2] */

concToQLF([Conc|Concs],[Pred|Preds]) :-

cl(Pred,Conc), /* from cl.pl */

concToQLF(Concs,Preds).

9.5.5 Surface generation

We use a Categorial Grammar based generator Lager and Black (1994) for surface

generation. As already mentioned, management goals are directly generated as simple

messages without reasoning about the appropriate content. Below is the result of the

predicate surfaceGen/2 for such goals, as well as the clause calling for the actual

generator.

surfaceGen([[quit]],[['I',want,to,'quit.']]).

surfaceGen([[cannot_parse]],

[['Sorry',cannot,parse,the,'input.',

'Could',you,please,'rephrase.']]).

surfaceGen([[not_understand]],

[['Sorry',cannot,'understand.',' What',do,you,'mean?']]).

surfaceGen([[incorrect]],

[['There',is,something,wrong,in,your,'response.',

'Could',you,please,'repeat?']]).
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surfaceGen([[notrelevant]],

[['Sorry. I',do,not,understand,how,this,is,relevant,'here.']]).

surfaceGen([SemRepr|Srs],[String|Strs]) :-

generate(_:SemRepr,String), /* from cky_ccg_generator.p */

surfaceGen(Srs,Strs).

When the surface string has been formed and given as a system response, the system

returns the turn back to the user and waits for another input. Depending on the

dialogue state, the system expects to get either an answer or another question, and

once the user has typed in her contribution, the same cycle: accept-interpret-react

starts again.

9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a protytpe implementation of the principles of constructive

dialogue management. The system exhibits robust features in that it is capable of

dealing with the following tasks:

1. determining an appropriate continuation by reasoning about the joint purpose,

2. providing compensation if the database search results in nil,

3. specifying the goal with respect to communicative principles,

4. deciding on an appropriate Central Concept in the context,

5. planning a full sentence or ellipsis on the basis of context,

6. deciding whether a discourse referent is referred to as a de�nite or an inde�nite

NP, as a pronoun it or as a pronoun one.

A sample run of the system for the dialogue presented at the beginning of the thesis is

given in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 10

Discussion

10.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents a new way to deal with dialogue management in human-computer

interaction. The aim is to improve the robustness of dialogue management by an ap-

proach which requires adherence to communicative principles. The approach is called

`Constructive Dialogue Management' and it considers dialogues as cooperative joint

activities whereby the participants communicate wants and carry out plans by negoti-

ating about the joint purpose.

Based on the empirical studies of Wizard-of-Oz dialogues carried out in the PLUS

project, we formulated four requirements for robust dialogue management, and concen-

trated especially on the one which requires the system's communicative competence to

clarify vagueness and misunderstandings. The notion of `robustness' in dialogue man-

agement is tied to the basic requirements of communication in general. We dealt with

information-seeking dialogues in an application domain based on selected scenarios of

�nding information from the Yellow Pages, but it is claimed that the communicative

principles hold for other types of dialogues as well.

The theoretical foundation for our research is CommunicativeActivityAnalysis, a prag-

matic approach to communication developed by Allwood (1976) in his dissertation and
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later papers. CAA is a philosophically oriented linguistic theory, and it provides a

vocabulary of concepts rather than laws or rules of conduct. Instead of formalising

the whole theory of CAA, the aim in this thesis was to study the basis for succesful

implementation of robust dialogue management. CAA gives us the basis for identifying

the type of pragmatic knowledge needed, and how this knowledge a�ects communica-

tion. Our contention is that the uni�ed theory of communication provides a basis for

robust dialogue management. The prototype presented in the thesis is a step towards

practical validation of this claim.

CAA regards communication as cooperative activity between rational agents. In Con-

structive Dialogue Management we have formalised the basic concepts of CAA such

as the four step analysis of communication (contact, perception, understanding and

attitudinal reaction), requirements of rational ideal cooperation (joint purpose, con-

sideration and trust), expressive and evocative dimensions of a contribution and the

obligation of responsiveness, and demonstrated their importance in exible and coop-

erative system architecture. Although the CAA ideas were also discussed in the PLUS

project, the thesis is the �rst extensive implementation of the CAA principles in a

dialogue manager.

We have taken a radical approach to dialogue management in two respects: we have

abandoned dialogue grammar as a feasible way to deal with dialogues, and we have

also abandoned speech acts and their recognition. The �rst decision means that struc-

turing of dialogues is not done according to a set of structuring rules but the structure

emerges as the dialogue goes on. The notion of `adjacency pairs' is acknowledged as a

default reaction and encoded in the expectations of an appropriate continuation, but

it is not used as a constraint on the reaction. The second decision is in accordance

with the current view of speech act theory: speech acts are understood as convenient

abbreviations for a set of attitudes held by speakers, but it is not considered reasonable

to classify them; rather the speaker's goals and beliefs are represented as a bundle of

attitudes which can be reasoned about the basis of dialogue context.

The central claim is that dialogues are managed locally by reacting to the

changed dialogue context. The speakers' contributions function as context up-
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dates, and the appropriate reaction is formulated as a result of the evaluation of the

partner's, as well as one's own goals, beliefs, and intentions with respect to the changing

context. The context contains knowledge about the current dialogue situation (Central

Concept and NewInfo, initiatives taken by the speakers, the speakers' attitudes), the

previous contributions, world model, the speci�c task that is to be performed (appli-

cation model), and roles and expectations of the speakers. The attitudes represent the

communicative intentions of the speaker and they are of three kinds: expressive, evoca-

tive and evoked, corresponding to the attitudes that the speaker intends to express by

her contribution, that she wants to evoke in the hearer and that she evokes in the hearer

(the latter comprises also the presupposed attitudes which are assumed to be true if

the communicative act performed by the contribution is successful). The reasoning is

governed by communicative knowledge about ideal cooperation and rational activity.

The system response is based on the requirement that the evocative dimension of the

user contribution and the evoked system response must match. Planning takes the form

of gradual speci�cation of the system goal on three levels: determining the relevant

information to be communicated to the user (joint purpose), selecting the view-point

from which this information can be presented so that its relevance in the dialogue

context is clear (determining Central Concept), and determining the way of presenting

the information so that the new information is conveyed but the hearer cannot draw

false implicatures (selecting relevant semantic predicates for surface level realisation).

Cooperativeness is implicit in the inferences that the system draws in order to ful�l

the obligation of responsiveness and to maintain consistency of the context.

The process of �nding a joint purpose takes care of the system goal formulation. The

research has identi�ed four contextual factors which are important in this: which di-

alogue participant has the initiative, what is the Central Concept of the dialogue, are

the expectations of the previous contribution ful�lled, and has the system own goals

to pursue. The system is not only a benevolent information provider, but is also able

to resolve some conicts which occur if the user contribution and the context model

do not match. Conicts can occur if the user has replied with an unrelated response in

a situation where the system has had the initiative and own goals to pursue. In these
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cases, the system can be persistent and repeat the goal, but at the same time, adhere

to communicative principles which ensure that the user has the ultimate control of the

dialogue and its topic.

The view-point from which new information in the dialogue is presented is modelled

with the help of Central Concept which is an instantiated discourse referent. A dis-

tinction is drawn between aboutness and newness, the former referring to the partition

of the Context Model into the Central Concept (the topic, which is currently talked

about) and other known background information, and the latter referring to the new-

old distinction between what is new in the dialogue context (NewInfo) and what is

already known in it.

The view-point is determined so that the shift from the previous Central Concept

to the intended one is thematically related: the view-points cannot shift arbitrarily

but must obey coherence constraints which, for their part, are signs of the speakers'

communicative competence. Thematically related shifts are formulated on the basis

of domain knowledge, and encoded in nine rules. If an unrelated shift is attempted,

it must be appropriately marked on the surface by a topic shift marker. Coherence of

the dialogues is guaranteed locally, and global coherence is an e�ect that arises from

the partner's evaluation of her own goals in the updated context: it is a sign of the

speaker's communicative competence.

The planning of how to realise the system goal presents a new approach. The planning

starts from NewInfo, and thus an elliptical contribution is the default output. A full

sentence is generated only if the elliptical one does not ful�ll the relevance criteria

(does not communicate the goal approriately or allows the hearer to draw unwanted

implicatures).

The amount of information to be included in the surface form and the way in which

it will be presented to the user are determined on the basis of CAA principles. The

thesis thus bridges the generation gap by providing a uniform basis for planning. Prob-

lems associated with the distinction between strategic and tactical generation are thus

avoided: the communicative principles a�ect the planning on all levels.
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10.2 What theoretical ideas give the system its power

Our research uses insights from the huge body of research that exists on dialogue

management and natural language planning and generation. However, Constructive

Dialogue Management puts the whole natural language processing task in a wider

context, providing a new and uniform way to treat the various phenomena that have

been separately studied in previous research: it adheres to the general communicative

principles that underlie the individual surface level phenomena. The uniqueness of

our work arises from the way in which dialogue phenomena are handled in the light

of Communicative Activity Analysis in a constantly changing dialogue context: the

research has shown that a uni�ed basis for dialogue management can be provided.

We advocate a pragmatic view-point to improve the robustness of simple service sys-

tems. Pragmatics is understood as related to communication itself, which requires

dealing with the impact of contextual information on natural language processing.

CAA gives us the basis for identifying the type of pragmatic knowledge needed, and

how this knowledge a�ects communication. Especially, the four constraints of rational,

cooperative communication provide us with the basic framework to deal with contribu-

tions: the communicators have a joint purpose, they obey communicative obligations

by showing cognitive and ethical consideration in their contributions, and �nally, they

trust that the partner behaves so that the three other constraints are ful�lled. Con-

structive Dialogue Management emphasises the system's communicative competence,

and helps the designers of dialogue systems to base their design decisions on a solid

theoretical basis.

The thesis also sketches a framework in which system responses are planned based di-

rectly on the pragmatic principles, and coherence and cooperativeness of the responses

are attended to. The planning overcomes the problems associated with the distinction

of `what to say' and `how to say' by gradual speci�cation of the system goal and empha-

sising the new information that is to be presented to the user. The default contribution

is an elliptical contribution, and the full sentence is generated only if the contextual

information is needed to convey the goal appropriately or block false implicatures.
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10.3 Future Directions

Being the �rst attempt to develop comprehensive computational dialogue management

in the CAA framework, the work can be extended in di�erent directions. Four open

questions are of the most interest:

� How can the formalisation of CAA be extended to incorporate other types of

dialogues (e.g. task-oriented dialogues, advisory dialogues) and other aspects of

communication (e.g. reasoning about the system's role, the task it is involved in,

and the expertise level of the user). In the present system these are `hardcoded'

in the design of a cooperative servant which provides information from the Yellow

Pages.

� What kind of e�ects do knowledge representation and di�erent reasoning methods

have on the system's e�ciency? The use of abductive reasoning in determining

the joint purpose and the Central Concept is under investigation, and faster

algorithms should be studied.

� How can the CAA principles be applied to conict situations?

� How can the CAA principles be applied to multi-partner dialogues and spoken

dialogues, where the basic communicative requirements contact and perception

play a bigger role?
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Appendix 1

A sample run.

Script started on Sun Jul 17 11:58:07 1994

21-skye> go

SICStus 2.1 #7: Mon Feb 8 15:47:57 GMT 1993

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/caa.pl...}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/utils.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/utils.pl consulted, 190 msec 32720 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/cl.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/cl.pl consulted, 130 msec 13600 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/jointP.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/jointP.pl consulted, 370 msec 37840 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/rp.pl...}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/contexts...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/contexts consulted, 140 msec 9232 bytes}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/rp.pl consulted, 750 msec 71888 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/topic.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/topic.pl consulted, 280 msec 26400 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/wm.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/wm.pl consulted, 440 msec 77264 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/ypm.pl...}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/data.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/data.pl consulted, 130 msec 12048 bytes}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/ypm.pl consulted, 450 msec 39984 bytes}

{consulting /usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/initial.pl...}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/initial.pl consulted, 20 msec 2400 bytes}

{/usr/export/home/neist/kris/thesis/implement/caa.pl consulted, 2940 msec 326000 bytes}

| ?- st.

Welcome to EYP. Please state your query.

|: 'I need a car'.

Parse:

[i(_844),num(_844,sg),case(_844,nom),def(_844),need(_824,_844,_826),

stype(_824,finf),tense(_824,pres-time),num(_824,sg),pers(_824,st),

forsome(_826),car(_826),num(_826,sg),case(_826,acc),kind(_826,countn)]

Translation:

[user(u),needEvent(_824,_844,_826),car(_826)]

User Goal:

[know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)])]

Possible user shifts:

[needEvent(n,u,c)^coherent,car(c)^coherent]

Central Concept: needEvent(n,u,c)

NewInfo: [user(u),needEvent(n,u,c),car(c)]

Joint purpose:

[wantEvent(w,u,h),haveEvent(h,u,c),user(u),car(c)]
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AM headings: [carGarage,carHireCompany]

Too many headings

Sys Goal:

1 know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),disj(d,b,r)])

NewInfo:

[disj(d,b,r)]

_________ Entering Response Planner

_________ Checking system obligations

Obliged goal:

1 know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),disj(d,b,r)])

Goal 1 to be realised:

know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007),

buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),disj(d,b,r)])

_________ Determining Central Concept

Possible system shifts:

[car(c)^coherent]

Central Concept: car(c)

_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [disj(d,b,r)]

accurate: [disj(_11142,b,r),buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007)]

valid: [disj(d,b,r),buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007),

wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u)]

consistent: [disj(d,b,r),buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007),

wantEvent(w,u,bd),car(c),user(u)]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: no_ellipsis

Final Agenda:

[disj(d,b,r),buyEvent(b,u,c,_4014),hireEvent(r,u,c,_4007),

wantEvent(w,u,d),car(c),user(u)]

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

_________ Leaving Response Planner
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The semantic representation is:

interrog(_12187)

or(_12240,b,r)

buy(b,u,c)

rent(r,u,c)

want(w,u,d)

stype(w,finf)

tense(w,pres-time)

num(w,sg)

pers(w,nd)

one(c)

case(c,acc)

num(c,sg)

you(u)

_________ Surface Generation:

Surface String:

Not yet connected to a surface generator.

|: 'Rent'.

Parse:

[rent(_15038,_15039,_15040),stype(_15038,finf),tense(_15038,pres-time),

num(_15038,_15021),pers(_15038,_15016)]

Translation:

[hireEvent(_15038,_15039,_15040,_15216)]

User Goal:

[know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,r),hireEvent(r,u,c,_15464),user(u),car(c)])]

Possible user shifts:

[car(c)^cont]

Central Concept: car(c)

NewInfo: [hireEvent(r,u,c,_15449)]

Joint purpose:

[wantEvent(w,u,r),hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973),user(u),car(c)]

AM headings: [carHireCompany]

Query: [carHireCompany,_18888,_18886,_18884,_18882,_18880]

Specs: []

Sys Goal:

1 know(s,[hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973),location(r,_20616)])

2 know(u,[cardinality(setOf(11,[[[24hr Airport Chauffeur

Drive,Kings House King St West,Manchester M3,061-798-7777],[ABC Car

and Van Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Avis

Rent-a-Car,International Arrival Hall,Manchester Airport M22,061-436

2020],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road Breightmet,Bolton,0204
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28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead Manchester

Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House 287-289

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[Budget Rent-a-Car,In

terminal,Manchester Airport M22,061 499 3042],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Arrivals Hall,Manchester Airport M22,061 499

3320],[EuroDollar Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204

365373],[Europcar Car Rental,Flight Arrivals Hall/International

Arrivals Hall,Manchester Airport M22,061 436 2200],[GB Silver Ladies

Ltd,Outwood House 295 Wilmslow Road,Cheadle,Day: 061-436-1666/5560

Night: 0625-529763],[Grafton Car and Van Hire,Grafton Service Station

77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204 383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G

Hartford House Weston Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Arrivals

Hall,Manchester Airport M22,061 437 8208],[Hertz,Manchester North

branch,Bolton,061-273 8884],[Kenning Car and Van Rental,The Wilmslow

Moathouse Oversley Ford Altrincham Road,Manchester Airport M22,0625

532240],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]),20),carHireCompany(11)])

NewInfo:

[location(r,_20616)]

_________ Entering Response Planner

_________ Checking system obligations

Obliged goal:

1 know(s,[hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973),location(r,_20616)])

Goal 1 to be realised:

know(s,[hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973),location(r,_20616)])

_________ Determining Central Concept

Possible system shifts:

[hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973)^coherent]

Central Concept: hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973)

_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [location(r,_22853)]

accurate: [location(r,_20616),hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973)]

valid: [location(r,_20616),hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973)]

consistent: [location(r,_20616),hireEvent(r,u,c,_17973)]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: ellipsis
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Final Agenda: [location(r,_20616)]

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

_________ Leaving Response Planner

The semantic representation is:

interrog(_23596)

in(_23499,r,_20616)

_________ Surface Generation:

Surface String:

Not yet connected to a surface generator.

|: 'In Entwistle'.

Parse:

[in(_24844,_24845,_24846),pname(_24846,entwistle),def(_24846),

num(_24846,sg),case(_24846,acc)]

Translation:

[location(_24845,_24846),pname(_24846,entwistle)]

User Goal:

[know(s,[location(r,entwistle),hireEvent(r,u,c,_25260),user(u),car(c)])]

Possible user shifts:

[car(c)^coherent,hireEvent(r,u,c,_25260)^cont]

Central Concept: hireEvent(r,u,c,_27129)

NewInfo: [nil(location(r,entwistle))]

Joint purpose:

[clarify(nil(location(r,entwistle)))]

Sys Goal:

1 clarify(know(s,[location(entwistle,_28619)]))

NewInfo:

[location(entwistle,_28612)]

_________ Entering Response Planner

_________ Checking system obligations

Obliged goal:

1 clarify(know(s,[location(entwistle,_28619)]))

Goal 1 to be realised:

clarify(know(s,[location(entwistle,_28619)]))

_________ Determining Central Concept
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_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [location(entwistle,_29654)]

accurate: [location(entwistle,_28619)]

valid: [location(entwistle,_28619)]

consistent: [location(entwistle,_28619)]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: no_ellipsis

Final Agenda: [location(entwistle,_28619)]

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

_________ Leaving Response Planner

The semantic representation is:

interrog(_30249)

in(_30193,entwistle,_28619)

be(b,_30249,entwistle)

stype(b,finf)

tense(b,pres-time)

num(b,sg)

pers(b,rd)

_________ Surface Generation:

Surface String:

Not yet connected to a surface generator.

|: 'In Bolton'.

Parse:

[in(_30817,_30818,_30819),pname(_30819,bolton),def(_30819),

num(_30819,sg),case(_30819,acc)]

Translation:

[location(_30818,_30819),pname(_30819,bolton)]

User Goal:

[know(s,[location(entwistle,bolton),sublocation(bolton,entwistle)])]

Try accessible concepts for CC determination

Possible user shifts:

[pname(b,bolton)^awkward,location(e,b)^awkward,

sublocation(bolton,entwistle)^awkward]

Central Concept: location(_33034,entwistle)
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NewInfo: [location(entwistle,bolton)]

Joint purpose:

[[carHireCompany,_35025,_35023,_35021,bolton,_35017],

[location(entwistle,bolton)]]

Sys Goal:

1 know(u,[cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204

394803]]]),12),carHireCompany(12),location(entwistle,bolton)])

2 know(s,showall(13,carHireCompany(12)))

3 know(u,ypinfo(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]))

NewInfo:

[cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204

50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road Breightmet,Bolton,0204

28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead Manchester

Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House 287-289

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman

Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van Hire,Grafton Service

Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204 383974],[HM Car and Van

Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston Road,Bolton,0204

380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273 8884],[Kirkby

Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 389999/399797],[Majestic Car

and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3 3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells

Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204 389988],[TJS (formerly

AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge Street,Bolton,0204

394803]]]),12),ypinfo(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House
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287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]])]

_________ Entering Response Planner

_________ Checking system obligations

Obliged goal:

1 know(u,[cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204

394803]]]),12),carHireCompany(12),location(entwistle,bolton)])

2 know(s,showall(13,carHireCompany(12)))

Goal 1 to be realised:

know(u,[cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204

394803]]]),12),carHireCompany(12),location(entwistle,bolton)])

_________ Determining Central Concept

_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola
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Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]),12),ypinfo(12,[[[ABC Car and Van

Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]])]

accurate: [cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]),12),ypinfo(12,[[[ABC Car and Van

Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204

394803]]]),carHireCompany(12),location(entwistle,bolton)]
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valid: [cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]),12),ypinfo(12,[[[ABC Car and Van

Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204

394803]]]),carHireCompany(12),location(entwistle,bolton)]

consistent: [cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola

Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]),12),ypinfo(12,[[[ABC Car and Van

Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary Garage 1972,Bury Road

Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car Rental,c/o Lex Mead

Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget Rent-a-Car,Bradford House

287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 391611],[EuroDollar

Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204 365373],[Grafton Car and Van

Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley Old Road,Bolton,0204

383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford House Weston

Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North branch,Bolton,061-273

8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's Road BL3

3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes Street,Bolton,0204

389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher Bridge

Street,Bolton,0204
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394803]]]),carHireCompany(12),location(entwistle,bolton)]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: no_ellipsis

Final Agenda: [cardinality(setOf(12,[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[B

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

Goal 2 to be realised:

know(s,showall(13,carHireCompany(12)))

_________ Determining Central Concept

_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [final,showall(13,carHireCompany(12))]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: no_ellipsis

Final Agenda: [showall,carHireCompany(12)]

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

_________ Leaving Response Planner

The semantic representation is:

12

[[[ABC Car and Van Hire,Viola Street,Bolton,0204 50075],[Boundary

Garage 1972,Bury Road Breightmet,Bolton,0204 28607/35103],[British Car

Rental,c/o Lex Mead Manchester Road,Bolton,0204 31183],[Budget

Rent-a-Car,Bradford House 287-289 Manchester Road,Bolton,0204

391611],[EuroDollar Rent-a-Car,Bridgeman Street,Bolton,0204

365373],[Grafton Car and Van Hire,Grafton Service Station 77 Chorley

Old Road,Bolton,0204 383974],[HM Car and Van Hire,Unit 2G Hartford

House Weston Road,Bolton,0204 380628],[Hertz,Manchester North

branch,Bolton,061-273 8884],[Kirkby Central Ltd,Manchester

Road,Bolton,0204 389999/399797],[Majestic Car and Van Hire,St Helen's

Road BL3 3PS,Bolton,0204 62335],[Mitchells Self Drive,Dawes

Street,Bolton,0204 389988],[TJS (formerly AutoHire),135-137 Higher

Bridge Street,Bolton,0204 394803]]]

interrog(_41423)

you(s)

num(s,sg)

case(s,nom)

want(_41000,s,_41002)

stype(_41000,finf)

tense(_41000,pres-time)

num(_41000,sg)

pers(_41000,st)

stype(_41000,finf)
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tense(_41000,pres-time)

num(_41000,sg)

pers(_41000,nd)

see(_41002,s,12)

stype(_41002,infinf)

forall(12)

num(12,pl)

pers(12,rd)

case(12,acc)

carhirecompany(12)

_________ Surface Generation:

Surface String:

12

interrog(_41423) you(s) num(s,sg) case(s,nom) want(_41000,s,_41002)

stype(_41000,finf) tense(_41000,pres-time) num(_41000,sg)

pers(_41000,st) stype(_41000,finf) tense(_41000,pres-time)

num(_41000,sg) pers(_41000,nd) see(_41002,s,12) stype(_41002,infinf)

forall(12) num(12,pl) pers(12,rd) case(12,acc) carhirecompany(12)

|: 'Are there any vegetarian restaurants in Manchester'.

Parse:

[interrog(_46307),existq(_46303),forsome(_46303),vegetarian(_46294,_46303),

basef(_46294),restaurant(_46303),num(_46303,pl),case(_46303,nom),

kind(_46303,countn),in(_46265,_46303,_46267),pp-def(_46265),

pname(_46267,manchester),def(_46267),num(_46267,sg),case(_46267,acc)]

Translation:

[existq(_46303),typeof(_46303,vegetarian),restaurant(_46303),

location(_46303,_46267),pname(_46267,manchester)]

User Goal:

[know(u,[existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),restaurant(re),

location(re,manchester)])]

Possible user shifts:

[restaurant(re)^awkward]

Central Concept: restaurant(re)

NewInfo: [existq(re)]

Joint purpose:

[existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),restaurant(re),location(re,manchester)]

AM headings: [restaurant]

Query: [restaurant,vegetarian,_50800,_50798,manchester,_50794]

Specs: [existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]

Sys Goal:

1 know(u,supplyinfo([restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),
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location(re,manchester)]))

2 know(u,[cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian

Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester

Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford

Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),

restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)])

3 know(u,ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian Restaurant

Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester Rd,Manchester

21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester

1,061-273 1850]]]))

NewInfo:

[ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian Restaurant Fully

Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester Rd,Manchester

21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester

1,061-273 1850]]])]

_________ Entering Response Planner

_________ Checking system obligations

Obliged goal:

1 know(u,supplyinfo([restaurant(re),existq(re),

typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]))

2 know(u,[cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian

Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester

Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford

Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),

restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)])

Goal 1 to be realised:

know(u,supplyinfo([restaurant(re),existq(re),

typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]))

_________ Determining Central Concept

_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [final,supplyinfo([restaurant(re),existq(re),

typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)])]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: no_ellipsis

Final Agenda: [supplyinfo,[restaurant(re),existq(re),

typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]]

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

Goal 2 to be realised:

know(u,[cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian

Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester

Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford

Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),
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restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)])

_________ Determining Central Concept

_________ Determining Propositional Content

Initial Agenda: [ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian

Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester

Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford

Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]])]

accurate: [ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian Restaurant Fully

Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester Rd,Manchester

21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester

1,061-273 1850]]]),cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies

Vegetarian Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115

Manchester Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight

Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),

restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]

valid: [ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian Restaurant Fully

Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester Rd,Manchester

21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester

1,061-273 1850]]]),cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies

Vegetarian Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115

Manchester Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight

Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),

restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]

consistent: [ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian Restaurant

Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester Rd,Manchester

21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester

1,061-273 1850]]]),cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies

Vegetarian Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115

Manchester Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight

Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),

restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]

_________ Ellipsis determined

Elliptical: no_ellipsis

Final Agenda: [ypinfo(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies Vegetarian Restaurant

Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115 Manchester Rd,Manchester

21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester

1,061-273 1850]]]),cardinality(setOf(re,[[[VEGETARIAN,Billies

Vegetarian Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality,115

Manchester Rd,Manchester 21,061-881 93],[VEGETARIAN,On the Eight

Day,111 Oxford Rd,Manchester 1,061-273 1850]]]),2),

restaurant(re),existq(re),typeof(re,vegetarian),location(re,manchester)]

is Accurate, Valid, Consistent, and Free from false implicatures

_________ Leaving Response Planner

The semantic representation is:
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here(_55818)

come(_55813,_55814)

stype(_55813,finf)

tense(_55813,pres-time)

num(_55813,sg)

pers(_55813,rd)

def(_55814)

list(_55814)

num(_55814,sg)

case(_55814,acc)

kind(_55814,countn)

of(_55761,_55814,re)

def(re)

num(re,pl)

case(re,acc)

restaurant(re)

existq(re)

vegetarian(_55914,re)

in(_55945,re,manchester)

VEGETARIAN

Billies Vegetarian Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality

115 Manchester Rd

Manchester 21

061-881 93

VEGETARIAN

On the Eight Day

111 Oxford Rd

Manchester 1

061-273 1850

_________ Surface Generation:

Surface String:

Here comes the list:

VEGETARIAN

Billies Vegetarian Restaurant Fully Licensed/Organic Wines A Speciality

115 Manchester Rd

Manchester 21

061-881 93

VEGETARIAN

On the Eight Day

111 Oxford Rd

Manchester 1

061-273 1850

|: hei.

Parse:
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hei

Ok. Bye then.

no

| ?- ^D��

22-skye> ^D��exit

script done on Sun Jul 17 12:01:41 1994
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